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4. executive summary

executive summary

inpatient project development at skanda vale Hospice  

the problem 

the uK population is rapidly ageing. We are living longer than any generation that 
have gone before us, and there is no sign of this trend reversing. south West Wales, 
(where we are based) has the highest proportion of over-65 year olds in Wales. 

100 years ago, most people died at a younger age from acute illnesses and infec-
tions. Now we are more likely to die from long term illnesses such as cancer and 
heart disease, yet our healthcare services are still geared toward short term acute 
care. the rapid ageing of our society demands innovative new healthcare services 
designed to meet the specific needs of an older population.

In south West Wales, 59% of people die in hospitals, even though only 11% would 
choose to die there. Most people (56%) want to die at home, yet only 21% actu-
ally do. these statistics indicate that people are dying in expensive-to-run hospital 
beds, when they do not wish to be there. It is an outdated, inefficient and dehuma-
nising care model that has to be changed. Our project presents a local solution to 
a very large, well-recognised national problem.

Our history and current service:

skanda Vale Hospice began as a home-care service in 1993. For ten years we of-
fered simple non-clinical respite care, helping hundreds of people to die with dig-
nity in their own homes, rather than in hospital. In 2003 we opened a hospice day 
care centre near Llandysul in Carmarthenshire, offering respite, complementary 
therapies, home cooking and assisted bathing services. 

Our goal:

since 1987, our goal has been to provide a full range of palliative and end of life 
care services under one roof. We have been fundraising toward this goal for 20 
years and are now ready to realise our ambition. 

Our project will integrate diverse communities, enhance choice and equity of ac-
cess to palliative care resources, whilst providing a range of new volunteering, 
training and employment opportunities.
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the outcomes of our project will be:

Increased numbers of people experience improved quality of care during  •	
a life-limiting illness.

Carers feel less traumatised and overwhelmed by their duties.•	
People feel more included and purposeful through volunteering.•	
Patients and families will have improved access to other service providers.•	

Here’s what we plan to do:

Enhance our existing day care service by including on-site clinical nursing •	
care.

Provide a new six bed in-patient care facility.•	
Offer both respite care and end of life care to in-patients, through a fully ho-•	
listic and clinically based palliative care service. 

Provide new accommodation and facilities at the hospice for families and •	
carers of patients.

Provide heating and hot water for the whole hospice building from a new •	
biomass boiler, fuelled by wood chips from the charity’s own woodland.

Install external wall insulation and other energy saving measures to minimise •	
our environmental impact and benefit the long term economic sustainability 
of the project.

Develop a comprehensive volunteer program covering every single depart-•	
ment of hospice staffing. Professional clinical and specialist staff will join our 
volunteer bank and work alongside our employed clinical staff.

Our beneficiaries:

Our service will be free to anyone over the age of eighteen with respite or end of 
life care needs. the vast majority of our service beneficiaries will come from south 
West Wales – the rural communities of Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pem-
brokeshire. Our service will not be limited by geography, so we anticipate receiving 
a small number of referrals from outside this region.

Our partners:

this project has been co-designed by our regional network of palliative care pro-
viders. We have developed strong partnership working arrangements with our 
local health board and other key organisations to ensure that our service does not 
duplicate resources. Our project will increase choice and equity of access to servic-
es for patients and carers, whilst helping existing palliative care services to operate 
much more efficiently.
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Our timetable:

We plan to phase our service in gradually – after the construction phase has been 
completed, we will offer day care and planned periods of inpatient respite for five 
days a month. After approximately one year we will start providing full time re-
spite and end of life care.

Construction phase: July 2014 to August 2015.•	
service phase one – day care and five days inpatient respite a month:  •	
september 2015 to August 2016.

service phase two – 24 / 7 inpatient respite and end of life care:  •	
september 2016 onwards.

the project costs:

total capital project costs: £1,953,936•	
Funds we have already paid: £23,420•	
total capital project costs remaining: £1,930,516•	
Money we’ve already raised: £1,238,000•	
BIg Lottery Fund grant: £500,000•	
Our future income: £192,516 •	
(available from surplus to the end of the construction period)

this grant application is to meet a shortfall in our capital building costs. Our future 
running costs have been budgeted for. 

and finally...

skanda Vale Hospice is a secular project run by a multi-faith monastic order and 
registered charitable trust known as ‘the Community of the Many Names of god’. 
We understand that the BIg Lottery will not fund religious activities. the equality 
section of this application sets out the reasons why we feel it is important that our 
hospice provides a non-religious, non-exclusive service.
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abOut us

the community of the many Names of God 
registered charity Number 511166

We are a multi-faith monastic community based at skanda Vale – a monastery we 
established in 1973 and registered as a place of worship in 1975. We became a reg-
istered charitable trust in 1981.

Over the past 40 years, we have evolved steadily from very humble beginnings. 
the monastery now is home to a resident community of 26 monks and nuns, and 
covers 300 acres of farmland and mixed woodland. 

We have three multi-faith temples offering free public worship, six times a day, 365 
days a year. We have become a renowned international centre of pilgrimage, at-
tracting an annual congregation of around 90,000 pilgrims, to whom we provide 
spiritual counsel and practical support.

skanda Vale is a sanctuary for life. We care for a temple elephant, a herd of cattle 
and water buffalo, deer, llamas, goats, exotic birds, horses, ponies, donkeys and 
guinea pigs. Looking after them (in all weathers) teaches us selflessness, and adds 
fun, companionship and vitality to our lives.

Every year we supply over 60 tonnes of donated food to various local and na-
tional charities, and we run a popular multi-faith religious education programme for 
schools, universities and a wide variety of community groups. 

One of our main areas of work is skanda Vale Hospice; a day care centre situated 
eight miles from skanda Vale, in the rural village of saron, near Llandysul. the 
monastery and the hospice are integrally linked. the hospice is an expression of 
selfless service, steadfastly supported by a vast, culturally diverse community of 
people.

in this document we will:

set out our charitable objectives.•	
Present the organisational structure of our charity. •	
give an overview of our finances.•	
share the history and development of the hospice.•	



Skanda Vale MonaStery

far Left: The monastery is set in over 300 
acres of beautiful countryside.

Left: Volunteers moving stores in our food 
aid program warehouse.

bOttOm: Some of the 90,000 visitors who 
come to Skanda Vale every year.



Skanda Vale hoSpice
riGHt: Our current day care centre in 
Saron, near Llandysul.

bOttOm Left: The conservatory with 
views over the garden and beyond.

bOttOm riGHt: A sunny spot in the 
garden.
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Our aims aNd Objectives

in our declaration of trust, our charitable objectives are:
1. to promote, for the benefit of the public, the public worship of god in his univer-
sality in accordance with the spiritual teachings of Krishna as set out in the Bhaga-
vad gita, at the Hindu temple maintained by the Community at skanda Vale or any 
other places of public worship maintained or used by the Community.

2. to advance religion and religious education by propagating to the public the 
said spiritual teachings about the worship of god in his universality. 

3. to maintain a community of people living together in accordance with the afore-
said spiritual teachings as a religious community promoting such public worship 
both at the temples maintained by the Community and elsewhere, offering shel-
ter, hospitality and spiritual refreshment and where relevant relief from poverty to 
those who by reason of penury, physical disability or any form of mental or spiri-
tual breakdown are in need of such refuge without regard to race or creed, send-
ing out members of the Community to provide spiritual refreshment and spiritual 
advice to members of the public who are for the foregoing reason in need of such 
refreshment or advice and assisting in the rehabilitation of alcoholics, drug addicts 
or delinquents who are in need of such rehabilitation.

4. to relieve the poverty of deserving persons who are in need and to support by 
donations and otherwise charitable institutions for the relief of poverty.

Our specific objective for hospice care is:
5. to relieve the sickness and suffering and to promote the spiritual well being of 
persons of all ages requiring palliative, specialist and medical care by the provision 
of home care and hospice care for both day patients and resident patients.

this last objective was added in 2002, following discussions with the charity com-
mission. It empowers us legally to develop our hospice service.

Our OrGaNisatiONaL structure

board of trustees
the charity is administered by a board of trustees. trustees are nominated on the 
basis of their skills, experience, commitment and enthusiasm – half of them are 
drawn from the resident monastic community, the other half from a cross section 
of lay community. Our current board includes:

chairman – swami brahmananda – also known as bruce alex charley
Bruce Alexander Charley graduated from swansea university with a BEng in me-
chanical engineering in 1988, before joining skanda Vale in 1990 to follow his mo-
nastic vocation of service and worship. He took lifelong monastic vows, and the 
title of swami Brahmananda, in 1994. He was appointed as secretary of the trust-
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ees in 1993, and was elected chairman after the death of the spiritual head and 
founder of the community in 2007. 

He brings a broad range of skills to the trust. His day to day work includes main-
taining and fixing all things mechanical and electrical. He leads spiritual seminars 
and gives pastoral care to many people for whom skanda Vale represents a bea-
con of light in a confusing world. All this is founded in his own deep experience of 
the Divine, accrued through over twenty years of monastic life.

secretary – swami Govinda – also known as justin raymond barker
Justin Raymond Barker graduated from Chelsea school of Art in 1990 with a BA-
Hons in fine art sculpture. He then pursued an artistic career and was involved in 
two period house restoration projects, before becoming a novice monk at skanda 
Vale in 1994. In 1996 he took full monastic vows, and in 1998 was ordained a swami 
(or priest). 

His main role is of estates manager – additional work includes temple duties, build-
ing work, general maintenance and caring for the expanding population of commu-
nity poultry, ducks and geese. In 1999 he began managing the food aid program, 
and in 2007 he was elected secretary of the trustees. He also works as a carer in 
skanda Vale Hospice. 

director of finance – swami suryananda – also known as michael begley
swami suryananda joined skanda Vale in 1987 and is a senior monk in the commu-
nity. He has been a trustee and director of finance of the charity for 20 years. He 
is a member of the swamis Council and has been directly involved in planning and 
implementing many of the major infrastructure projects within skanda Vale. He 
represents the charity in its dealings with statutory bodies and is part of the team 
leading the development of the Hospice project, both in terms of the building and 
strategic service development.

swami Narayana – also known as Kenneth vivian
swami Narayana joined the community in 1974 as a monk. From 1980 to 1990 he 
revisited the world, during which time he ran a building business. Following his re-
turn he was appointed as a trustee and has served on the board since then. 

As a member of the swami’s council he helps coordinate all activities; spiritual 
and pastoral in skanda Vale. He is responsible for health and safety for the vari-
ous building projects in the monastery, as well as being responsible for one of our 
three places of worship, the sri Ranganatha temple. In the hospice he is actively 
involved in fundraising and as a sitter.

sister saskia – also known as saskia Kraft
sister saskia became a trustee in 2007 and joined the monastic order in 2009. she 
is a qualified clinical psychologist (doctorate) and family therapist, with 28 years 
experience. she has worked in a hospital setting (paediatric and youth ward) and 
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in a private psychotherapy practice for children (aged 1 to 16) and their families, 
in child health (from birth to 7 years) and their families, and in working for Hywel 
Dda Health Board (adults with learning disabilities, adult mental health and child 
health). 

she brings with her interpersonal and counselling skills, experience with vulnerable 
individuals and work in multi-disciplinary teams. sister saskia is currently a primary 
carer in the Hospice team.

mr. elliot muir
Elliot came to skanda Vale in July 2008 and lives here permanently with his wife 
Aquila. He has a First Class BA (Hons) Degree in graphic Design from Falmouth 
College of Arts. He has worked at various graphic design studios in London and 
New York, including Iris, a large, international creative network where he did part-
nership marketing for the Department of Health and campaigns for sony and 
tMobile. He plays a creative role at the hospice, involved in campaigning, PR and 
fundraising. He is part of the inpatient hospice project development team.

mr. robin rose
After 35 years experience at director level Robin is now semi-retired. In addition 
to his trustee work for skanda Vale, Robin carries out consultancy work for Man-
chester Business school, working with MBA students and training care home staff 
in the deployment of reminiscence therapy. He brings a great deal of experience in 
recruitment, training and human resource issues and is well connected in the care 
home sector.

mrs. Kumi ariyadasa
Kumi graduated with LLB (Hons). she was appointed as a trustee in 2008, having 
been visiting the community since she was a child in the late 1970’s. Kumi is cur-
rently employed as a solicitor for Cardiff County Council, specialising in corporate 
and governance matters. she has previously advised the Council on contracts, pro-
curement and service provision through local authority companies, charities and 
partnerships. 

Prior to qualifying as a solicitor in 2004, Kumi worked for several years as a project 
manager in the voluntary and charitable sectors, working with various disadvan-
taged groups including disabled youth groups, Asian girls and women, and migrant 
domestic workers.

mrs. anjna chavda
Anjna lives with her husband and 16 year old son in the West Midlands. she is cur-
rently working as an education and employment advisor for the mental health 
charity BItA Pathways. In 2001, she successfully established an advocacy service in 
a number of mental health inpatient units, aimed at black and minority ethnic com-
munities. In November 2005 she was awarded the Birmingham City Mental Health 
Award.
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Anjna was appointed to the board in January 2013, bringing with her skills and 
strengths from life experience, both as a health professional and carer. Anjna and 
her family cared for her elderly parents at the end of their lives. this has helped her 
to understand the clinical processes involved and psychological impact this experi-
ence can have on both the patient and their carers.

mr. manivannan Govindan
Mani has around 20 years experience in the I.t industry and two years experience 
in chemical industry manufacturing. Mani has a bachelor’s degree in Chemical 
Engineering and a diploma in computer science. He currently works as an I.t con-
sultant for IBM. Mani is a regular visitor to skanda Vale with his young family. He 
joined the board in January 2013 and is very active in organising and participating 
in fundraising activities for the hospice and other charities.
 
Our vaLues

the charity meet the modest personal needs and provide basic accommodation for 
a resident community of 26 monks and nuns, plus two lay people. 

All work by the community is done on a purely voluntary basis – this is absolutely 
fundamental. We are opposed to the commercialisation of religious work and wor-
ship. Volunteering – offering oneself to one’s work wholeheartedly and without 
ego, is the bedrock on which our community is built.

We are very hard working; our day starts at 4.30am and finishes late in the evening 
– and there are no weekends and no holidays. Although it sounds dreadful, it is the 
key to our strength as a community! We get our energy and sense of purpose from 
learning to concentrate deeply on the task at hand. through mindfulness, we learn 
to overcome our personal limitations and begin to feel a profound and energising 
connection with life.

the result of this is a highly motivated, skilled and resourceful team of people, 
bound by shared experience, common purpose and brotherly (or sisterly) love. It’s 
a powerful human resource.

Our fiNaNciaL sustaiNabiLity

Our accounts are independently audited and submitted to the Charity Commission 
on an annual basis. We have a 100% record for on-time submissions. We are in a 
strong financial position, with no debts. Here are our recent figures:

2011 donated income: 556,818•	
2011 total income: £610,401•	
2012 donated income: £558,103•	
2012 total income: £628,216•	
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Voluntary, anonymous donations from pilgrims make up the vast majority of our 
income. Pilgrims donate because they feel inspired by an uplifting and positive 
experience in the temples and monastery. We have a strict policy to never ask for 
money, or infer the need of any item. 

We live well within our means – we have never been in debt or borrowed money. 
Our infrastructure has been developed carefully and sustainably, in response to the 
number of pilgrims who visit.

Our accOuNts

the monastery is supported through a general unrestricted fund, used to develop 
facilities and meet the modest needs of the resident community. the hospice is 
supported through a restricted fund – income donated to the hospice can only be 
used for the hospice. Fundraising for inpatient hospice unit began in 1987, and by 
the end of last year our savings totalled £1,194,686. 

Our hospice fund includes some substantial fixed assets; a day care hospice build-
ing and the hospice lodge – an eight bedroom house that accommodates our 
sisterhood, a group of nuns who work full time in the hospice. We own the freehold 
on both of these properties and have no mortgages.

the hospice is financially sustainable from its own restricted fund. the hospice will 
not be allowed to become dependant on fund transfers from skanda Vale’s un-
restricted fund for its viability. We are careful to ensure that our plans to develop 
the hospice do not compromise the need to sustain and improve facilities at the 
monastery. 

At the moment, there is no money available in the unrestricted skanda Vale fund to 
support the development of this hospice project. should surplus income become 
available in the future, then we are legally permitted to transfer money to the hos-
pice fund, from the unrestricted skanda Vale fund.

We believe we have sufficient funds to begin developing the inpatient hospice:

We have £1.2 million held in the hospice restricted fund.•	
We have projected annual surplus up to the end of the construction phase.•	
We hope to secure a grant from the BIg Lottery Fund to make up the short •	
fall in funding for the capital cost of the building works. 

We are able to meet the future running costs of the project through projected in-
come, whilst holding reserves in the hospice fund. At the end of the first year of full 
service development (31st December 2017) these reserves will be equivalent to five 
months projected expenditure. 
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our
work

A sHORt HIstORY  
OF OuR sERVICE
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a sHOrt HistOry Of Our service

1987 – the founder of skanda Vale monastery, guru sri subramanium, has a serious 
heart attack. Whilst recovering in hospital in Carmarthen, one of his fellow patients 
dies alone, feeling afraid and confused. Hospital staff give excellent clinical care, 
but lack of resources means the patient doesn’t get the emotional, spiritual and 
personal care that he needs. guru feels compelled to help. His vision is to establish 
an inpatient hospice, offering end of life care, completely free of charge.

1988 – the Vale Hospice Appeal is launched. We start holding regular fundraising 
collections on the streets of our local towns; Carmarthen, Ammanford, Cardigan, 
Neath and swansea. this is an invaluable opportunity for team members to discuss 
ideas and aspirations with the public.

We begin a consultation process with our local health board, consultants, doctors, 
hospices, social services, nursing managers and third sector organisations to learn 
more about the need for hospice services. 

At this time, the only inpatient hospice in the region is ty Olwen in swansea – an 
hours drive from skanda Vale. ty Cymorth Hospice in Carmarthen and ty Bryngw-
yn Hospice in Llanelli are not yet established. throughout the region, palliative care 
is provided by nurses working in the community.

Architecture students from Cardiff are invited to submit their design concepts for 
a 20 bedroom inpatient hospice to be built at the monastery. A group of palliative 
care professionals visit the proposed site and offer their input on how to develop 
our service. 

It becomes clear from the consultation that the site is not ideal. Access is poor; 
the roads are narrow and distant from public transport links. there is no history of 
settlement on any part of the land, so planning permission would be difficult to 
secure. Overall feedback suggests we start small – growing slowly and steadily.

1992 – Our consultation group suggest that the main priority for our region is the 
hiring of a second Clinical Nurse specialist (CNs), to work alongside the existing 
Macmillan nurse. We discuss options with the local health board, and offer to pro-
vide funding for this new post. unfortunately, contract negotiations break down as 
the health board turn their attention to developing ty Bryngwyn, a new specialist 
palliative care unit in Llanelli. the CNs position remains vacant, despite best efforts 
from all parties.

1993 – Addressing the second most pressing priority from our consultation, we 
decide to offer a free home care service. Monks, nuns and local volunteers work 
alongside our employed Home support Workers, offering a 24 / 7 respite service 
to carers in the patient’s own home. Patients without a family carer now have the 
opportunity to die peacefully at home rather than in hospital. 
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Our service model is based on one developed by the Paul sartori Foundation in 
Pembrokeshire and is designed to complement Carmarthenshire’s established Ma-
rie Curie home care service; we offer simple, non-clinical care, enabling Marie Curie 
to focus on patients with more intensive and complex care needs. 

Patients find out about our service through word of mouth, promotional cam-
paigns, community networking and via referrals from clinicians. Admission to our 
service is made in full consultation with the patient’s gP, district nurse or other 
health professional. 

1995 – We invest in a low-impact mobile structure to act as a hospice information 
centre in skanda Vale. Hospice t-shirts, saris, incense, live recordings of devotional 
hymns and pictures from our temples are offered to devotees on a donation basis 
to help raise money for the appeal. Volunteers are on hand to answer questions 
and promote the service. 

Pilgrims support the hospice project without ever expecting to use it. they donate 
because they feel inspired by their experience at skanda Vale and they want to 
support our work as a charity. For our pilgrims, the hospice is just one important 
part of a much bigger picture.

1996 – the charity buys a small farmhouse next to skanda Vale monastery. the 
building provides office space and accommodation for three of our volunteer 
carers. Our home care service is managed by a full time volunteer with ten years 
social work and palliative care team management experience. this combination of 
factors enable us to operate with extremely low overheads. 

2001 – A large farmhouse with outbuildings and land adjoining skanda Vale is 
donated to the charity. Architects draw up plans for a five bedroom hospice, and 
a full business plan is developed. Dr. Hans Rudi suter, a highly experienced consul-
tant moves to the area and volunteers as the hospice’s medical director. A regis-
tered nurse with many years palliative experience also joins us as a monk. 

We submit our planning application, backed with strong support from Welsh As-
sembly ministers, MPs, healthcare professionals and members of the public, but 
it is rejected on the basis of poor traffic access and the change of use of existing 
agricultural buildings. We appeal the decision to the Welsh Assembly, but it is dis-
missed.

2002 – We find another property (an ex-residential home) about 15 minutes drive 
from skanda Vale. It is easily accessible, has mature gardens, land for future devel-
opment, and a similar established planning use to a hospice. Planning authorities 
are consulted prior to purchase to see if the property is a viable option – it is, and 
we buy it for £280,000 - a very reasonable price.



our unSucceSSful planning application  
for a fiVe bedrooM hoSpice, in 2001
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ten years of providing home care convinces us that a combined day care, respite 
and inpatient hospice would help create better outcomes and more choice for 
people in our region. Patients could benefit from a peaceful, loving environment, 
clinical expertise, pain management, enhanced continuity of care and the strong 
community dynamic of inspired selfless service, all under one roof. 

Experience has shown us that achieving each of these outcomes successfully in a 
patient’s home is difficult. Our carers also find professional and personal develop-
ment more challenging when they are isolated in a home care environment. Our 
vision is to establish an inpatient unit; we feel this goal will be delayed while time 
and resources are allocated to the home care service. 

2003 – the home care project is concluded. Our project outcomes are:

292 patients and families cared for.•	
21,000 hours of care provided.•	

the new hospice is ideally located. It sits centrally within Hywel Dda health board, 
midway between Cardigan in Ceredigion, and Carmarthen in Carmarthenshire. Our 
village of saron is immaculately kept; comprised of a long row of neatly presented 
retirement bungalows – a totally unthreatening environment for vulnerable and 
older people. the tranquil rural setting offers views of the surrounding countryside, 
yet, crucially, is on a major bus route between towns.

the design and build of the day care centre:
Community members and trustees bring their experience of running large con-
struction projects in skanda Vale to the development of the day care centre. Do-
nated skills and labour continue to facilitate the frugal running of the project – a 
swiss civil engineer joins us as a monk, capably fulfilling the task of project design 
and management.

In a meeting with the Care standards Inspectorate for Wales, we learn that no for-
mal registration is required for hospice day care centres – yet to ensure our service 
is fit for purpose we take the initiative to consult with our local NHs Estates De-
partment, Fire Brigade, Building Control, structural engineers and Environmental 
Health authorities. Local district and Macmillan nurses agree to provide nursing 
care for our service beneficiaries, as and when needed. tenders are put out to four 
contractors and work begins. Community members and local volunteers join in 
with minor building work and decorate the day care centre themselves. 

the centre is, naturally, designed to be easily accessible to people with mobility 
issues - there are no steps anywhere, our beautiful glazed hardwood doors are 
extra wide, and wheelchair friendly non-slip flooring is used throughout. Our spa-
cious assisted bathing facility offers a level access shower, hydraulic care bath and 
an electric bath hoist. the two patient rest rooms are both equipped with electric 
profiling beds, personal lockers, wardrobes and over-bed tables. Patient security 
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has been carefully considered with an electronic door lock access system, external 
security lighting, monitored fire escapes, nurse call systems and CCtV. 

the hospice is non-institutional in every detail; high quality furniture and fittings are 
sourced from domestic suppliers to establish a comfortable, homely environment. 
We use warm, bright colours to create a positive feeling, using beautiful ornaments, 
floral displays and artwork, and we commission a bespoke water feature for the 
reception. Volunteers co-design a unique stainless steel and glass staircase, and an 
attractive glazed porch structure for the main entrance. the aim is to make people 
from all ages and backgrounds feel at home.

the local community welcomes the hospice to saron; the Mayor of Cardigan, to-
gether with health and social care workers and members of the public and press 
attend the opening ceremony. We hold a children’s party in the new building to 
help build links with our local community.

2004 – Our annual hospice fete, held in the grounds of skanda Vale pulls a crowd 
of over 1000 people, raising a total of £12,800 for the inpatient unit. the fete fea-
tures live music, face painting, clowns, exotic bazaars, an Asian Elvis, a world food 
hall, vintage cars, birds of prey, and the chance to meet Valli, our temple elephant.

the unique and genuine triumph of this event is that it successfully manages to 
bring two completely disparate communities together in a welcoming, uplifting 
environment. Asians from inner city neighbourhoods spend the day mixing with 
our local rural Welsh community. Police officers attending the event comment on 
the remarkable feeling of harmony, unity and fun, and ask to come back again next 
year. People from different walks of life visit our multi-faith temples, and the hos-
pice staff raise awareness for the inpatient project at a carefully designed educa-
tional area.

2005 – As our day care service develops, it becomes clear from patient and health 
professional feedback that our region would greatly benefit from a manual lym-
phatic drainage therapy service. training is not available in the uK, so one of our 
sisters, a qualified physiotherapist, attends a six week intensive training course in 
germany. this service is added to our list of complementary therapies, and admis-
sions to the day care centre double over the next 12 months.

2005 – the majority of visitors to skanda Vale Monastery are Asian – from India, 
sri Lanka, Mauritius and Nepal, and many are quite frail or elderly, often with poor 
spoken English. Recognising the significant cultural and language barriers they 
face in accessing health care services, we establish the Health and Wellbeing Cen-
tre in a purpose-built space at skanda Vale. We offer health advice, blood pressure, 
blood sugar and pulse rate checks in a culturally familiar, trusted environment.

A volunteer registered nurse gives our pilgrims reassurance and confidence to fol-
low up on their health, social and, to a lesser extent, emotional and spiritual needs. 



the annual hoSpice fete
tOp Left: Asian Elvis lets rip.

bOttOm Left: Sister Carol with one of our 
day care patients.

bOttOm riGHt: Local morris dancers raised 
money all year for the hospice. They present-
ed us with a cheque, and a little dance.
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this holistic service also helps redress some of the misconceptions about hospice 
care that exist amongst ethnic minorities, and identify potential hospice beneficia-
ries. It proves to be an extremely effective way of connecting with large numbers 
of people who face disadvantage from age, social isolation, language and ethnicity.

2007 – the founder of skanda Vale, guru sri subramanium, develops a complex 
combination of conditions, and is moved to the hospice. During the six months that 
guru is at the hospice, members of the community gain invaluable experience of 
delivering 24 / 7 palliative and end of life care. Dr. Roberts, a g.P from teifi surgery 
in Llandysul, takes wonderful care of guru. He is inspired by our approach and of-
fers wholehearted support to the development of the inpatient unit – he becomes 
a close friend and ally. guru passes away on the 3rd July.

2008 – Our lymphatic therapist and palliative care nurse leave the hospice team 
to pursue their careers. We learn a valuable lesson; that it is difficult to provide 
continuity of a specialist service in a purely voluntary context. Full time volunteers 
with specific palliative care skills are hard to find. We begin to wonder how we will 
establish a clinical team for the inpatient unit with our current set up.

2008 – sister Lily, a 90 year old nun at skanda Vale has a fall and breaks her hip. 
the event has several knock on effects on her general wellbeing, and she is moved 
to the hospice for palliative care. Hospital doctors tell us 95% of patients in her 
condition and age can be expected to die within three months of the hip operation. 
sister Lily is still with us five years after the event, and has given 25 members of the 
community and volunteers priceless experience in providing inpatient personal care.

Our curreNt service

We offer non-clinical day care to anyone over the age of eighteen who has been 
diagnosed with a life threatening illness, at our premises near Llandysul, in the vil-
lage of saron, Carmarthenshire. the Hospice is easy to access with good transport 
links, yet patients can benefit from our peaceful rural setting. Everything is offered 
completely free of charge.

We are currently open from 9.30am to 4.00pm every tuesday and Friday. there 
are no geographical restrictions on admissions, though the majority of our patients 
come from Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion or Pembrokeshire. Patients can refer them-
selves to our service, or a health professional can refer on their behalf. 

We tend to work with small numbers of patients, so we can offer a high standard 
of one-to-one care. Our service is delivered in a non-institutional, homely environ-
ment, finished and equipped to a beautiful standard. We currently offer: 

A large lounge and dining area with conservatory, where patients can enjoy  •	
a delicious home cooked meal, made to suit specific dietary requirements.

Assisted bathing facilities – level-access shower, hydraulic bath and chair lift.•	
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A therapy suite for reflexology, aromatherapy and massage.•	
A private relaxation area.•	
Well tended gardens with countryside views beyond.•	

We are a professional organisation run entirely by volunteers. Monks and nuns from 
skanda Vale multi-faith monastic community work full time for free, supported 
by a group of wonderful part time volunteers. All our staff are fully qualified and 
insured, with many years practical experience. We do continuous in-house training 
(conforming to all recognised standards) and run DBs (disclosure barring service 
– formerly known as CRB) checks for every member of staff, so families can rest 
assured that their loved one is in safe, experienced, capable hands. 

Our philosophy is to help create a warm and loving environment that naturally 
uplifts the emotional, physical and spiritual lives of all our visitors. Our approach 
to hospice care is fully holistic; we understand that a person’s physical, emotional, 
social and spiritual needs are intimately interconnected. Our service meets each 
of these needs simply and effectively through practical, grounded and highly at-
tentive care. We feel that the spiritual aspect of our service is not something that 
is given, but shared. We believe everyone’s personal experience of life is uniquely 
sacred, so we honour and respect it as such.

day care service – project outcomes
Between 2004 and 2013 we:

Cared for 85 different patients and their families.•	
Offered 8727 hours of care.•	
served 1483 home cooked meals.•	
gave 532 assisted bathing sessions.•	

During this period we gave the following complementary therapies:

389 reflexology sessions.•	
183 aromatherapy sessions.•	
80 massage sessions.•	
841 sessions of lymphoedema treatment.•	



inSide our day care centre
tOp Left: A detail in the complementary 
therapy suite. 

tOp riGHt: One of the patient rest areas in 
the day care hospice.

Left: Our assisted bathing facilities feature 
a level access shower, hydraulic care bath and 
electric bath hoist.
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Our prOject aim:

We will integrate diverse communities, enhance choice and equity of access to pal-
liative care resources, and provide a range of new volunteering, training and em-
ployment opportunities.

Our prOject OutcOmes:

1. Increased numbers of people experience improved quality of care during  
a life-limiting illness.

2. Carers feel less traumatised and overwhelmed by their duties.

3. People feel more included and purposeful through volunteering.

4. Patients and families will have improved access to other service providers.

HOw Our prOject OutcOmes wiLL meet  
tHe biG LOttery fuNds prOGramme OutcOmes: 

Our project outcomes will revitalise the community by:

Improving choice, equity of access and care outcomes for people affected by •	
life-limiting illnesses.

Helping more people to access the care they need, by offering a (where pos-•	
sible bilingual) signposting service to other relevant service providers.

Improving continuity of patient care between service providers, through our •	
partnership networking with regional care organisations.

Creating local employment opportunities and access to vocational training.•	
Reducing loneliness and social isolation, through creating a large number of •	
inspiring volunteer opportunities, especially suitable for older people.

Improving access to regional care services for vulnerable people through •	
creating a case worker service. (this part of the project is currently being 
researched and developed).

Improving access to our palliative care services through establishing a free •	
patient transport service. (this part of the project is currently being re-
searched and developed). 

Helping people with palliative care needs through creating new occupational •	
therapy and physiotherapy services. (this part of the project is currently be-
ing researched and developed).

Our project outcomes will improve community relations by:

Maximising the efficient use of regional palliative care services.•	
Reducing the stress and trauma on carers through offering new respite care •	
services.

Helping vulnerable palliative patients to feel safe and relaxed in their chosen •	
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place of care through the provision of respite care services.

Helping people to feel emotionally and spiritually comforted and reassured •	
through pastoral care and bereavement support services.

Enabling people to benefit from pain management and exceptional personal •	
care during a life-limiting illness.

Reducing misconceptions about illness, death and hospice care in general by •	
offering our hospice as community hub, free of charge. 

Encouraging positive social engagement and interaction through our free •	
community hub resource.

Reducing social isolation, inactivity and loss of purpose for older people •	
through offering a range of stimulating volunteering opportunities.

Enhancing skills and confidence for those with caring responsibilities by of-•	
fering child care allowances to our volunteers.

Improving inter-cultural relations by offering opportunities for people from •	
different social backgrounds (namely; inner city Asian neighbourhoods and 
local rural Welsh) to volunteer, fundraise and work together.

Our project outcomes will enhance local environments, community services and 
buildings by:

Increasing choice and equity of access to palliative care services, through the •	
creation of a six bedroom inpatient hospice, offering day care, respite and 
end of life care services. 

Enhancing the efficiency of other regional palliative care resources through •	
creating new services that fill the gaps in the overall network of services.

Enhancing continuity of patient care by offering a comprehensive range of •	
palliative care services under one roof.

Creating a separate accommodation unit for patient’s families, so they can be •	
comfortable and close to their loved one, with their own space when needed.

Increasing pastoral care facilities for people affected by life-limiting illnesses •	
with a ‘non-religious’ sacred space and enhanced spiritual care services.

Offering a free community hub with large indoor and outdoor spaces.•	
Increasing access to natural environment for people with life-limiting illness-•	
es, through the creation of a garden specifically designed for their needs.

Enhancing the natural environment through creating ponds, bird boxes and •	
wildlife habitats in the garden.

Reducing our environmental impact through installing a biomass boiler to •	
provide all our heating from locally sourced wood chip.

Reducing our environmental impact through operating a biodiesel powered •	
car sharing scheme for our staff. 

Reducing our environmental impact through installing exterior wall insulation.•	
Reducing our environmental impact by encouraging our staff to use public •	
transport – we are on a major bus route.
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tracKiNG Our prOGress

project indicators

project outcome indicator Level timescale

Increased numbers 
of people experience 
improved quality of care 
during a life-limiting 
illness.

the number of patients 
expressing an improve-
ment in their situation 
whilst accessing our 
services.

50 people express an 
improvement in their 
situation.

After one year 
of service phase 
one: 31st Aug 
2016

100 people express an 
improvement in their 
situation.

After one year 
of service phase 
two: 31st Aug 
2017

Carers feel less trauma-
tised and overwhelmed 
by their duties.

the number of carers 
and families expressing 
an improvement in their 
situation whilst access-
ing our services.

50 people express an 
improvement in their 
situation.

After one year 
of service phase 
one: 31st Aug 
2016

100 people express an 
improvement in their 
situation.

After one year 
of service phase 
two: 31st Aug 
2017

People feel more in-
cluded and purposeful 
through volunteering.

the number of new 
volunteers stating they 
feel more included and 
purposeful as a result of 
joining the project

17

After one year 
of service phase 
one: 31st Aug 
2016

14

After one year 
of service phase 
two: 31st Aug 
2017

Patients and families will 
have improved access to 
other service providers.

the number of patients 
or carers indicating we 
have helped them ac-
cess services.

60 patients or carers 
indicate we have helped 
them access services.

After one year 
of service phase 
one: 31st Aug 
2016

120 patients or carers 
indicate we have helped 
them access services.

After one year 
of service phase 
two: 31st Aug 
2017

How we arrived at these figures
Our assumptions and calculations are listed in the references and appendices sec-
tion of this document.

methods used to collect information
At this point it is important to share an insight into the lives of our service benefi-
ciaries. People come to us when they are no longer able to cope. they are often 
physically exhausted, suffering from intense pain, affected by depression and are 
often traumatised and overwhelmed by their illness, their concept of death, and 
the stress that their condition places on family and friends. 
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We have to be very sensitive in the way that we ask our beneficiaries to evalu-
ate our service. Palliative care patients typically access a large number of services 
throughout their illness. Each one of these services require feedback and evalua-
tion, but there is a risk of overwhelming the patient with handfuls of questionnaires. 
Our approach to gathering patient feedback must be flexible – our staff are trained 
and assessed to ensure that the most suitable, non invasive monitoring option is 
always chosen. Our methods include:

Face to face or telephone discussions with service users and volunteers. Key •	
points may be recorded and archived.

Letters of thanks from patients and families.•	
Bilingual questionnaires for patients, families and volunteers may be used •	
judiciously and in a non-invasive way.

Patients, carers and families may be invited to offer feedback on iwantgreat-•	
care.org – this is the standard patient feedback tool used by healthcare pro-
viders in our region.

Comments, ideas and feedback may be gathered on our bilingual website, •	
Facebook and twitter accounts.

Our staff have monitoring and evaluation in their job descriptions and will be •	
briefed on the BIg Lottery Fund’s approach to outcomes.

Our activities:

We plan to open a new six bedroom inpatient respite and end of life care unit at 
our existing hospice day care centre. Our day care centre is on the ground floor – 
the first floor of the hospice has not been developed since we bought the property 
in 2003. We want to renovate and extend this part of the building to house our 
new inpatient unit. 

We are applying to the BIg Lottery Fund for a grant to cover part of the capital 
building works costs (revenue costs are not part of this grant application). We 
have 70% of the funding already in place (secured through our own fundraising) 
and have sustainable income streams to meet our future running costs. 

construction phase – july 2014 to august 2015:
We will renovate and extend our current hospice building to provide the following:

six en-suite bedrooms suitable for respite and end of life patients. Four of •	
these bedrooms will include balconies overlooking the garden. All bedrooms 
will be fully accessible to bedridden patients.

Enhanced day care centre, offering more space, more light, a larger sunroom •	
and better views of the garden.

A separate accommodation unit so families and carers of end of life patients •	
can benefit from being close to their loved ones, whilst having their own 
space when needed.
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A sacred space using ancient natural elements - a large boulder with flowing •	
water will form the centrepiece. Religious imagery and icons will be available, 
but not overtly displayed, to ensure the space is welcoming to everyone.

Extensive garden landscaping to provide a beautiful therapeutic space acces-•	
sible to all the community, but specifically designed for patients with mobility 
issues. 

A new extension linking the main hospice building to our offices. •	
A biomass boiler system to provide free heating energy. the wood chip fuel •	
will come from our own woodland, eight miles away.

External wall insulation to improve our energy efficiency.•	
Full mobility tracking hoists to enable patients to be moved safely anywhere •	
in the bedrooms and en-suite facilities.

A new patient lift, large enough for patients on stretcher trolleys.•	
An extended kitchen so we have more space to prepare meals.•	
New clinical nurse stations.•	
Piped oxygen in all bedrooms, to aid breathing.•	
specialist medical equipment and medicine storage facilities to meet the •	
needs of patients.

During the construction phase we will also undertake the following:

We will recruit our clinical lead, who will supervise the development of the •	
project making sure every detail of the build delivers maximum public bene-
fit. the clinical lead will be responsible for getting our service registered with 
Health Inspectorate Wales.

We will recruit and train volunteers ready for service phase one.•	
We continue to work toward greater coordination of care for patients •	
through regular meetings and discussions with our partner organisations.

We will set up an easily accessible online bilingual database to help people •	
find out about regional palliative care services.

Our core group of volunteers will use the time whilst the day centre is closed •	
to focus on fundraising, campaigning and awareness raising.

sustaiNabiLity

sustainability issues have been taken into consideration since the start of the proj-
ect. In the brief for the design concept and feasibility study, we encouraged our 
architects to think of creative solutions to enhance the projects sustainability. the 
brief stated the following:

As far as possible, our existing buildings should be retained. ground floor •	
work should be kept to a minimum, to prevent wasting of resources (materi-
als, energy, donations) which had been provided ten years ago during the 
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refurbishment of the day centre.

Mature trees should be retained and existing plants moved rather than de-•	
stroyed.

Make better use of spaces which were already developed but not efficiently •	
used, eg: the concreted area between the cottage and the main building, 
front rooms, consultation room, cottage etc. We want to avoid developing on 
‘green’ areas / gardens, to protect our ecological resources.

We want to create a low energy building. Initially this will result in a higher •	
capital investment for the building work, though the long term financial sus-
tainability of the project will be enhanced through minimal ongoing energy 
costs.

We want to make use of high efficiency, low carbon energy sources. this will •	
help us to be independent from the fuel price economy and reduce our car-
bon footprint.

Where possible we will harvest rain water, to be used for ponds and water •	
features in the garden and sacred space.

We will specify environmentally friendly building materials as far as possible.•	
the above outlined targets in regards to sustainability of the whole project have 
impacted on the decisions made on various aspects for the building project and for 
the proposed running of the service as follows:

energy / cO2
Low energy consumption will be achieved through installing external wall in-•	
sulation, replacing all windows, installing loft insulation, and using high stan-
dard wall insulation for new buildings.

solar gain through sun room and new windows.•	
Installation of a carbon neutral biomass chip boiler to provide heating and •	
hot water demands for all buildings (incl. family accommodation). skanda 
Vale owns woodlands that are big enough to sustain the hospice with free 
woodchips. 

Laundry: washing machines will use hot water directly from the biomass chip •	
boiler, rather than use electricity. Machines will measure the weight of the 
load and only use the necessary amount of water.

Dryers will be energy efficient with moisture sensors and hot air recycling.•	
Electricity consumption will be minimised by designing energy efficient light-•	
ing systems, including movement sensors and timers in corridors, offices and 
ancillary rooms.

Rain water harvesting for ponds and water features.•	
separation of surface and roof rainwater from sewage system by using exist-•	
ing soak away. this will minimise the amount of sewage water.

All taps and toilets will be equipped with water saving systems to minimise •	
the demand of water resources and reduce the amount of sewage produced.
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materials
For the running of the service we will choose products that are made of re-•	
cycled materials (gloves, paper towels, aprons, office supplies, building mate-
rials etc.)

waste
Implement a waste management system that embraces recycling and separa-•	
tion of waste products (cardboard, paper, tins, clinical waste, composting of 
kitchen waste etc.)

Health and wellbeing
use natural day light as much as possible by installing roof lights, increasing •	
the size of existing windows, choosing generous proportions for new win-
dows, and removing internal walls in the day room.

All rooms and offices will be naturally ventilated.•	
ecology

Vegetable garden to produce catering supplies.•	
Kitchen waste will be used for gardening compost.•	
New car parks and tracks to the boiler house will be surfaced with a system •	
which allows grass to grow. there will be no loss of green areas in the field.

Volunteers and staff will be encouraged to make use of public transport •	
(there’s a major bus route just outside the hospice). 

three out of four hospice cars are run on our own biodiesel fuel. Biodiesel is •	
classed as a carbon neutral and renewable fuel source.

service pHase ONe – september 2015 tO auGust 2016:

the new inpatient service will provide the ‘community model’ of nurse or g.P led, 
holistic general palliative care. the service will be available free of charge for any-
one over the age of eighteen with day care or respite care needs. We expect to re-
ceive referrals mainly from our regional palliative care partners, including ty Bryn-
gwyn specialist hospice in Llanelli, local g.Ps, clinical nurse specialists and regional 
palliative care consultants.

When our new inpatient service begins, we will offer five consecutive days of re-
spite care a month and two days of day care each week. We have decided to 
phase our services in gradually, to give us enough time to resolve any teething is-
sues, and ensure the ongoing economic sustainability of the service. 

During service phase one, patients will stay with us for planned periods of respite – 
typically five days at a time. the respite service will give the patient’s carer a much 
needed break from their caring responsibilities. the patient will have an opportu-
nity to reflect, revitalise and have their trauma and symptoms dealt with. We will 
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offer physical, emotional and spiritual care, plus information and practical help, en-
abling the patient to return home feeling more refreshed, positive and able to cope.

During service phase one, our day care service will reopen on the ground floor of 
the hospice, offering an opportunity for day patients and respite patients to share 
experiences, enjoy a delicious home cooked meal, and benefit from a range of 
complementary therapies and social activities. For many people, the opportunity 
to talk to people who share the same difficulties is therapeutic process and helps 
to put things in perspective. In addition to our day care and respite services, during 
phase one we also plan to launch the following new services:

A free patient transport service to improve the accessibility of our hospice for •	
people living in isolated rural areas. (this idea is still to be fully costed and 
worked out).

A case worker service to help vulnerable people access the full range of re-•	
gional services. (this idea is still to be fully costed and worked out).

An occupational therapy and physiotherapy service to help people manage •	
their physical issues and make their home situation more livable. (this idea is 
still to be fully costed and worked out).

A bilingual signposting service to complement the existing online database, •	
helping people to find out about and access the services they need. We will 
provide bilingual printed materials and staff training to help deliver this ser-
vice. 

We will open up our hospice day care centre and gardens as a community •	
hub. these spaces can then be used for wide range of community activities 
including meetings, workshops, therapy sessions, performance and creative 
activities. this resource will be offered free of charge. We hope this will help 
to change people’s misconceptions of hospices and encourage new volun-
teers and fundraisers to join, whilst providing a useful free community space.

Our nurse specialist will be able to monitor the clinical needs of our day •	
patients, enabling them to get timelier access to services as their condition 
develops.
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anticipated number of beneficiaries during service phase one: †

service phase one patients relatives New volunteers total

Day care 22 22 8 52

Respite 27 27 9 63

total 49 49 17 115

New volunteers in this table refer to new people who are not part of the core 
skanda Vale voluntary team.

service phase two – september 2016 onwards:

Our ultimate project aim is to offer 24 / 7 respite and end of life care, 365 days 
a year. this phase of the project only begin once we are confident that our staff 
and resources are ready – we expect this will be one year after the start of service 
phase one. We have the option to delay the launch of service phase two if there 
are any complications with our financial resources or staffing levels. 

All our patients and families will benefit from a beautiful, peaceful domestic envi-
ronment, staffed by highly skilled, qualified volunteers, who are motivated by the 
desire to serve. Our volunteer carers will work alongside paid nursing staff to de-
liver exceptional clinical care, whilst giving the profound personal reassurance that 
comes from years of experience.

As a monastic community we are well qualified to provide compassionate multi 
faith spiritual care, but only when it is warmly welcomed. It is our strict policy never 
to impose any religious opinions or suggestions on anyone. We understand that 
our service beneficiaries will often be at a vulnerable stage in their lives. We are 
quite prepared to protect our beneficiaries from any external organisation or indi-
vidual that may try to preach or exploit their situation for religious purposes. 

We plan to admit patients swiftly and efficiently to our services. We will receive pa-
tient referrals primarily from our network of care partners, though patients can self 
refer, subject to their clinicians approval. We are fortunate to have our regions two 
palliative care consultants acting as clinical advisers to our project. they will help 
to ensure we have high rates of referral.

skanda Vale monastery and hospice are both run on a voluntary basis. We feel that 
volunteering adds richness and a sense of purpose to life that can be immensely 
rewarding. Volunteers will work at all levels and in every single department of the 
new hospice. Our hospice manager and financial director are both full time volun-
teers – this proves that there is no ‘glass ceiling’ for volunteers in our organisation. 
Our project offers an opportunity for people to enhance their skills and confidence 
through properly managed meaningful volunteer work.
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anticipated number of beneficiaries during service phase two: ‡

service phase two patients relatives New volunteers total

Day care 22 22 4 48

Respite 26 26 5 57

End of life 59 59 5 123

total 107 107 14 228

Our main project activities are summarised in the table below: 

when activity

construction phase
July 2014 to  
August 2015

Construction work begins to extend and refurbish hospice. 
Day centre closes.

Building is decorated and fitted with furniture and equipment.

Fundraising, awareness raising and developing our volunteer bank.

Clinical lead employed to set up and register service with Health  
Inspectorate Wales.

Online bilingual signposting service is up and running.

service phase one
september 2015  
to August 2016

Day care service begins offering two sessions a week.

Planned inpatient respite service begins, offering five consecutive 
days of care each month.

17 new volunteers and equivalent of 2 paid staff start work. 

signposting service expands as hospice opens – face to face meetings 
with people. Bilingual printed materials available.

Hospice building and gardens open once a fortnight as a community 
hub.

service phase two
september 2016 onwards

24 / 7 service begins, offering responsive respite and end of life care.

Day care continues – two sessions a week.

14 additional volunteers join the project.

Paid staff numbers increase to five equivalent full time positions.
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In addition to patients, relatives, carers and volunteers, we expect the following 
groups and organisations to benefit from our service:
 
palliative care service providers

Marie Curie Cancer Care – Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire.•	
Community Resource teams – Carmarthenshire and Ceredigion.•	
specialist (Macmillan) nurse teams – Carmarthenshire and Ceredigion.•	
Carmarthenshire Bereavement Counselling. •	
Macmillan Cancer support welfare / benefit officers – Carmarthenshire, Cere-•	
digion and Pembrokeshire.

Crossroads / Carers trust – Carmarthenshire and Ceredigion.•	
ty Bryngwyn specialist hospice – Llanelli, Carmarthenshire.•	
ty Cymorth day care hospice – Carmarthen.•	

Other local or regional groups:

West Wales prostate cancer support group.•	
tenovus – Carmarthenshire.•	
Age Cymru – Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire.•	
Mind – Carmarthenshire.•	
Carmarthenshire carers support network (part of the Carmarthenshire Asso-•	
ciation for Voluntary services or CAVs) – Carmarthenshire.

third sector broker scheme (part of CAVs) – Carmarthenshire.•	
third sector broker scheme (part of the Ceredigion Association for Voluntary •	
Organisations or CAVO) – Ceredigion

ty geraint, Ceredigion and Mid Wales cancer support – Aberystwyth, Ceredi-•	
gion.

Cardigan cancer care – Ceredigion•	
sandville self help centre – Bridgend•	
Paul sartori Foundation – Pembrokeshire•	
Pembrokeshire cancer support•	

A total of 20 organisations will benefit from our service during service phase one 
and two.
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Our project will bring real improvements to communities and the lives of people 
most in need through the following:

Increasing choice and equity of access for people with general, non-specialist •	
palliative and end of life care needs, by creating new respite and end of life 
care services.

Meeting the practical, physical, emotional, spiritual and information needs of •	
people affected by life-limiting illness. 

Reducing pressure and trauma on people who care for those affected by •	
such illnesses.

Helping more people experience a peaceful, good death.•	
Helping carers and families cope with the loss of their loved one by offering a •	
free bereavement support service.

Contributing to the successful running and development of a regional network •	
of palliative care providers, fostering close working relationships between 
organisations, so that patients experience smooth continuity of care across 
different services.

Offering properly managed, stimulating volunteering roles, particularly suit-•	
able for older people who may face problems associated with inactivity, loss 
of identity, social isolation and loss of purpose.

Encouraging more people to develop a healthy and realistic approach to •	
death and dying by talking and sharing experiences in our day care centre, 
and through bilingual online and printed resources.

Educating people about hospice care in general. People are scared of hos-•	
pices, they think they are solemn places where people go to die, but this is 
not the case. Fear of hospices is a major barrier to people achieving the care 
outcomes they deserve.

signposting people (as far as possible in both English and Welsh) to other •	
relevant services in the region.

Enhancing access to our services by providing a free transport service (this •	
idea is in the early planning stage of development - it was identified as a pri-
ority from consultation with our local community).

Providing a case worker service to help navigate vulnerable people through •	
the range of regional services (again this idea arose during the consulta-
tion process and is in the early planning stages – we recognise it would be of 
great value).

Providing opportunities for people to develop their spiritual lives through •	
meaningful service and, if so desired, contact with an experienced and 
dedicated multi faith community with extensive spiritual and educational 
resources.
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Our project will make our community a better place to live because:

Our service will reduce the number of people dying in hospital, freeing up •	
expensive beds that are better suited to patients with acute health needs.

Our service will help to reduce the demands on overstretched statutory ser-•	
vice providers.

In the first year of the project, we will provide a community hub where local •	
groups and individuals can hold meetings, workshops and creative activities, 
without charge. this will continue indefinitely, when possible.

We will heat our building using a biomass wood chip boiler. the fuel for this •	
will come from our own woodlands, 9 miles away. this will significantly en-
hance the long term economic and environmental sustainability of the project.

Our current volunteer programme enables people from very different back-•	
grounds to work and live together in harmony. Volunteers from predomi-
nantly inner city Asian communities work and fundraise alongside people 
from our local rural Welsh community. these opportunities will increase 
greatly as the project develops.

Our run a biodiesel powered car sharing scheme for volunteers to travel to •	
the hospice. this reduces traffic and enhances the economic sustainability of 
the project.

We are located on a major bus route, so we will encourage volunteers and •	
staff to use public transport to travel to the hospice. this will help reduce 
traffic and emissions in our area.

We will install exterior insulation on the entire hospice building to improve •	
the energy efficiency of the project.

We will create new jobs in the area for clinical nurses.•	
Much of the food for the hospice will come from skanda Vale, where we op-•	
erate a food aid programme, distributing 65 tonnes of food to charities each 
year. this will help us to keep costs down.

the fact that we have our own unique funding source – namely donations •	
from skanda Vale pilgrims – means our service places a much lighter eco-
nomic demand on the local community, health board and Welsh Assembly 
government, than other similar sized palliative care providers in our region.
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we will help people to take part in running our project by:

Offering a full range of properly managed, stimulating volunteering oppor-•	
tunities. Volunteering is at the very heart of our organisation, not an add on 
– our hospice manager, financial director and two palliative care consultants 
(clinical advisors to the project) are volunteers. there are genuine opportuni-
ties for personal development through challenging and inspiring volunteer 
jobs.

We have a vast network of potential fundraisers and volunteers. the congre-•	
gation of skanda Vale monastery will contribute more and more as the proj-
ect develops.

We are part of a wide and very active network of NHs, social services and 3rd •	
sector organisations, dedicated to sharing skills and knowledge to enhance 
regional services for patients and families. Key members of this network have 
co-designed our project and will continue to contribute to its running, devel-
opment and evaluation.

service beneficiaries and members of our community have an opportunity to •	
evaluate, feedback and co-design our services through questionnaires, online 
consultations and face to face meetings. We will make every effort to ensure 
that beneficiaries can offer their feedback in Welsh.

We plan to start using iwantgreatcare.org – the standardised service evalu-•	
ation tool for Wales – to further enable our beneficiaries to influence the 
development of our service. this data will contribute to a body of national re-
search on need and outcomes for palliative and end of life care. this is highly 
significant because there is so little available evidence, nationally, on what 
works and what doesn’t in hospice care.
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miLestONes aNd Key dates:

pre-construction stage

17•	 th August 2013 – submission of lottery application.

30•	 th August 2013 – Planning decision.

1•	 st December 2014 – Apply for building regulations approval.

1•	 st March 2014 – Lottery funding decision.

15•	 th March 2014 – Begin recruitment process for clinical lead.

7•	 th April 2014 – tender issue to prospective building contractors.

28•	 th April 2014 – tender report.

19•	 th May 2014 – Pre contract meeting and appointment of main contractor.

construction stage

1•	 st July 2014 – start of building works.

1•	 st July 2014 – Appointment of clinical lead.

1•	 st June 2015 – service promotion achieved. Community hub promotion begins.

30•	 th June 2015 – Practical completion of building works.

31•	 st July 2015 – Furniture and equipment in place.

1•	 st August 2015 – Key staff and volunteers in place. Induction training.

7•	 th August 2015 – Registration with Health Inspectorate Wales complete.

31•	 st August 2015 – Monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
one.

service phase one

1•	 st september 2015 – New day care service opens.

11•	 th september 2015 – First community hub event.

24•	 th september 2015 – First five day respite session.

1•	 st June 2016 – Recruitment of additional clinical staff for service phase two.

31•	 st August 2016 – Monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
two.

service phase two

1•	 st september 2016 – 24 / 7 respite and end of life service begins.

28•	 th February 2017 – Mid term monitoring and evaluation report on project 
outcomes year three.

31•	 st August 2017 – Monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
three.
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Our cOmmitmeNt tO equaLity 

the table below presents evidence of how we have considered equality in every 
aspect of our project design. 

access issues what we already do
what else would help  
our target groups?

Location

We operate in a well lit, non-threat-•	
ening, rural village environment.

We are centrally located for a widely •	
dispersed rural population. 

We are on the major bus route be-•	
tween towns.

We are planning to provide a free •	
transport service so that more 
people can access our services.

Physical access

We offer accessibility to people with 
mobility issues:

All our toilets are designed for dis-•	
abled access.

there are no steps anywhere.•	

All of our doors are extra wide for •	
wheelchair access.

Non-slip flooring is used throughout.•	

Our spacious assisted bathing •	
facility offers a level access shower, 
hydraulic care bath and an electric 
bath hoist.

We will install a new patient lift to •	
accommodate a stretcher trolley.

All inpatient areas will be accessible •	
by stretcher trolley. 

Wheelchair users may choose to •	
access the garden either by ramp or 
exterior lift. 

We will install full mobility tracking •	
hoists in all bedrooms, en-suite fa-
cilities, and in our assisted bathroom.

Four of the bedrooms will have bal-•	
conies, easily accessible by bedrid-
den patients.

the new garden has been designed •	
around physical needs of patients.

timing of  
services

Our day care centre is currently •	
open on tuesdays and Fridays be-
tween 9.30am and 4pm. 

We are flexible with opening times •	
and can adjust services to suit pa-
tients when needed.

In our consultation we asked potential 
beneficiaries when they would prefer 
our phased-in respite service to oper-
ate – there was no strong preference:

Weekdays: 22%•	

Weekends: 17%•	

No preference: 50%•	

Don’t know/want to answer: 11%•	

the service will run 24 / 7 every day 
of the year from service phase two. 

Costs Our current service is free.•	

Future services will be free for all.•	

Free transport will enable more us-•	
ers to access our services, who oth-
erwise might not be able to afford 
the travel costs.
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Access issues What we already do
What else would help  
our target groups?

Communica-
tion

We have QCF level 3 training in help-•	
ing people with specific communica-
tion needs.

We campaign to reduce misconcep-•	
tions about hospice care.

We encourage people to develop a •	
healthy, realistic approach to death 
and dying.

Our brochure is bilingual (English /•	
Welsh) in a tip and turn format.

Our website has inbuilt Google •	
translate functionality.

We use clear and simple written •	
English.

Our future web and print publica-•	
tions will be available in large print.

Our future website will be bilingual - •	
translated into Welsh.

Welsh speaking staff.•	

Our bereavement training will focus •	
on advanced communication and 
listening skills.

Patients will benefit from more sign-•	
posting as we develop closer work-
ing relationships with other service 
providers.

Caring  
responsibilities

We offer day care respite to relieve •	
pressure on carers.

We plan to offer help to volunteers •	
towards child care costs.

Our new respite and end of life care •	
services will be created specifically 
to meet the needs of carers, families 
and friends of patients.

Food and diet
We provide beautiful home cooked •	
food to suit the various dietary re-
quirements of all our service users.

We are planning to grow organic •	
vegetables in our hospice garden.

People

Colour schemes, art works and at-•	
tractive interior design contribute to 
a non-institutional, uplifting atmo-
sphere.

We are respectful of the human val-•	
ues of each patient and never bring 
spiritual topics where it is not active-
ly welcomed.

Our QCF level 3 training covers •	
manual handling, listening skills, em-
pathy, confidentiality, plus equality 
and diversity issues. 

We encourage current and past ser-•	
vice users and their families to evalu-
ate and co-design our services.

Our trustees, volunteers and fund-•	
raisers come from a wide back-
ground of nationalities, ages and 
social backgrounds. We are an 
extremely diverse community.

We plan to recruit more Welsh speak-•	
ers throughout the organisation.

The main space where day and •	
respite patients socialise will be 
extended and improved, enhancing 
opportunities for people to share 
their experiences.

By creating a separate family accom-•	
modation unit we will enable families 
to be together, but also have per-
sonal space.

We will use iwantgreatcare.org the •	
standard service evaluation tool used 
by all palliative care providers in 
Hywel Dda.

Our sacred space will use the natu-•	
ral elements as the focus. Religious 
icons will be made available, but 
not displayed so that everyone feels 
welcomed.
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Access issues What we already do
What else would help  
our target groups?

Publicity and 
marketing

We currently raise awareness and get •	
self referrals through street and store 
collections, fundraising events, our 
hospice gift emporium, teashop and 
permanent display area in Skanda 
Vale, our websites, print and local 
news and radio.

Referrals come through our working 
partnerships with:

NHS, social services, third sector pal-•	
liative care providers.

We network with our local commu-•	
nity through community meetings, 
contact with local groups and annual 
hospice fete.

We will join multi disciplinary team •	
meetings in local surgeries and 
specialist hospices/ this will increase 
referrals.

The hospice will function as a com-•	
munity hub by offering indoor and 
outdoor spaces suitable for a wide 
variety of meetings, workshops and 
creative activities.

We will campaign to address public •	
misconceptions surrounding hospice 
care.

We will promote all regional palliative •	
care providers, not just ourselves.

Religion And equAlity

It’s important to state that though we are a religious organisation, we are strongly 
opposed to evangelising – we have a strict policy not advertise our spiritual ser-
vices. The success of Skanda Vale is partly due to the respect that we offer to our 
pilgrims. People are drawn to Skanda Vale by their own need to develop their spiri-
tual lives – not by our grand words and emotional pleas. We believe that everyone 
should be given the space to live their own lives without being made to feel guilty 
or less moral by people who purport to be spiritual. Our lives are about love in ac-
tion through simple selfless service.

Skanda Vale Hospice is a secular project. We are not on a mission to convert peo-
ple – we accept everyone as they are, without judgement or prejudice. The service 
shows no preference or tailoring, even in a subtle way, to people with a religious 
outlook. It is for everybody, and we will go to any length to make sure that this is 
clearly presented, delivered and experienced.

There are of course wonderful opportunities for people to develop their emotional 
and spiritual lives through involvement with the hospice, but this is left entirely up 
to the individual. We have absolutely no agenda – we work in the present moment, 
offering the best service we possibly can.

WelSH lAnguAge

Our experience is that some of our service beneficiaries revert to their first lan-
guage when vulnerable. The ability to speak in Welsh will be a very desirable qual-
ity in any staff we recruit.
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OrGaNisatiON scOpiNG exercise

We have compiled the following charts to illustrate the range of available palliative 
and end of life care services in the three counties of Hywel Dda. 

gENERAL HOsPItALs – Consultant led medical cover.

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

glangwili  
Hospital,  
Carmarthen,  
Carmarthenshire.

general acute hospi-•	
tal care. 

No designated pal-•	
liative care beds.

Palliative care pa-•	
tients are admitted 
via A+E. 

they are assessed •	
on a clinical deci-
sion unit, before 
being transferred to 
another ward.

No dedicated end of •	
life or respite beds. 

A small minority of •	
palliative patients 
would choose to 
be cared for in this 
environment – it is 
generally consid-
ered to be undesir-
able for the specific 
needs of end of life 
patients, because of 
the busy institution-
al environment.

No accommodation •	
for patients families.

We offer a peaceful •	
environment, de-
signed specifically 
for respite and end 
of life patients, with 
experienced staff. 

We provide a holis-•	
tic service, meeting 
physical, emotional, 
spiritual and infor-
mation needs of pa-
tients and families.

 We offer dedicated •	
on-site accommoda-
tion for families, a 
sacred space and 
gardens.

Our service will co-•	
ordinate with theirs, 
to receive referrals 
from doctors and 
specialist nurses.

 Our service will •	
reduce the number 
of palliative patients 
using expensive 
hospital beds, which 
are more suitable 
for patients with 
acute care needs.

Withybush  
Hospital,  
Haverfordwest, 
Pembrokeshire

they have 6 desig-•	
nated palliative care 
beds on a ward. 

Beds may be al-•	
located to acute pa-
tients when needed.

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	

Bronglais  
Hospital,  
Aberystwyth, 
Ceredigion

4 designated pal-•	
liative care beds, 
not on a ward, but 
within the hospitals 
total bed manage-
ment. 

these beds are •	
rarely used for pal-
liative care because 
the hospital does 
not have enough 
beds to cover the 
acute sector.

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	
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COMMuNItY HOsPItALs – g.P led, general medical cover

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

Amman Valley  
Community  
Hospital,  
Ammanford,  
Carmarthenshire

two designated pal-•	
liative care beds. 

they don’t offer •	
respite or day care – 
they only offer end 
of life care.

We will provide •	
respite care and day 
care delivered in 
a less institutional 
environment, 

We offer the ben-•	
efits of comple-
mentary therapies, 
sacred space and 
large landscaped 
gardens. 

We offer greater •	
continuity of care, 
with all services 
under one roof.

We can expect to •	
receive referrals 
from them for re-
spite and day care.

Llandovery  
Cottage Hospital, 
Carmarthenshire

One designated pal-•	
liative care bed

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	

south Pembroke 
Hospital,  
Pembrokeshire

two designated pal-•	
liative care beds. 

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	

tenby Cottage 
Hospital,  
Pembrokeshire.

two designated pal-•	
liative care beds. 

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	

Cardigan and 
District Memorial 
Hospital,  
Ceredigion

One designated pal-•	
liative care bed. Also 
used for acute care, 
but priority is given 
to palliative care.

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	

tregaron  
Hospital,  
Ceredigion

One designated pal-•	
liative care bed.

As above•	 As above•	 As above•	
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HOsPICEs – general and specialist

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

ty Bryngywn 
Hospice,  
Llanelli,  
Carmarthenshire

Consultant led, multi •	
disciplinary team, 
offering specialist 
medical cover. 

they offer a six •	
bedroom specialist 
service for patients 
with uncontrolled 
symptoms and pain. 

they also offer an •	
equipment loan ser-
vice and day care.

Respite or end of •	
life care for people 
with general pallia-
tive care needs.

We act as a step •	
down service - once 
patients symptoms 
and pain have been 
controlled we can 
provide general pal-
liative care - includ-
ing spiritual, emo-
tional, practical and 
personal care. 

they have stated •	
that our respite 
service will perfectly 
complement their 
specialist service.

their palliative care •	
consultant Dr Ray 
Majer is a voluntary 
clinical advisor to 
our project. 

We will receive •	
regular referrals 
from them and at-
tend regular Multi 
Disciplinary team 
(MDt) meetings to 
identify potential 
beneficiaries.

ty Cymorth  
Hospice,  
Carmarthen,
Carmarthenshire

Occupational thera-•	
pist and nurse led 
day care hospice. 

they offer comple-•	
mentary therapies 
and therapeutic 
activities.

they don’t have •	
assisted bathing 
facilities, a garden 
or sacred space. 

they don’t offer •	
inpatient respite or 
end of life services.

Our day centre will •	
be enhanced by a 
sacred space and 
extensive gardens, 
plus assisted bath-
ing facilities. 

We offer enhanced •	
continuity of care 
through respite 
and end of life care 
services, all under 
one roof.

Our other clini-•	
cal advisor, Dr. Pat 
Purcell is based at 
ty Cymorth – she 
will help to coordi-
nate referrals and 
information sharing 
between our ser-
vices.

 Regular meetings •	
offer opportunities 
to identify potential 
beneficiaries and 
signpost patients to 
each other’s ser-
vices.

shalom House 
Hospice,  
st. Davids,
Pembrokeshire

Nurse led service, •	
providing five bed-
room non-specialist 
day care, respite 
and end of life care 
services.

this service is only •	
available to patients 
in Pembrokeshire. 

they don’t cover •	
Carmarthenshire 
and Ceredigion.

Our service is •	
almost identical to 
theirs, except we 
will operate without 
any geographical 
boundaries. 

We expect to pre-•	
dominantly cover 
Carmarthenshire 
and Ceredigion

they have gener-•	
ously shared their 
advice and experi-
ence. 

Many of our key •	
decisions have been 
made in close con-
sultation with them. 

We will continue to •	
share information 
for mutual benefit.
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COMMuNItY BAsED CARE – hospice at home and other care services.

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

24 hour palliative 
care consultancy

Consultant on rota •	
24 / 7 providing 
telephone support 
for healthcare pro-
fessionals.

No hands on care. •	
they are an advisory 
body.

Hands on care.•	

their resources will •	
be available to us 
once we are regis-
tered with the HIW.

Palliative care 
nurse specialist 
service

Carmarthenshire:  •	
4 nurses. 

Ceredigion:  •	
2 nurses.

Pembrokeshire:  •	
4 nurses.

these nurses work •	
together to provide 
24/7 cover for Hy-
wel Dda. 

they deal with com-•	
plex care needs and 
provide an advisory 
service to other care 
professionals. 

A care environment.•	

they only deal with •	
specialist complex 
cases. they don’t 
provide general 
non-complex pallia-
tive care.

A purpose designed •	
care environment.

Provide general day •	
care, respite and 
end of life services 
for non-complex 
patients. 

giving patients and •	
carers respite breaks 
helps them stay in 
their home or pre-
ferred place of care 
for longer, avoiding 
unnecessary hospi-
tal admissions. 

Our inpatient end of •	
life service is avail-
able when home 
care service is no 
longer suitable.

they will refer pa-•	
tients directly to us 
once complex care 
situations have been 
resolved.

they have gener-•	
ously shared their 
advice and experi-
ence. Many of our 
key decisions have 
been made in close 
consultation with 
them. 

We will continue to •	
share information 
for mutual benefit.

Paul sartori 
Foundation, 
Pembrokeshire

they offer home •	
care, equipment 
loans, counselling, 
complementary 
therapy, specialist 
nursing services, 
physiotherapy, 
advance care plan-
ning and a standby 
telephone service.

A purpose designed •	
care environment.

No inpatient end of •	
life, respite or day 
care services. 

Many people say •	
they prefer to be 
cared for at home, 
though as their 
condition deterio-
rates this location 
can become increas-
ingly impractical. 
In many cases an 
inpatient hospice 
can deliver better 
care outcomes for 
the patient and their 
family.

the project only •	
operates in Pem-
brokeshire

As above•	

there are no geo-•	
graphical restric-
tions on our service.

As above•	
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COMMuNItY BAsED CARE – hospice at home and other care services – continued

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

Marie Curie

Carmarthenshire:  •	
19 nurses offering 
a hospice at home 
service.

Ceredigion:  •	
8 nurses offering 
hospice at home.

Pembrokeshire: •	
they have 1 spe-
cialist palliative 
care nurse offering 
support to nursing 
homes.

they are an essen-•	
tial part of the con-
tinuing care teams.

A purpose designed •	
care environment.

No inpatient end of •	
life, respite or day 
care services.

Care is delivered in •	
patients home.

Offer a purpose de-•	
signed care environ-
ment.

We will develop our •	
partnership working 
to attract potential 
service beneficiaries.

Red Cross, 
Carmarthenshire.

10 health care as-•	
sistants. 

Providing 24 / 7 •	
home care only in 
Carmarthenshire.

they are an essen-•	
tial part of the con-
tinuing care teams.

As above.•	 As above.•	 As above.•	

Acute response 
team.

the team provide  •	
24/7 medical in-
terventions in the 
patients home to 
avoid unnecessary 
hospital admissions 
(includes blood 
transfusions and I.V 
antibiotics).

No general ongoing •	
palliative care.

they deal with one- •	
off acute care situ-
ations.

As above.•	 As above.•	

social services.

Provide basic care •	
services, ie; help 
with dressing, wash-
ing etc. during the 
day.

No general ongoing •	
palliative care.

Offer enhanced pal-•	
liative care services 
in a purpose de-
signed environment.

As above.•	
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COMMuNItY BAsED CARE – hospice at home and other care services – continued

Organisation what do they offer? 
what don’t they  
offer? 

what will we do  
differently?

can we work in  
partnership?

District nurse led 
continuing care 
team 

District nurse man-•	
age a 24 / 7 pal-
liative care service, 
delivered in the 
patients home. 

this is a general •	
service for non-
complex care needs.

Care is delivered •	
by mainly by Red 
Cross, Marie Curie 
and sometimes oth-
ers.

services are deliv-•	
ered in the patients 
home - they don’t 
offer a purpose de-
signed care environ-
ment.

It can take several •	
days for service to 
begin after referral, 
depending on staff 
availability and pro-
cessing the patients 
funding eligibility.

Offer a purpose de-•	
signed care environ-
ment.

Provide a quick •	
response, we don’t 
need to wait for 
funding. If we have 
space a patient can 
be admitted within 
24 hours.

We will develop our •	
partnership working 
with district nurse 
teams to attract 
potential service 
beneficiaries.

Hospice at Home 
team, Llanelli and 
Amman valley, 
Carmarthenshire

4 experienced •	
health care assis-
tants offer a rapid 
response service in 
the patients home.

they are funded and •	
coordinated by the 
district nurse team.

It is a pilot project •	
operating only in 
this specific locality.

services are deliv-•	
ered in the patients 
home - they don’t 
offer a purpose de-
signed care environ-
ment.

As above.•	

there are no geo-•	
graphical restric-
tions on our service.

As above.•	
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Summary of Scoping exerciSe

The nHS fulfils their statutory duty to provide palliative care in Hywel Dda health 
board through: 

Providing specialist hospice services at Ty Bryngwyn, Llanelli.•	
Providing specialist care services in the community – staffed by clinical nurse •	
specialists.

Providing general palliative care services in community hospitals.•	
Providing home care services – staffed by social services, continuing care •	
teams, fast response teams and acute response teams.

Commissioning home care services from third sector organisations, including  •	
Marie Curie and Red Cross.

The NHS are not required to provide general end of life or respite inpatient hospice 
services. In Pembrokeshire these services are provided by Shalom House; an inde-
pendent charity who receive grant funding from the Welsh Assembly Government. 
They are an hour and a half drive from Skanda Vale Hospice. In Carmarthenshire 
and Ceredigion, no similar hospice services exist. There are no respite services 
available anywhere in these two counties. This is the gap that we intend to fill.

In Ceredigion there are very few palliative care services. Beacon of Hope, a large 
hospice-at-home provider, filed for voluntary liquidation in December 2012. This 
has left a vacuum in Ceredigion that the health board are currently trying to fill. 
We will work in close partnership with any future home care services in Ceredigion, 
once they have been established.

It is important to emphasise that the NHS are not required to provide, or fund, any 
of the services that we are proposing to offer. We understand that the BIG Lot-
tery Fund will not fund projects that should, legally, be provided by the state. Our 
proposals will not replace statutory service provision, but have been carefully de-
signed to fill the gaps and work in close collaboration with statutory services.  

We will offer a general, non-specialist service, delivered in a beautiful and uplift-
ing environment that has been specifically designed around the holistic needs of 
patients and families. Palliative and end of life care is as much about emotional, 
spiritual and informational support as it is about managing physical symptoms. 
Community hospitals and home care services are not able to provide the full range 
of holistic services all under one roof, but we will.

Our plans will help existing regional care services to run more efficiently. Ty Bryn-
gwyn specialist hospice currently operates at significantly reduced efficiency, 
simply because there are not enough suitable services for them to discharge to. 
Patients can remain in expensive specialist hospice beds for up to 84 days*. This is 
a totally inefficient use of a precious resource, and not at all in the best interests of 
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the patient:

Specialist services do not have the capacity to take over care from generalist 
services and should only do so when patients and their families have complex 
care needs.**

Our range of general, non-specialist services will act as a ‘step down’ service to Ty 
Bryngwyn, and a ‘step up’ for when care delivered in the home becomes unfeasible. 
Our service will help to unblock specialist beds, whilst improving care outcomes for 
patients who do not wish, or cannot, be cared for at home. In summary, our pro-
posals will not replace statutory services, but will:

Increase choice of services.•	
Increase equity of access to services.•	
Enable existing services to be used more efficiently.•	

* Admissions information for 2012 – 2013. Management document. Ty Bryngwyn Hospice, Llanelli.
** Implementation of Palliative Care Report. Palliative care services funding. Llora Finlay 2008.
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demOGrapHic factOrs iNfLueNciNG eNd Of Life care Need – uK

Our society is rapidly ageing. the latest mortality trends in the uK show that life 
expectancy is increasing by five hours a day, or three months a year1. Better health-
care, improvements in sanitation and nutrition, safer environments and fewer wars 
are all contributing factors. this population trend is without historical precedent, is 
global (not just confined to the uK) and shows no sign of slowing.

chart showing uK population projections2

this is a remarkable achievement. A hundred years ago people commonly died at 
home, often during childhood. Now many more of us will enjoy a much healthier 
youth and middle age.

Life expectancy at birth increased from 67.95 years in 1945 to 82.41 years in 
2010. The pattern of mortality, therefore, changed from high childhood mortal-
ity to high older adult mortality. Instead of a high incidence of infectious dis-
eases, the new generations have chronic and degenerative diseases as the most 
common causes of death.3

the downside is that as we live longer, we are more likely to be burdened by pro-
longed periods of ill health – in fact, men can currently expect to spend 14.7 years 
of their life in poor general health, 16.9 years for women.4 

statistics5 show that around 75% of those who die each year could benefit from 
palliative care, so we can realistically anticipate a dramatic increase in the demand 
for these services in the near future. How the uK will pay for this care is now a mat-
ter of great concern. More public funding alone is not the answer, partly because 
as our society ages, conversely there will be fewer people of working age to fill the 
public purse. 

By the 2020’s the number of older people relying on community care services will 
rise by nearly 40 per cent to more than two million. At the same time, the ratio of 

age range 2004 2024 % change

0 – 19 14677 13921 – 5%

20 – 44 20820 20166 – 3%

45 – 64 14538 16345 + 12%

65 – 84 8472 11412 + 35%

85 + 1104 1988 + 80%

total 59611 63832 + 7%
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the working-age population to retired people will halve over the next 40 years.6

the government recognised that addressing the end of life care needs of an ageing 
population is a priority issue, not least because of the colossal financial implications:

At least a fifth of NHS spending pays for end of life care, and the cost of this care 
will rise from £20 billion in 2010 to £25 billion in 2030.7

demOGrapHic factOrs iNfLueNciNG eNd Of Life care Need – waLes

Wales is a predominately rural nation with a low population density. the beautiful 
countryside encourages a high influx of older people, and an exodus of younger 
people to find work and fun in the cities. statistically, Wales now has the oldest 
population in the uK8, with concurrent high rates of chronic illness:

Wales has the highest rate of long term limiting illness in the UK. Two thirds of 
over 65 year olds report at least one chronic condition and one third have mul-
tiple chronic conditions. Three quarters of over 85 year olds report having a long 
term limiting illness.9

Wales also has substantial levels of social and economic deprivation10. the term 
‘deprivation’ refers to obstacles faced by people when trying to access: employ-
ment, income, education, health, community safety, geographical access to servic-
es, housing and the physical environment. Levels of deprivation are considered to 
have a highly significant effect on end of life care needs: 

There is probably a consensus of professional opinion that caring for people in 
the most deprived areas does require more resources than in the most affluent 
areas. There is also some evidence to suggest that the level of resources required 
to support people in the most deprived areas may be up to twice the level needed 
in the most affluent areas. In consequence it is considered that deprivation is the 
second most important factor affecting the need for palliative care resources in 
a population.11

compared to the other three uK countries, wales has:

the highest percentage of the population who are aged 65 and over. •	
the lowest healthy life expectancy for men and women. •	
the highest rate of newly diagnosed cases of prostate cancer, the highest •	
rate for female breast cancer and the second highest rates for lung cancer 
(after scotland). 

the highest number of prescription items dispensed per head of population.•	 12
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eNd Of Life care Need - specific tO HyweL dda

Hywel Dda is the name of the NHs Wales Health Board responsible for providing 
public health care to the three counties of Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pem-
brokeshire. 

In October 2005 Peter tebbit, a palliative care development advisor, produced 
an authoritative report on population based end of life care provision across the 
whole of Wales. His report gathered statistics from three regions in Wales; the 
south West, south East and the North. For the purposes of this analysis we will 
focus on south West Wales; an area encompassing Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion, 
Pembrokeshire, Neath Port talbot, swansea and Powys. 

Limitations of available evidence:
Health care professionals and policy makers lament the lack of up to date, detailed 
statistical evidence for end of life care in Wales. services are offered in a number 
of locations; hospitals, hospices, care homes and in the community. Implementa-
tion of standardised service evaluation tools (and ensuring compliance in fulfilling 
them) has proven to be a big challenge, but it is one that is being addressed. Mr. 
tebbit’s report, despite its vintage, is the benchmark document currently used by 
Hywel Dda and NHs Wales in evaluating the need for end of life services. 

Mr. tebbit used annual death rates as the most important factor in assessing end 
of life care needs for a region, because most palliative care needs arise in the last 
year of life. He revealed that death rates in Wales were around 14% higher than in 
England, and that the south West region had the highest death rates in the whole 
of Wales. Referring specifically to south West Wales, he wrote:

The annual incidence of deaths from all causes is about 18% above average and 
from cancer it is about 12% above average. This factor alone would suggest that 
palliative care resource need for this Network [South West Wales] would be 
about 15% higher than the average Network in England. Deprivation levels in 
South West Wales are about average for Wales as a whole. Taking all that into 
account it would appear reasonable to conclude that the palliative care resource 
need for cancer would be about 15% above the England average and for other 
diagnoses about 20% above.13

With death rates and deprivation taken into account, Mr. tebbit calculated that end 
of life care provision in south West Wales had:

A deficit of 31 palliative care beds.•	
A deficit of 85 weekly day-care places.•	
A deficit of 5 palliative care consultants.•	
A deficit of 8/9 clinical nurse specialists.•	
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He then presented a table of evidence contrasting patient’s preferred place of 
death, with their actual place of death:

He came to the sobering conclusion that “Preferences for place of death are not 
being met for large proportions of people across Wales” 

He also drew attention to the fact that “In south West Wales, the proportion of 
deaths occurring in hospices is significantly less than the England & Wales average 
of 4.3%.” this disparity exists despite the fact that south West Wales has probably 
the uK’s greatest need for end of life care, based on age of population and levels 
of deprivation.

place of occurrence
preferred place  
of death

actual place of death 
south west wales

actual place of death 
england & wales

Psychiatric hospitals 0 1.2% 0.5%

Hospices 24% 0.3% 4.3%

NHs hospitals 11% 59% 57.1%

Non NHs hospitals 0 9.1% 10.3%

Other communal  
establishments

4% 7.1% 7.3%

Home 56% 20.9% 18.3%

Elsewhere 5% 2.4% 2.2%
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eNd Of Life care – aN aGeNda fOr waLes:

In its publication ‘One Wales – A Progressive Agenda for the government of Wales’ 
(2007) the Welsh Assembly government endorsed the principle that, in building 
a world-class health service, care should be available to everyone, irrespective of 
who they are or where they live in Wales, at the time of need. Mr. tebbit’s report 
revealed that in south West Wales, this principle was estranged from reality.14

the Welsh Minister for Health and social services established a palliative care plan-
ning group to further investigate the issues. the group reported back in July 2008, 
revealing that: 

Palliative care services in Wales are delivered by a wide network of providers 
and, although there are many examples of good services across Wales, not all 
patients can access them. This is largely due to geography and understaffing in 
services.15

Improving palliative care had now become one of big issues in Welsh health:

Dying is a social matter; how well we care for people who are dying reflects on 
how we care as a society. Advances in modern medicine and treatment have re-
sulted in a growing population living longer with incurable diseases. Good end 
of life and palliative care should be available across Wales.16

the planning group took steps to ensure that palliative care was kept at the top  
of Local Health Boards agendas for the foreseeable future:

In the report to the Minister it was recommended that palliative care develop-
ments should be a key performance indicator (KPI) of the Chief Executives of 
the new Health Boards. Ministerial agreement was given to this.17

Later in 2008, the Minister asked Professor Llora Finlay to establish an All Wales 
Palliative Care Implementation Board. the Board’s task was to fulfil the recom-
mendations of the planning group’s review, in accordance with these three core 
principles:

good end of life and palliative care should be available, universally across •	
Wales.

Fairness of service provision is fundamental to raising the standards of end of •	
life care. this needs to be achieved without jeopardising evaluated evidence-
based service developments by the leading specialist palliative care service 
providers in Wales.

Close integration of services in an area, whether provided by the NHs or by •	
voluntary sector providers, is essential for high standards in care.18
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The population aged 65+ in Hywel Dda is projected to grow by 41.7% between 
mid-2008 and mid-2023. This increase is due to increased expectation of life, 
the ageing of larger cohorts (such as those born after the Second World War) 
and a net in-migration of people aged 65+ in each year of the projection period.

All statistics quoted from:  
Local Authority Population Projections for Wales (2008-based). Welsh Assembly government. 2010.

Hywel dda 10 year population projections:

Number of people (aged 65+) per 1000 people (aged 16-64) in Hywel dda:

2008 2013 2018 2023

Children 66,929 66,271 67,830 69,451

Ages 16 – 64 231,580 231,998 231,515 231,268

Ages 65 + 76,552 88,227 98,862 108,522

total 375,061 386,496 398,207 409,241

2008 2013 2018 2023

 Aged 65 + 329 381 429 471

10 year life expectancy projections for people living in Hywel dda:

90

85

80

75

2003 2008 2013 2018 2023

Ceredigion Pembrokeshire Carmarthenshire

Last year of actual data
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population profile Hywel dda 1. uK average

total population size 374,741 351,763

Aged 85 + 2.8% 2.3%

identification and palliative care need

2. Number with palliative care need 3,193 2,426

3. % of population with palliative care need 0.85% 0.7%

4. % need identified 20.5% 25.2%

5. % all deaths identified 15.4% 19.1%

6. Estimated % of population with dementia 1.6% 1.3%

1. How each area is mapped: England: PCt level, Wales: Local Health Board level,  
 scotland: Health Board level, Northern Ireland: Health and social Care trust level

2. the estimated number of the population requiring palliative care per year during the period 
 2008 – 2010.

3. the estimated percentage of the population requiring palliative care per year during the period 
 2008 – 2010.

4. the number of individuals recorded on the primary care (gP) Palliative Care Register in each area  
 in 2010/11, as a percentage of the total number of individuals with palliative care needs in the 
 same area.

5. the number of individuals recorded on the primary care (gP) Palliative Care Register in each area 
 in 2010/11, as a percentage of the average number of deaths in those areas 2008 – 2010.

6. Estimated percentage of people (diagnosed or undiagnosed) with dementia in 2012.

Hywel dda demographic overview and palliative care need statistics,  
compared to the rest of the uK:

All statistics quoted from:  
Marie Curie end of life care atlas – http://apps.mariecurie.org.uk/atlas/flash/atlas.html
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weLsH deprivatiON map
deprivation shown in relation to geographical access to services.

1 – 190

191 – 380

381 – 570

571 – 950

951 – 1596

MOst DEPRIVED

raNKed by LOwer LeveL  
super Output areas 

LEAst DEPRIVED

source: Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation 2011. Welsh government. 2011
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the Welsh government had recognised that end of life patients lacked choice, that 
preferences for death were not being met and that there were serious inequities in 
accessing care. A closer integration of services, enabling more end of life care to 
be delivered in the community instead of in hospital, had been identified as funda-
mental to achieving success.

Evidence shows that up to 40% of patients currently in hospital are receiving a 
level of care they don’t need. This is often because community services currently 
can’t always provide the right care, at the right time in a local setting. If we get 
community services right there will be less need for expensive hospital treat-
ment and the quality of our services will improve. This is now very relevant. The 
Health Minister recently stated that NHS Wales would need to find somewhere 
between £1.1 and £1.9bn between now and 2014/2015 to balance the books. This 
will clearly place significant pressure on all our services so we need to look at all 
areas of healthcare and find ways of becoming more efficient and effective.19

cOmmuNity based care strateGy fOr waLes

In 2012, Marie Curie researchers revealed that end of life care costs around £145  
a day when delivered in the community, compared to £425 for specialist palliative 
inpatient care in hospital – a difference of £280 a day. No comparable data exists 
for hospices, though sue Ryder estimate costs for inpatient hospice beds range 
between £367 and £275 per day20. Hospital beds are clearly the most expensive 
care option, and 89% of palliative patients in south West Wales do not want to die 
there21. By helping more people to die at home, the Welsh government could save 
money and improve patient choice. In 2008, Llora Finlay reported to the Minister:

For inpatient hospice beds, the number in Wales (174; currently equates to one 
per 17,000 population) is lower than Tebbit’s estimate of 246 beds needed (one 
per 12,000) population. For the purposes of calculation a mean of the two has 
been taken, giving a need of one per 15,000 population, to allow for hospice-at-
home services providing an alternative service configuration that compensates 
for the perceived shortfall in beds and to avoid pressures to build beds in areas of 
under-provision. Where hospice-at-home services exist these are considered as 
notional beds in lieu of in-patient beds. The Tebbit estimate is probably higher 
than will be cost effective in Wales given the geography and other services such 
as community hospitals.22

the recommendation had been made to develop ‘hospice at home’ services ‘in lieu’ 
of inpatient hospice beds, primarily on the basis of cost. New hospices are expen-
sive to build and run, particularly for a widely dispersed rural population, as they 
can’t benefit from economies of scale. In a challenging economic climate, with NHs 
Wales facing budget cuts, hospice at home provided a cost effective solution that, 
ostensibly, met patient preferences for place of death. Developing new hospice in-
patient units was not a viable option in south West Wales, despite strong evidence 
of need from the tebbit report.
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GiviNG patieNts true cHOice

In July 2013, sue Ryder published “A time and a place – What people want at the 
end of life” the findings of which will have significant implications for end of life 
policy and practice. the report showed that, contrary to popular belief, a patient’s 
preferred place of death did not remain static throughout their end of life journey.

where do people want to be cared for at the end of their life?
As people drew closer to death, more wanted to die in a hospice, and fewer want-
ed to die at home – this shift was most dramatic amongst those who already had 
some experience of hospice care. It seems that, in reality, people want and need 
different services, delivered in different locations, depending on how their condi-
tion changes over time. 

the report showed that people’s first priority for the end of life was to be free from 
pain and discomfort (78% of respondents said this would be important to them), 
followed by being surrounded by loved ones (71%), having privacy and dignity 
(53%), being in familiar surroundings (45%) and being in a calm and peaceful 
atmosphere (45%). Respondents were asked to score each of the care locations; 
home, hospice, hospital and care home by their perceived ability to deliver against 
these priorities. the results were surprising:

Adding up the scores… Home results in a total score of 42 – the highest of all 
four locations. Performing a similar analysis for the three remaining locations 
results in a score of 39 for hospices, 25 for hospital and 25 for residential and 
nursing homes. 
 What is clear from this is that hospitals and residential homes are per-

HOME

HOSPICE

Last year 
of life

Graph shows preferred place of care over time, for those with prior experience of hospices.

Last weeks 
of life

Last days 
of life

85%

44%

67%

11%

55%

30%
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ceived to be equally bad at delivering a good death, based on peoples’ top priori-
ties for their care at the end of life, while hospices score only very slightly lower 
than home – suggesting that they are actually better at delivering the outcomes 
that people value most than is currently recognised by the general public. More-
over, the overall high score of hospices is driven by good or fair performance 
across all four aspects of care (medical, practical, personal, environmental), 
whereas the high score for home is a result of very strong performance in just the 
latter two of these. 
 This analysis paints a very different picture from the commonly held 
understanding of preferred place of death – with home way out in front, and the 
remaining locations a distant second, third and fourth. People say they value 
the kinds of things that hospices can deliver – almost equally with home – and 
yet when asked, far many more people express a wish to die at home than in a 
hospice.23

One important conclusion we can take from this is that public misconceptions of 
hospice care are a significant barrier to patient outcomes and choice. the report 
offers some helpful insights on how to address this issue, which we have taken into 
account in developing our plans. 

the report presents a compelling argument that achieving good outcomes for 
people (management of pain, contact with loved ones, dignity etc) must be the 
only benchmark when developing end of life policy and practice. the fact that a 
person has died in their preferred location is not enough, in itself, to guarantee a 
‘good death’.

A convenient alignment currently exists between what patients say they want 
(home death) and what is by far the most affordable option. Investing in hospice 
at home services, in lieu of improving inpatient hospital, social care and hospice 
services is an easy decision to make, yet not one that automatically guarantees the 
best choice or outcomes for patients:

There are two reasons why shaping future of end of life care around place rather 
than outcome should be discouraged. The first is that it is anathema to the rest 
of the health and social care system, and the second is that it leads to the prior-
itisation of certain locations over others, undermining proper development of 
quality care in all settings, and compounding the belief among the general pub-
lic that it is impossible to have a good death anywhere other than at home – de-
spite the fact that for certain groups, such as the extremely elderly and infirm, a 
home death may not be a realistic option. Making place an outcome in and of it-
self is distinctly at odds with the rest of the health and social care system, which 
has focused increasingly on promoting the outcomes people hope to achieve, 
rather than being bound by particular types of services or service setting.24

Investment in a full range of services, working across a variety of locations; home, 
hospice, hospital and care home, is undoubtedly the best way to ensure equitable 
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end of life care for a region. It is the duty of policy makers to ensure that all loca-
tions provide good quality care. this will lower the stakes of dying in the purported 
‘wrong place’, as no place would fall far short in providing the type of experience 
that people would like at the very end of life. 

NHs Wales stated that developing a seamless integration of end of life care provid-
ers was now a strategic priority in building a ‘world class’ health care service:

Individuals with end of life care needs require care in a variety of settings - home, 
hospices, nursing homes, hospitals, specialist centres. Services should be coordi-
nated, with communication facilitating smooth transfer of care and information 
across boundaries.25

the Minister for Health and social services, Mark Drakeford AM confirmed the im-
portance of this new coordinated approach:

Whilst the NHS must take a lead, others too need to play their part. There is a 
very important role for Local Government in working collaboratively with NHS 
Wales and Third Sector providers to deliver integrated and supportive family 
centred care.26

vOLuNteeriNG

a possible solution to a complex social problem 

Our society’s expectations of retirement are out of step with modern demographic 
changes – older people now face much longer periods of retirement than previous 
generations. too much spare time in our later years can lead to inactivity, social 
isolation, loneliness and lack of purpose – all of which can have a detrimental effect 
on our health. 

Long periods of retirement, spanning several decades, can present a big challenge 
to people’s mental and physical well–being. As a society, we need to find creative 
and flexible ways to enable older people to stay active, have a purpose, have a 
sense of wellbeing and feel connected to others.

Around two million people aged 75+ live alone.•	
the number of 45-64 year olds living alone increased by 33% between 2001 •	
and 2011.

One million older people say they are always or often feel lonely.•	
Families are geographically more spread out, with more people working out-•	
side the home. this means that there are fewer people caring for our older 
people.27
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Historically, almost all non-monastic skanda Vale Hospice volunteers are of retire-
ment age. Older people seem to gravitate to hospice volunteering, perhaps as a 
result of personal illness, or from positive past experiences in caring for family and 
friends. 

Carers, staff and patients alike draw great benefit from spending time in an en-
vironment where caring for each other is the prime motivation and concern. the 
hospice is a fun, lively and vibrant place with lots of laughter. Our older volunteers, 
in particular, benefit from being part of a large, active social network who genu-
inely care about their wellbeing. 

We plan to expand and develop our volunteering programme, with roles in car-
ing, nursing, management, fundraising, driving, cleaning, gardening, maintenance, 
to name a few. through the provision of properly managed, stimulating voluntary 
roles, with ample opportunity for training and personal development, we believe 
we can make a positive impact in the wellbeing of many people in our community.

Letters Of suppOrt

In the appendix to this document we have included letters of support from statu-
tory bodies, palliative care service providers, healthcare professionals, existing 
service users and volunteers. We have included our two most significant letters on 
the next few pages. the first is from Linda Williams, the county director of services 
for Carmarthenshire, in which she states:

the priority given to developing palliative care services in Hywel Dda•	
that our proposals will meet the needs of the population.•	
that our proposals meet the commissioning needs of the health board.•	
that our plans align with the strategic direction of the health board.•	

the second letter is from Dr. Pat Purcell and is also written on behalf of Dr. Ray 
Majer. these are the two palliative care consultants from our local health board. 
they write to confirm their support of our proposals and to offer their services as 
voluntary clinical advisors to the project. We feel this is a strong indicator of the 
need for our services, the validity of our plans, and our ability as an organisation to 
deliver the project.
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summary Of Need

the uK is rapidly ageing.•	
south West Wales has the uK’s oldest population.•	
Hywel Dda, the main health board operating in south West Wales has a com-•	
bined palliative resource need that is 17.5% higher than the English average.

south West Wales has the highest palliative resource needs in Wales.•	
there are no respite or inpatient end of life hospice services anywhere in Car-•	
marthenshire or Ceredigion.

statutory care in Hywel Dda is provided by hospice-at-home style services, •	
community hospitals and the specialist palliative care unit at ty Bryngwyn.

In Hywel Dda, hospice-at-home services are often prescribed ‘in lieu’ of avail-•	
able general inpatient beds.

Our experience, community feedback and further research indicates that •	
hospice-at-home is not a suitable option for all patients.

there is a serious lack of choice and equity of access to palliative care ser-•	
vices in Hywel Dda.

Hywel Dda are not required to create new general inpatient respite and end •	
of life services. 

Hywel Dda are focussing their resources on developing hospice-at-home ser-•	
vices, and improving the coordination of care between NHs, social services 
and charitable organisations.

Our plans have been developed in full consultation with Hywel Dda and our •	
community. 

We have developed excellent relationships with a wide network of regional •	
palliative care experts. Our project has been co-created by them.

the county director of palliative care services for Hywel Dda has stated that •	
our project will provide a much needed service, and will be in alignment with 
the strategic development of palliative care in Hywel Dda.

Improving the equitable access to palliative care resources across Wales has •	
been identified as a key priority by the Welsh Minister for Health and social 
services.
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 advice and ideas from our community

cOmmuNity cONsuLtatiON prOcess

In 2008 we were invited to join the first meeting of the Palliative Care Coalition 
– a group made up of NHs, social and voluntary palliative care providers from Car-
marthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire. the Coalition report to the Palliative 
Care Implementation Board, who in turn report to the Assembly Minister. Members 
of the group include:

Hywel Dda NHs trust.•	
ty Bryngwyn specialist palliative unit in Llanelli.•	
ty Cymorth day care hospice in Carmarthen.•	
Paul sartori Foundation home care hospice service in Haverfordwest.•	
shalom House hospice in st. Davids.•	
Beacon of Hope home care hospice service in Ceredigion.•	
Marie Curie cancer care.•	
Regional palliative care consultants.•	

the purpose of the group is to develop strong working partnerships between pal-
liative care providers, to share knowledge and creating better continuity of care 
between organisations for patients. Membership of this group has had a profound 
and galvanising effect on our ideas and drive to develop the project. 

Below are summaries of our most significant meetings with members of the coali-
tion and other relevant organisations and individuals. 

7th july 2008
Beacon of Hope, a well established Hospice at Home service in Ceredigion. they 
kindly offer to help us prepare for registering the inpatient unit, and give useful 
advice on patient transport services and volunteer training. 

22nd july 2008
A meeting with Dr. Roberts, gP and senior partner from teifi surgery and Dr. Mani, 
senior registrar from West Wales general Hospital. they give us advice on:

Collecting and using patient feedback for service evaluation.•	
Key points for registering our service.•	
gold standards and End of Life Care Pathways.•	
the sluice room, oxygen and storage of medicines.•	
Attracting continuing care funding from Hywel Dda.•	
Networking opportunities with district nurses.•	
Correct protocol for patient referral and confidentiality.•	
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Furthermore, the doctors suggest we:

Build a separate accommodation unit for relatives. In their experience, rela-•	
tives need to be given the option of personal space, away from the patient, 
so they can switch off and relax. 

Consider offering respite service to young adults because there are none in •	
Wales for this group.

they acknowledged our organisations key strengths are our high standards of care 
and our ability to empathise with people. they suggest setting up a carer and fam-
ily support scheme.

18th march 2010
the coalition discuss and approve a key policy document: ‘Right care, right place, 
right time, every time – Five Year Framework 2010/15 – Hywel Dda Rural Health 
Engagement’.

23rd february 2011
A meeting with Viraj gopal at Belle Vue Park Nursing Home, Newport. Mr. gopal 
owns and manages a network of private nursing homes that provide palliative care 
- he has a wealth of practical experience in planning and managing palliative care. 
We discuss the viability of providing clinical care on a purely voluntary basis. He 
recommends that until we are properly established, and more people know about 
our service, we should consider employing our clinical staff. Realistically speaking, 
clinical voluntary staff are more likely to come forward when the service is fully up 
and running. 

Our trustees agree to employ a team of clinical staff. Other duties (management, 
cleaning, caring, complementary therapies, cooking, fundraising, gardening, laun-
dry, maintenance and I.t) will continue to be fulfilled by volunteers. the project is 
released from a deadlock of waiting indefinitely for the right clinical volunteers to 
arrive. there’s a fresh excitement and dynamism to the project.

16th june 2011
A meeting with Mandy James, Hospice Manager at ty Bryngwyn in Llanelli. Mrs. 
James asks what level of clinical care we plan to offer – at this stage we are not yet 
sure. she explains that ty Brygwyn offer a consultant lead clinical service, dealing 
specifically with pain management and symptom control – they do not admit pa-
tients for general end of life or respite care. 

Once symptoms and pain have been brought under control, patients are dis-
charged from ty Bryngwyn, to an acute hospital ward or home. In many cases 
neither of these two available options are really suitable. If ty Bryngwyn could refer 
people to us for general respite and end of life care, patient’s care options and out-
comes would be greatly enhanced. We all agree that there could be a very strong 
symbiotic relationship between us. 
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18th june 2011
A meeting with Emma Whiteley, an ex-Macmillan nurse with more than 20 years 
experience working in Hywel Dda. Mrs. Whitely now works for social services in 
Ceredigion. she gave us advice on:

Developing our staff and nurse banks•	
Partnership networking with social services•	
Developing ideas for what services we want to provide•	
Finding out more about the need for services•	

7th and 21st july 2011
Meetings with Dr. Rob Jones, Clinical Director, and Helen Price, Hospice Manager 
of shalom House – a five bedroom hospice in st. Davids, west Pembrokeshire (50 
miles from skanda Vale Hospice). they offer day care, respite and end of life care 
services. these meetings are pivotal for us as shalom House offer an almost identi-
cal service to our proposal, operating within the same local health board.

We ask how shalom House evolved from a simple day care service to providing  
24 / 7 inpatient care. they phased their service in gradually – at first offering day 
care, then planned periods of respite for only three days a month, increasing to 
five days per week. After 18 months of developing their respite service, they were 
ready to provide full time respite and end of life care. By moving one step at a 
time, they could carefully review each facet of their service and nip any problems 
in the bud. Our trustees agree to take the same approach.

20th april 2012
A meeting with Mandy James, hospice manager and Dr. Ray Majer, palliative care 
consultant at ty Bryngwyn hospice in Llanelli. Dr. Majer offered his support for the 
project. We have a detailed discussion about many practical issues including:

Room layouts and sizes •	
Patient’s en-suite facilities•	
Piped oxygen and suction•	
Clinical and sluice rooms•	
Corridor widths and trolley access•	
Blood transfusion service•	

30th january 2012
We announce to the coalition (and public) that we are applying for planning per-
mission for a new inpatient hospice, and intend to open our service in the summer 
of 2015.

19th june 2012
the Big Consultation Event in Llandybie Memorial Hall – a key event in learning 
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more about the detailed regional need for our project. this event was organised 
by Christine Brown – a lady who encountered many issues with Carmarthenshire 
cancer services when caring for her terminally ill husband. It was supported by 
Macmillan Cancer support, In2Action Cymru and the Carmarthenshire Association 
of Voluntary services. 

It attracted an audience of 96 health and social care professionals, representatives 
of local and national charities and people affected by cancer. skanda Vale Hospice 
were amongst those invited to present their services, then delegates broke into 
focus groups. specific issues discussed during the event were: 

the lack of available services for patients and carers. •	
Poor promotion of existing services. People would like a one stop shop de-•	
tailing all available care resources, made available in print for those with limit-
ed computer literacy.

Communication between NHs, social and voluntary service providers is •	
still not good. Patients and carers suggest an advocacy service to ensure 
smoother continuity of care.

Difficulties accessing services – cancer patients may not be able to drive, and •	
public transport is limited. there should be more volunteer driving services. 
Existing driving services should be better coordinated with the rest of the 
care network.

Poor signposting between organisations.•	
the event inspires us to review the way we promote ourselves so that more people 
can access our services. An experienced marketing and design team volunteer to 
update our hospice branding, promotional materials and website. service benefi-
ciaries and volunteers contribute their ideas to the new designs.

A new hospice website is created, featuring an improved content management 
system that enables more volunteers to contribute to running it. Other key features 
include: google translate functionality, clearer site navigation, more concise and 
crisply written text, vibrant new images and videos, and a new enhanced email 
newsletter subscription service. Most importantly, the site is optimised to be much 
easier to find online.

to encourage more people to engage with our project, a colourful new design 
motif is rolled out across all our fundraising and promotional materials: t-shirts, 
tabards, posters, flyers, flags, collection tins, stands and displays. A new bilingual 
tip and turn hospice brochure is produced and distributed amongst g.P surger-
ies, district nurse teams and social services, amongst others. We also install a new 
leaflet display and pin board in the hospice to enhance signposting to other events 
and services in the region.

Local radio advertising and a large outdoor banner are donated to promote a new 
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fundraising event and raise awareness for our plans. As a result of our efforts, our 
team of volunteer fundraisers grows, and fundraising revenue increases by 55% 
from the previous year.

5th december 2012
the development of the inpatient unit is now at a key stage. We take the initiative 
to contact Linda Williams – a key figure in palliative care for our region who fulfils 
the dual role of County Director of services for Carmarthenshire, and Palliative 
Care services Director for Hywel Dda. In a telephone conference, we discuss how 
the hospice will fit into the overall provision of resources within Hywel Dda, and 
how the trust could use, support and contribute to our service. 

Mrs. Williams offers strong support to our proposals. she suggests that we estab-
lish a partnership working group with Hywel Dda, including senior trust and clinical 
representatives, specifically for the development of the new inpatient service. We 
could not have hoped for a better outcome.

7th december 2012
A meeting with the Carmarthen Community Resource team – we discuss how our 
service can integrate with social services and other local service providers to en-
hance co-ordination of care and gain potential patient referrals.

12th december 2012
We participate in an online consultation from the Department for Health, social 
services and Children – the resulting report is the benchmark policy document for 
palliative care development in Wales. It aims to set out:

The Welsh Government’s expectations of NHS Wales, working with its partners, 
in particular the hospice and social care sector, to reduce inequalities in end of 
life care up to 2016. It sets out how patients and their families will be supported 
at the end of life, providing high quality care in all settings for people of all 
ages.28

10th may 2013
We invite our local Welsh Assembly Member Rodri thomas and local MP Jonathan 
Edwards to visit the hospice. they lend their support to the project and offer their 
feedback on our ideas.

20th may 2013
We have a meeting with the entire g.P team from teifi surgery in Llandysul, to 
discover whether they can provide medical services to people using our hospice. In 
their professional opinion, there is a need for our service, especially amongst those 
who cannot or do not wish to be cared for at home.

they offer support for our plans and suggest being the main surgery providing 
medical cover in order to develop strong working relationships with our team. they 
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do not currently have the resources to provide this service, so they suggest we 
speak to representatives from Hywel Dda to see if funding can be arranged.

4th june 2013
We have an enlightening meeting with Paul Cronin, the Chief Executive Officer of 
severn Hospice in shrewsbury, who answers the fundamental question of what 
level of clinical care we ought to offer. Mr.. Cronin suggests we adopt the ‘commu-
nity model’ – providing a nurse led, general service. Medical cover can be provided 
by a g.P with a specialist diploma in palliative care, or a visiting consultant.

severn Hospice offer a specialist service to people with complex conditions and 
co-morbidities. this model must be led by a consultant, backed by a full multi 
disciplinary team, including junior doctors and specialist nurses. It becomes clear 
that, as an organisation, we are ideally suited to providing the community model 
– or what Mr. Cronin calls a ‘step-up, step-down’ resource. We are a step up from 
g.P services, and a step down from specialist services like ty Bryngwyn hospice in 
Llanelli. We would not be required to run our own consultant led multi disciplinary 
team – we can join the existing one at ty Bryngwyn.

the main advantage of this model is that our patients remain the responsibility of 
the referring g.P or specialist service. there is no transference of care, so we would 
not be subject to complex NHs clinical governance regulations. In effect, our clini-
cal governance model would be like that of a nursing home for people with pallia-
tive care needs. Our trustees agree this is the best way forward.

24th june 2013
We invite County Councillor Kenneth Howell and the full Llangeller Community 
Council to the hospice. We give a slideshow presentation and tour of the hospice, 
and share insights into our motivations and aspirations as a community. 

throughout the event we make it clear that we are not asking for anything from 
the local community. We only want to make local people more aware of what we’re 
doing and invite them to benefit from, and enjoy contributing to, the service. there 
is a question and answer session at the end, in which the councillors express their 
admiration and support for the project.

27th june 2013
We have a meeting with Elaine Lorton, head of Primary Care, and sharon Burford, 
head of out-of-hours care in Hywel Dda, to discuss the important issue of whether 
the health board are able to provide medical cover for the inpatient unit. the meet-
ing is very positive; both ladies praise the high degree of support the project has 
won from the health board. they guarantee out-of-hours medical care will be made 
available to us, without charge. 

Elaine Lorton then gave us verbal assurance that within the next two years, in-
hours care would also be made available, on condition that people using our ser-
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vice have non-specialist palliative care needs. Contacting the health board a full 
two years before the project begins has given them ample time to factor our ser-
vice into their strategic plan. 

We want our service to be available to everyone, regardless of where they live. We 
were concerned that the health board would not wish to fund the medical care of 
people from outside Hywel Dda – but these fears were allayed in this meeting.

3rd july 2013
We have a meeting with Dr. Pat Purcell, Palliative Care Consultant from West Wales 
general Hospital in Carmarthen. she leads regular multidisciplinary team meetings 
in local surgeries and invites us to join them. this is a golden opportunity to iden-
tify potential service beneficiaries, and to facilitate the coordination of their care 
with other service providers.

she offers to review and give feedback on our project plan (and Lottery grant ap-
plication) and present our ideas to Professor Llora Finlay and the Implementation 
Board. she is wonderfully enthusiastic about the project – we are blessed to have 
her support.

4th july 2013
We receive an invitation to a meeting with Dr. Victoria Lidstone, Palliative Care 
Consultant and Head of transitional Care for Young Adults, at university Hospital, 
Cardiff. Dr. Lidstone studies our architectural plans and brings a range of practical 
considerations to our attention.

she specifically wants to know if we are be able to help provide respite services for 
young adults (aged between 16 and 24) as there are currently no services available 
in Wales. she gives us an outline of the special requirements and resources needed 
by this group, and some case studies for further reading.

the trustees carefully consider her suggestions, but feel we cannot provide what is 
evidently a specialist respite service without it impacting on our ability to deliver 
our chosen model of simple, general palliative care. there is every chance however 
that, in time, our resources can evolve to provide this much needed service.

We will implement her practical suggestions, specifically regarding tracking hoists 
and wheelchair accessibility, at this stage of the project to minimise future disrup-
tion, in anticipation for a time when we may be able to meet specialist and general 
needs concurrently.

Dr. Lidstone encourages us to promote ourselves more online through Facebook 
and twitter. We take her advice and find new exciting new ways to connect with, 
and learn from, our group of volunteer fundraisers. twitter enables us to discover 
and share the latest ideas and developments within palliative care – it promises to 
be a very useful professional networking tool.
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Our skanda Vale reception area gets a major revamp, with colourful new displays, 
to raise awareness and encourage participation in the project.

We realise anew our unique position, as a monastic and a hospice community, to 
educate people about death. We give a discourse in the temple, encouraging over 
200 people to reflect on their own mortality and re-examine their priorities in life 
from this wider perspective. the discourse is published online and downloaded 
236 times. 

We realise we have great potential to encourage large numbers of people to make 
positive changes in their lives, partly through re-examining their approach to death. 
this may be particularly significant in light of increasing evidence of low use of pal-
liative care services amongst Asian groups.

19th july 2013
We have a very constructive meeting with Julie Brennan, Head of Bereavement 
Counselling in Hywel Dda; she runs a team of bereavement support officers, and 
offers to provide training and mentoring of our staff and volunteers for free. We 
reciprocate and offer our day care centre as a large, comfortable indoor space for 
her meetings and training sessions, free of charge.

Mrs. Brennan has a wealth of experience working in palliative care in Hywel Dda. 
she emphasised the need for ongoing training and mentoring in every area of the 
project. she offered to make enquiries on our behalf about organising supervision, 
mentoring and evaluation for our manager, our clinical lead and nursing team. 

ONLiNe survey 1: 
 
skanda vale community consultation

this online survey was emailed to 1073 pilgrims of skanda Vale monastery, of which 
240 respond. We wanted to find out how much they would like to contribute to, 
and benefit from, our new proposed service. Here are our key findings:

please select the region where you live:

45% London and south East.•	
17% Wales.•	
12% Birmingham and Midlands.•	
26% Other.•	
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q11. if a member of my family became terminally ill, i would accept the support 
of a hospice close to where i live.

39% strongly agree•	
30% Agree•	
16% Neither agree nor disagree•	
5% Disagree•	
1% strongly disagree•	
8% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

q12. i would not accept the support of a hospice close to where i live because 
the people who work there may not understand my culture and religion.

6% strongly agree•	
12% Agree•	
28% Neither agree nor disagree•	
23% Disagree•	
22% strongly disagree•	
10% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

q14. i would trust the people at skanda vale Hospice to care for my family:

60% strongly agree•	
27% Agree•	
8% Neither agree nor disagree•	
0% Disagree•	
0% strongly disagree•	
5% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

q15. if a member of my family became terminally ill, i would be more likely to let 
the skanda vale Hospice team care for them than someone from a hospice closer 
to my home:

36% strongly agree•	
23% Agree•	
25% Neither agree nor disagree•	
5% Disagree•	
2% strongly disagree•	
8% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	
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q16. the spiritual support that the monks and nuns of skanda vale could offer 
would make me more likely to choose skanda vale Hospice than a hospice closer 
to where i live:

44% strongly agree•	
24% Agree•	
25% Neither agree nor disagree•	
20% Disagree•	
1% strongly disagree•	
8% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

summary of results:
the survey indicates that, as a general principle, the skanda Vale community are 
comfortable with the idea of using hospice care services (69%). However when 
we asked a specific question about hospice staff understanding their cultural and 
spiritual needs, a statistically significant number (18%) said that this would definite-
ly discourage them from using a hospice. the importance of spiritual and cultural 
understanding is further confirmed in Q16, where 68% of respondents said they 
would prefer to use skanda Vale Hospice rather than a local hospice because of our 
perceived ability to meet these needs.

volunteers and fundraisers:
At the end of the survey we asked our respondents if they would like to join our 
fundraising events for the new inpatient project – 52% said they would. 

43 respondents want to volunteer at the hospice when the new inpatient unit 
opens. 19 of these people are health care professionals – they include; nurses, car-
ers, palliative care doctors and consultants, physiotherapists, a psychiatrist, a con-
sultant specialising in chronic pain management, a dentist and a homeopath. 

three healthcare professionals confirmed they will volunteer at the hospice for two 
weeks each year, five confirmed one week each year, five promised several week-
ends and the remaining six have yet to specify how long.

ONLiNe survey 2:  
Local community consultation

We asked 156 people, of which we received 40 responses. Our target community 
group was made up of local healthcare professionals, ex-patients, carers, families 
and people working in partner organisations. We particularly wanted to:

gauge the local need for our service.•	
gather feedback on our idea for a free patient transport service.•	
gather feedback on our idea for a patient case worker service.•	
get general feedback on the hospice design and project plan.•	
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Our general idea is to avoid giving preference to one religion or aspect of spiri-
tuality. How do you feel about this?

I think this is highly desirable. I work for an organisation which was founded 
in memory of a Catholic priest. We have never had any religious affiliation, but 
even 30 years since the foundation started, we find people who think our ser-
vices are only available to Catholics. I think you will need to be very careful to 
constantly re-emphasise this. I think you will also need to reassure both patients 
and referrers that there will be no proselytising. When working with people who 
are looking for spiritual comfort, this will be a hard balance to achieve – as I am 
sure you already know!

A number of people expressed an aversion to spirituality or religion. these •	
people liked our idea of using natural elements in the sacred space, rather 
than icons, as a more inclusive way of sharing a sense of beauty, peace and 
collective purpose.

feedback on providing free patient transport:

…What I am quite sure about, however, is that offering transport would over-
come a significant obstacle for many potential service users and their families.

Transport organisations seem to change their criteria often, or the ways of con-
tacting and arranging the transport changes, so patients and even professionals 
have no idea how to arrange the transport in the first place.

Nine respondents expressed an interest to volunteer as drivers.•	
feedback on providing occupational therapy and physiotherapy services:

I think that this is a very important idea in order to most effectively meet the 
needs of patients. I have seen good physiotherapy and OT assessments and input 
make a huge difference to the quality of life of palliative patients.

Excellent. I like the idea of having everything in one place, it also ensures consis-
tency to the people using your service, allowing them to build up trust and faith 
at the most vulnerable and important time in their lives.

Excellent – but only if the patient wants it. I know at times my sister had reflex-
ology etc ‘pushed’ at her (not at Skanda Vale!) and she didn’t want it. To her it 
just reinforced that she was ill and she wanted to close her mind to that and fo-
cus her energies on getting well. It should be part of the overall holistic approach, 
where all aspects of the patients attitude and approach to managing their condi-
tion are considered, as well as physical treatments and therapies.
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feedback on our idea of providing a case worker service:

The idea of a support worker is great as long as you are able to recognise the 
limitation of your skills and know who to appropriately refer to. Patients with 
stable disease are often ‘left’ to their own devices, as they may not need the input 
of a community nurse, specialist palliative care nurse, or review in the acute 
setting. Just knowing someone is checking in with them works really well. Paul 
Sartori Foundation offer a standby service, whereby pre-arranged contact can 
be made, or the patient phones if they need advice or support. The member of 
staff can then attempt to coordinate any care, medical, nursing, social support 
as required. This is a 24 hour service which proves really popular.

I think that this is a really good idea and will serve to ensure continuity and 
prevent patients and their families from feeling isolated and alone. For a lot of 
patients I think that this could be a highly valuable service. At a time when they 
may well be bombarded by different services, to have the opportunity of continu-
ity with people they know will be more likely to encourage them to seek the help 
that they need.

18 respondents said they had experience of caring for a friend of relative.  
we asked them the following: 

i feel that the needs of the patient were met by the palliative care services avail-
able in the area.

22% strongly agree•	
22% Agree•	
28% Neither agree nor disagree•	
22% Disagree•	
6% strongly disagree•	
0% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	
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i feel that my needs as a carer were met by the palliative care services available 
in the area.

0% strongly agree•	
39% Agree•	
28% Neither agree nor disagree•	
22% Disagree•	
6% strongly disagree•	
6% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

are there any services that you needed, or would have liked to have used, but 
were not available? please explain:

Carer respite was limited and relied on family, who were not really comfortable 
with it. Crossroads were useful but after more than a year more help was really 
needed.

Due to lack of time, the district nurses were unable to talk to the family when 
they needed support. Families can become very afraid, confused and angry dur-
ing this difficult time, and will need to talk in their own time. This is very impor-
tant for the patient, who will want to see their family are having comfort also.

we asked if these 18 respondents saw any gaps in our plans:

I would be interested to know if you are planning any bereavement follow-up 
services for relatives after a patient has died? In my experience this is a very 
lonely and isolating time, particularly after so much input has been present in 
supporting the patient and their needs up until death. The death then brings 
with it an added sudden shock of isolation, having been sometimes bombarded 
by visitors and phone calls. I feel that there is a real need for better support for 
families after the death of a patient, and by this I mean more than a single phone 
call or visit to the house to ‘tick a box’.

As a health professional I would want to know exactly what responsibility and 
communication patterns are. What is the position of the patient’s own GP when 
they are in the hospice? Who has the last say on treatment decisions? Essentially 
there needs to be an operational consistency with (or even part of ) Hywel Dda.
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i feel that the new care services planned by skanda vale Hospice would be very 
helpful to patients and their carers.

83% strongly agree•	
6% Agree•	
0% Neither agree nor disagree•	
0% Disagree•	
6% strongly disagree•	
6% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

from what i have heard or experienced of skanda vale Hospice, i would trust 
them to offer a high standard of respite and end-of-life care.

78% strongly agree•	
17% Agree•	
0% Neither agree nor disagree•	
0% Disagree•	
6% strongly disagree•	
0% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

if you have any comments or suggestions about our proposed services, please 
share them here:

I think what you are doing is fantastic. It’s very hard caring for someone with 
a life threatening condition and respite is just not out there. Having to stay in 
hospital is not practical – families can’t function normally if they are in hospital, 
often with nowhere to stay. My hubby slept in a chair for 2 nights as there was 
nowhere to sleep.

we asked 19 respondents who identified themselves as health professionals the 
following questions:

i feel that patients needs are met by the palliative and end-of-life care services 
available in carmarthenshire and ceredigion.

5% strongly agree•	
11% Agree•	
16% Neither agree nor disagree•	
53% Disagree•	
11% strongly disagree•	
5% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	
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i feel that the needs of family carers are met by the palliative and end-of-life 
care services available in carmarthenshire and ceredigion.

5% strongly agree•	
11% Agree•	
16% Neither agree nor disagree•	
47% Disagree•	
16% strongly disagree•	
5% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

what palliative care services do you think are currently missing, or could be im-
proved, in carmarthenshire and ceredigion?

Adequate respite provision and choice in palliative care.

Respite service for patients who are long term dependant on relatives, end of life 
care for patients who are unable to remain at home and do not want to spend 
their last days in hospital.

Respite facilities for young adults 18-25yrs

Access to in-patient services for end of life care where patients make that choice 
or where care breaks down. Patients often don’t have a real choice as it is either 
coping at home or go into hospital.

There isn’t enough home based care in Ceredigion, following the end of Beacon 
of Hope services. Families don’t have access to help caring for their loved ones 
which unfortunately results in them being admitted to hospital.

this question provoked a lot of response. the need for respite care was •	
strongly emphasised.

do you think that, overall, the new services we are planning to offer will help fill 
the gaps in palliative care for carmarthenshire and ceredigion?

I think it will. Patients when they are dying are given very good medical help 
and consultants are happy to help with pain relief and other treatments, but the 
patients mind is often forgotten. A patient might not know what they want from 
their last days of life, but I think in this relaxing and homely atmosphere, they 
will be given the time to find out what it is and hopefully have a better end of life 
experience, for both the patient and their family.

All responses to this question were positive.•	
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i feel that the new care services planned by skanda vale Hospice would be very 
helpful to patients and their carers.

95% strongly agree•	
5% Agree•	
0% Neither agree nor disagree•	
0% Disagree•	
0% strongly disagree•	
0% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

from what i have heard or experienced of skanda vale Hospice, i would trust 
them to offer a high standard of respite and end-of-life care.

85% strongly agree•	
5% Agree•	
5% Neither agree nor disagree•	
0% Disagree•	
0% strongly disagree•	
5% I don’t know / I don’t want to answer•	

volunteering:

52% of healthcare professionals expressed an interest in volunteering or •	
working at the hospice.

summary of findings:

Although the number of respondents was fairly low, the people that commented 
had very relevant experience, as evidenced from the quality of insight of the open 
questions. We gained unanimous support for our three proposed ideas of case 
worker, free transport and Ot / physiotherapy services. the statistics for how fam-
ily carers rate the provision of care for patients indicates a real mix of experiences. 
these results could be interpreted in two ways: 

the majority of respondents (28%) neither agreed nor disagreed that the •	
range of services for patients was adequate, suggesting that people do not 
feel they have enough information to know what services are available. the 
Big Consultation Event identified poor service promotion as a big problem in 
the region.

that service provision is inequitable. this is confirmed by government find-•	
ings – that good palliative care services exist in Wales, but not everyone can 
access them.
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A similar pattern emerges when carers are asked to rank their experience of sup-
port services when caring for patients. there is a mix of experiences; 39% agree 
that the services met their needs as carers, yet significantly, not one carer strongly 
agreed that this was the case. A number of carers (28%) disagreed or strongly dis-
agreed that service provision met their needs. this would indicate a marked ineq-
uity in service provision across the region.
 
Healthcare professionals take a bleaker view of service provision – 63% of them 
do not agree that the available services meet the needs of patients or carers and 
families. It’s not exactly clear from the questions why this strength of feeling exists. 
Perhaps health care professionals have a better idea of what services could exist if 
resources were available. In any case, the resounding message from this group of 
respondents was the urgent need for new services – especially respite.

Letters Of suppOrt

the appendix to this document contains a selection of letters, written in support 
of our service. they represent the opinions of statutory service providers, relevant 
local and regional organisations, community groups, MPs, councillors, ex-patients, 
carers and volunteers.
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prOject maNaGemeNt

Our management structure
the trustees of the charity have quarterly formal board meetings. six out of the ten 
trustees live in skanda Vale monastery and the other four trustees visit regularly. 
this ensures close communication, with plenty of opportunity for informal discus-
sion on a regular basis. Both the hospice and monastery are administered by the 
same charity ‘the Community of the Many Names of god’ with the same board of 
trustees.

the hospice project management team includes trustees, volunteers and health 
care professionals, reporting to the board of trustees at quarterly intervals. the 
team includes these people:

dr. pat purcell and dr. ray majer
Dr. Purcell and Dr. Majer are palliative care consultants for Hywel Dda health board 
and are serving as voluntary clinical advisors to the project. they will be invaluable 
allies in linking our project to other statutory care providers in the region and in 
referring service beneficiaries. they bring considerable expertise in:

Resource management and sharing •	
service development•	
staff training•	
Clinical governance•	

swami suryananda 
swami has been a trustee and the charity’s director of finance for 20 years. He is 
in charge of the project’s finance, planning, liaison and service development and 
controls the project costs – no changes in projected costs will occur without his 
authorisation (in consultation with the board of trustees). He has been a key figure 
in almost every single development at the hospice and monastery since 1987. He 
lives in skanda Vale.

swami premanataraj
Hospice manager in charge of project planning and service development, with 
seven years experience managing our day care hospice. Prior to this, swami spent 
six years doing project management and quantity surveying as a civil and struc-
tural engineer in switzerland. He builds relationships with our regional network of 
palliative care providers and lives in skanda Vale.

sister saskia
trustee in charge of health, safety and equality with 28 years experience as a quali-
fied clinical psychologist and family therapist. she brings interpersonal and coun-
selling skills, experience with vulnerable individuals and work in multi-disciplinary 
teams. sister saskia is currently a primary carer in the hospice team. she lives in 
skanda Vale.
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elliot muir
trustee in charge of marketing, communication and project planning, with five 
years experience working for large creative agencies in London and New York. He 
lives in skanda Vale.

aquila muir
Responsible for volunteer development, staffing and recruitment. she previously 
worked as an academic administrator for research at City university in London, 
coordinating teams of researchers and providing administrative assistance to a 
research professor. she has lots of experience in human resource management and 
is an inveterate organiser. she lives in skanda Vale.

project design team:
the project design team is led by Linda Jones, senior partner for Acanthus Holden 
Architects in Pembroke – the architects responsible for the design and manage-
ment of the construction phase. We chose to work with them partly because of the 
high standard of work they did at shalom House Hospice; a five bedroom inpatient 
hospice in Pembrokeshire. We had a very positive experience of working with them 
on the feasibility study. the design team includes:

Bill thompson Consulting – Mechanical engineering consultant•	
shaun Kimsey – Electrical building services consultant•	
Bowen & Partners – Quantity surveyors•	
Bill Ritson – structural engineer•	
total CDM solutions – Construction design and management coordinators•	

through the development of the design and construction phase, regular design 
team meetings will be held to discuss progress. Once construction work begins, 
monthly site visits will be made by the design team in which the quantity surveyor 
will check the progress against invoices supplied by the main contractor. this infor-
mation will then form part of a monthly design team meeting. 

At these monthly meetings, swami suryananda and swami Premanataraj from the 
management team will assess the overall progress in reference to the project plan. 
All design team meetings will be minuted, and a report will be shared with mem-
bers of our management team. swami suryananda will be responsible for provid-
ing regular feedback to the board of trustees.

Our organisation’s relevant experience in managing a project of this scale:

Holders of office
swami suryananda, swami Brahmananda and swami govinda are holders of office 
for the board of trustees. they have a combined total of more than 50 years expe-
rience in strategic development, financial management, infrastructure, construction 
and volunteer management at the monastery and hospice.
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monastic trustees
the long-serving monastic trustees have vast experience managing dynamic com-
munity services. Every year we look after 90,000 visiting pilgrims, all of whom are 
accommodated, fed and cared for completely free of charge by a resident com-
munity of just 28 people. We have a wealth of experience working with partner 
charities, through our ongoing food aid and educational programmes, delivering 
services for public benefit.

skanda Vale is a large 300 acre site with an average annual income of £600k – it 
is not a small adventure, so we believe we are well qualified to manage a hospice 
project of this size and scope. 

Non-monastic trustees
these trustees have typically spent less time on the board than the monastic trust-
ees, and have less in-depth knowledge and experience of running the charity’s 
projects – however they bring a wealth of specialist knowledge, adding valuable 
skills and experience to the charity. Our non-monastic trustees include:

solicitor •	
Business director / consultant – HR and recruitment specialist•	
I.t consultant•	
Mental health care professional•	
Marketeer / graphic designer•	

similar projects
Our hospice project has been running, in various stages of evolution, since 1987. 
some of our volunteers have been involved with it since the beginning. As such 
we have a huge resource of practical experience and knowledge to draw upon. We 
have completed the following:

1989 – Extension and renovation of the Maha shakti temple; a 100 capacity •	
temple.

1994 to 1996 – Extension and renovation to the Lord Murugan temple; a •	
larger 350 capacity temple.

1997 to 1999 – Design and build of the sri Ranganatha temple; a beautiful 120 •	
capacity outdoor lake temple with waterfalls.

2003 – Design and management of the development of our hospice day care •	
centre – supervising the building and refurbishment works – £300k project.

2004 – Design and build of a large multi-purpose building used in the sum-•	
mer months for pilgrim catering.

2005 – Design and build of a new reception building with toilets and a dedi-•	
cated first aid room.

2010 to 2012 – Design and planning with architects of an eight bedroom •	
hospice lodge renovation and extension costing £350k. We gained valuable 
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experience in issuing tenders and supervising building works to completion.

2011 to 2012 – Design and planning of a dried food storage warehouse for our •	
food aid program. this project was partly grant funded from Carmarthenshire 
County Council, so we gained experience in setting out proposals, outcomes 
and evaluation, and in coordinating our service with a network of other chari-
table organisations.

2012 to 2013 – Design and build of a 400m•	 2 elephant house, costing £215k.  
It was built primarily by volunteers, working with contractors.

pOLicies aNd prOcedures
these are split into four categories:

patient focus
Admission and discharge of day patients•	
Medical emergency •	
Reporting and managing of critical incidences and near misses  •	
(accident / incident)

Complementary therapy•	
Complaints•	

staff and volunteer focus
staff code of conduct•	
Recruitment •	
Personal performance, review and development•	
Volunteer•	

Health and safety / environment
Health and safety at work •	
Fire safety•	
COsHH•	
First aid•	
Manual handling•	
Risk assessment•	
Infection control•	
Protection of vulnerable adults•	
safeguarding of children and young adults•	
Data protection•	

management and governance
Equal opportunity and diversity•	
Welsh language policy•	
Confidentiality•	
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Monitoring and evaluation•	
Disciplinary•	
grievance•	
Whisleblowing•	
Fundraising•	

specific protection policies
the hospice operate policies for: 

safeguarding children and young people•	
Protection of vulnerable adults•	

All relevant staff are DBs (Disclosure Barring service) checked and have annual 
training in POVA (Protection Of Vulnerable Adults) and safeguarding children. We 
use an online system for DBs checks with the Welsh Council for Voluntary Action 
criminal records unit.

financial management systems
the charity prepare their accounts on an accruals basis in accordance with:
 

the Charity Commission’s statement of recommended practice (2005)  •	
and accounting standards.

Part VI of the Charities Act 1993.•	
the historic cost basis of accounting.•	
uK accounting standards.•	

Our accounts are independently audited on an annual basis and submitted to the 
Charity Commission. We have a 100% record for submission within the legal time 
frame.

swami suryananda is responsible for preparing our annual reports and accounts. 
He is supported by swami Premanataraj – they report to the trustees every quarter. 
All major expenditure and project approval has to be authorised by the board of 
trustees. 

the charity operate a strict internal financial control policy, which also forms part 
of our annual audit. We have developed the hospice service as a restricted fund 
within the charity. All income and expenditure for the hospice is contained within 
that fund, and all purchases are held as restricted assets.

the charity use the online banking services of CAF Bank (Charities Aid Founda-
tion). to further enhance the accountability of hospice funds, we operate a sepa-
rate number of bank and investment accounts with CAF Bank, specifically for this 
fund. 
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All online transfers to third parties have dual control. All transactions are set up by 
the director of finance and independently authorised by an agreed signatory. Like-
wise, all our cheques must be signed by two authorised signatories.

the charity perform their own book keeping, financial analysis and planning using 
‘sage 50 Accounts’ and sage forecasting software. Weekly bank reconciliation and 
regular cash flow analysis is carried out, and financial review reports are presented 
to the trustees on a quarterly basis. 

the Hospice is a member of the Fundraising standards Board and as such is com-
mitted to the highest standards of transparency and accountability in our all our 
fundraising operations.

marKetiNG aNd prOmOtiNG tHe service

Our marketing strategy splits into two main camps. In the first camp are our poten-
tial service beneficiaries – these include people with life threatening illnesses, their 
carers, families and close friends.

service beneficiaries will find out about our services from a variety of sources. We 
anticipate 50% of enquiries to come via a healthcare professional (g.P, district 
nurse, specialist hospice, palliative care consultant etc). We will continue to build 
strong partnerships with these people, so that they have the confidence to refer 
beneficiaries to us. Our ongoing membership of the following key groups will be 
the main method by which we attract service beneficiaries:

Carmarthenshire Palliative Care Planning and Delivery group (formerly the •	
Hywel Dda Palliative Care Coalition).

Regular multi disciplinary team meetings with regional palliative care provid-•	
ers, including: consultants, g.Ps, district and Macmillan nurses, occupational 
therapists and physiotherapists.

Carmarthenshire Community Resource team.•	
CAVs – Carmarthenshire Association of Voluntary services.•	
Local cancer support groups.•	
Close partnership working with ty Bryngwyn specialist hospice in Llanelli and •	
ty Cymorth day care hospice in Carmarthen.

Marie Curie and Red Cross continuing care team meetings.•	
We are very fortunate to have two Hywel Dda palliative care consultants acting as 
voluntary clinical advisors to our project. their input and influence will help to raise 
awareness of our services and attract service users from across the health board 
and beyond. 

service beneficiaries and their families may also self refer to our service; these 
people will usually find out about our services via:
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Word of mouth.•	
Contact with the monastery.•	
Our bilingual website and social media channels.•	
Bilingual printed media found in doctors surgeries and other relevant places.•	
Fundraising events – store collections, sponsored walk, run etc.•	
Radio advertising.•	
Press and PR.•	
Exterior signage / banners and flags.•	
‘Community hub’ activities.•	
signposting from our palliative network partners.•	

In the second camp are members of the general public, not necessarily affected 
by life threatening illnesses. Our research and community consultation process 
revealed that the public often misunderstand the value of hospice care. Fear of the 
unknown prevents people from accessing the care they need, so part of our job 
will be to promote the value of hospice services to them. this side of our market-
ing doesn’t purely seek to attract people to our specific service, but to campaign 
for hospice care in general.

Face to face ‘marketing’ is the best way to reassure people – ideally we will show 
people round the hospice. It is for this reason that we plan to open up the hospice 
as a community hub. Our local community will have an opportunity to develop 
positive feelings toward hospice services, and thus be more likely to contribute to, 
or benefit from them in the future.

Our daily contact with vast numbers of pilgrims at skanda Vale gives us a wonder-
ful opportunity to share our work, ideas and experience. talking to people about 
our work, in the uplifting social context of the monastery, will create positive asso-
ciations of selfless service, excellence of care, love and respect in people’s minds. 

During the busy summer months, our monastery website receives between 500 
and 700 hits each day, with each visitor spending an average of 4.5 minutes on the 
site (google analytics statistics). We have a good opportunity here to encourage 
debate, and get more people engaged in thinking about death and dying. We hope 
this will lead to more people preparing for, and experiencing, a better death. We 
will signpost people to interesting and thought provoking articles via social media.

By July 2014 we will implement a complete redesign of the hospice website to 
coincide with the launch of the construction phase. the new site will feature full 
Welsh / English translation options. there will be enhanced volunteering and fund-
raising areas, and a new signposting section to help people find out about lo-
cal services (many of which are very poorly promoted). the site will prominently 
feature campaign information, using much of the research we have gathered about 
regional need for palliative care services, to inspire engagement.



fundraiSing & Marketing
Left: Promotion for the London 10k Run. We had 30 runners this year.

middLe: Sponsored walk poster – we had nearly 100 walkers this year.

riGHt: A new event – an upcoming skydive.

bOttOm: Our new hospice T-shirts worn at the annual Walrus Dip.
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We will redesign our printed brochures and leaflets to showcase our full range of 
new services – these will continue to be in a tip and turn bilingual format. We are 
fortunate to have a volunteer graphic designer and web developer team as resi-
dent members of the skanda Vale community, so our marketing budget is used for 
printing, web hosting and translation – not production. We will also redesign our 
exterior signage to present a fresh and dynamic new hospice service to passers by.

fuNdiNG tHe prOject

project build costs
the capital cost of the project build is broken down into the following three areas: 

Estimated building cost  
(excluding furniture and equipment) 

£1,331,200

Professional fees £161,507

Furniture and equipment £63,894

subtotal £1,556,601

Inflation 2.5% (excluding fees paid to date) £38,844

subtotal £1,595,445

Contingency 10% £159,545

Non-recoverable VAt £198,947

total scheme cost £1,953,936

funds already spent to develop the design for the project
the above amount includes £23,420 of professional and statutory fees already paid 
towards developing the project design to the current level (planning application).

total cost remaining: £1,930,516

cONsideratiONs

inflation
the above costs have been calculated in August 2013. It is intended to put tenders 
out in April 2014. 2.5% inflation has been factored to allow for cost increases over 
this period. Construction and M&E costs have been prepared by a quantity surveyor. 

contingency
this has been included at 10% to all the above costs.
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vat
the charity employed the services of Essential VAt services to advise on the VAt 
liability of the project. their advice was that there were clear elements of the 
project that would be zero rated, however there was uncertainty over whether we 
could benefit from reduced rating of 5% on a large proportion of the refurbishment 
because of a complication regarding occupancy of the building. 

the consultancy drafted a letter to HMRC regarding the issues and has received 
clear guidance setting out that HMRC will accept a reduced rating to a large pro-
portion of the works. the VAt consultancy prepared a summary report which was 
then handed to our quantity surveyor to calculate the non recoverable VAt on the 
project.

additional professional fees
Consideration in the overall project budget has been made for additional profes-
sional fees such as legal services, VAt advice, accountancy and payroll. these costs 
will be met out of existing charitable funds. Details are in the budget assumptions 
section E16.

HOw we wiLL fuNd tHe prOject

total scheme cost: £1,953,936

funds we have already paid: £23,420

scheme costs remaining: £1,930,516

funds we already have
Existing capital funds available towards the project as of August 2013: 

Principality 12 month bond – £250,000 (matures september 2013) •	
Principality 12 month bond – £250,000 (matures October 2013)•	
Principality 12 month bond – £250,000 (matures 1st August 2014) •	
scottish Widows / CAF Bank 90 day account – £353,000•	
CAF Bank gold investment account – £114,000•	
CAF Platinum account – £21,000•	

total available funds: £1,238,000

Grant funding we are applying for toward the capital costs of the building works:
Application to BIg Lottery Fund, People and Places program, to be submitted by 
the 17th August 2013.
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biG Lottery capital grant funding: £500,000

future income we are confident to realise:
surplus of income over expenditure in period from August 2013 until september 
2016. this is the proposed date of the final completion. We retain 2.5% of the build 
cost to cover defects and faults, up to 12 months after the practical completion. 
the final amount is then paid to the main contractor.

total: £192,516

How we can be reasonably sure we will achieve a surplus of £192,516 throughout 
the period to september 2016:

In the budget assumptions for 2013 to 2017, we have set out a detailed analy-•	
sis of past, current and future income and expenditure. 

In our business plan, we have factored realistic and detailed budget costing •	
for the four stages of development: pre-construction, construction, service 
phase one and service phase two. 

We have made conservative income expectations based on current and past •	
performance. 

We have included all capital project costs (outlined above) in the budget •	
forecast.

We have assumed receipt of a £500,000 capital grant from the BIg Lottery •	
Fund.

We ran detailed monthly profit and loss budget plans for the whole period, •	
with a monthly cashflow plan. 

from our cashflow projections, the following information is relevant:

the closing monthly balance, from the beginning of construction in July 2014 •	
until January 2015, remains above £1 million. We have factored the BIg Lot-
tery grant funding the majority of the building works during this period.

From February 2015 until August 2015 (one month after practical comple-•	
tion) the closing monthly balance drops consistently from just above £1 mil-
lion to £97,000. this is the lowest monthly figure reached in the whole fore-
cast. 

By December 2015, the closing bank balance is £118,000. this generally in-•	
creases to £132,000 over the next 12 months, as service phase one begins 
and moves into phase two.
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at the end of 2017, the reserves bank balance is £135,000.

the above analysis shows we have carefully factored in all capital, running and 
service development costs, allowing for a minimum reserve at any point over the 
period of £97,000. this reserve develops to over £130,000 after one full year of full 
service provision.

We believe this reserve is adequate to cover fluctuations in costs or income, and 
although fairly low, represents between four to six months running costs.
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HOspice budGet fOrecast assumptiONs 2013 tO 2017

the project to develop our hospice premises and our service is budgeted in a five 
year forecast. the project is split into four main stages:

pre-construction:
service design and planning. •	
time scale – from now until 30•	 th June 2014

construction:
Building work begins. •	
Detailed service planning and registration with Health Inspectorate Wales. •	
time scale – from 1•	 st July 2014 to 31st August 2015

service phase one:
Opening refurbished and extended premises•	
Planned respite, five days per month for six inpatients•	
Day care, two days per week, for six patients per day•	
time scale – 1•	 st september 2015 to 31st August 2016

service phase two:
Continuous respite and end of life care, for six beds•	
Day care two days per week, for six patients per day•	
time scale – 1•	 st september 2016 onwards

base data
Income and expenditure figures from 2006 until 2012 have been analysed and used 
in many cases as baseline data for budget forecasts. (table 1 in the appendix) gives 
a summary of these figures and includes the annual budgeted figures from 2013 
until 2017. Each classification of income and expenditure is referenced on this table. 
Details of the budget assumptions for each reference are set out below. 

Opening bank balances
Opening balances 1st January 2013 have been taken from actual data from char-
ity audited accounts and relate to the total cash held in all of the charity’s hospice 
bank accounts. these accounts include: 

Primary hospice current account with CAF Bank. •	
Deposit gold account held with CAF Bank. •	
Lloyds tsB current account – a historical account that is winding down but •	
still contains some standing order income.

CAF / scottish Widows 90 day notice account. •	
three bond accounts held with Principality. •	
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Hospice petty cash account.•	
capital build cost

Based on the cost estimate for the capital costs of the build prepared by our quan-
tity surveyors Bowen & Partners (see financial appendix) We have taken the base 
line capital build cost to be £1,331,200.

Professional fees – £161,507•	
Furniture and equipment – £63,894 •	
We have factored in 2.5% for inflation (excluding fees paid to date) and 10% •	
for contingencies bringing the total to £1,754,989

Non-recoverable VAt on the above items has been estimated at £198,947•	
the total capital cost of the scheme is £1,953,936

biG Lottery fund grant income

We have budgeted for receiving a capital grant of £500,000 from the BIg Lot-
tery Fund towards the capital cost of the building works. We have assumed that 
£475,000 of the lottery grant will be awarded to cover payment of the initial in-
voices from the main contractor, with the remaining 5% of the grant being awarded 
upon practical completion of the building works.

HOspice prOjected iNcOme 2013 tO 2017

vOLuNtary iNcOme

i1. Hospice unit box
this represents donations made in the gift Emporium and Café in the hospice 
fundraising area at skanda Vale. A 5% per annum increase is budgeted. this should 
be comfortably achieved with the expansion of our café facilities, an upgrade our 
gift Emporium over the next two years, and by increasing the range of products 
attracting donations from pilgrims at skanda Vale.

i2. saron donation box
this represents donations received directly at the hospice. Currently the hospice 
is open for two days a week as a day care centre. the budget forecast is based 
on donations increasing by 10% on 2012 until the construction phase commences. 
Donations would then cease until service phase one begins. the forecast for this 
period is 100% increase on 2013 figures. this would increase to 200% in service 
phase two.

i3. Hospice home boxes
these are flat pack donation boxes handed to pilgrims at skanda Vale to fill with 
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coins at home – pilgrims return them on their next visit. A modest 3% annual in-
crease is budgeted for.

i4. shop boxes
this represents income from donation boxes in businesses and shops. this source 
of income is currently not promoted but there is great potential, as many of our 
pilgrims run shops and small businesses. there is potential to put shop boxes in 
local businesses once our new service is up and running. Promotion of this income 
source will begin in 2014 – a budget figure of £1000 has been set for that year, 
with 20% annual increases factored in from then on.

i5. donations
this represents postal or direct donations to the Hospice bank account (not regu-
lar direct debits or standing orders). the starting figure for 2013 is based on the 
average donations received over the previous seven year period. A 10% per annum 
increase has then been applied which should be comfortably met, considering the 
development of the service.

i6. donations in memoriam
this represents donations received in memory of patients who have died. the fore-
cast for 2013 is based on the average donations received over the previous seven 
year period until construction phase begins. Donations would then cease until ser-
vice phase one, with a 50% increase forecast on 2013 figures. this would increase 
to 200% of 2013 level during service phase two, with a proportion of patients be-
ing end of life.

i7. Legacies
the receipt of legacies can make a big impact on income, but is vary variable for 
a small service provider. Over the last seven years, the lowest annual amount re-
ceived was zero, and the highest recorded was £115,780. 

the average over this period is £29,627 per year. For the purposes of budgeting, 
caution has been applied and a figure of £10,000 has been entered for both 2013 
and 2014. this has been increased to £20,000 in 2015, £25,000 in 2016 and in-
creased to £30,000 per year for 2017 – our first full year of 24 / 7 operation.

i8. standing orders
A 10% per annum increase is budgeted, which should be achievable through proper 
promotion in the hospice fundraising area at skanda Vale. We anticipate an in-
crease in standing orders, developing in line with our service development.

i9. Online web donations
this is currently an under-promoted source of income. We are planning a major 
redesign of our hospice website, featuring better integration with the monastery 
website, facebook and twitter and bilingual translation. A modest figure of £1800 
has been budgeted for 2013. this increases to £4000 in 2014 – a 20% annual in-
crease is expected from then on.
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i10. Online standing orders
this figure has gradually declined over the previous seven years due to a change 
in the charity’s online donation systems. From 2014 onwards we anticipate an 
increase in standing orders as a result of the website redesign. We aim to achieve 
£3000 in 2014, with a 10% annual increase from then on.

i11. tax refunds (Gift aid)
this is based on 16% of the sum of I1, I2, I5, I6, I8, I9, I10, I13. Historical data over the 
last seven years gives an average of 15.56%. Public awareness of gift Aid is increas-
ing, and we are promoting it more successfully.

i12. Gift aid small donations scheme (Gasds)
Introduced in 2013 by HMRC. We should fulfil the criteria for claiming a maximum 
of £1250 each year under the scheme.

i13. donated volunteer expenses
We have budgeted for 10% of voluntary expenses to be donated back to the Hos-
pice. All of our current volunteers are offered travel expenses – so far nobody has 
chosen to claim them. As our volunteer base widens, we predict 10% of expenses 
being donated back to the hospice to be a conservative figure.

New prOpOsed iNcOme streams

i14. sponsor a nurse
A new fundraising initiative will be launched in 2015 for service phase one towards 
funding the cost of nursing care. A budget figure of £500 per month has been al-
located in this phase, increasing to £1,500 per month from the implementation of 
service phase two.

i15. revenue funding grants
We have assumed receipt of grant funding for revenue costs at £5,000 for 2015, 
£10,000 in 2016 and £15,000 in 2017. It is anticipated that these figures are realistic 
to achieve considering provision of new service.

i16. Health board grants / service level agreements
We have budgeted to secure a modest income of £20,000 per annum from 2017 
onwards, from either grants or service Level Agreements with Hywel Dda health 
board. this would give the hospice sufficient time, from opening in 2015, to gather 
data and prepare a business proposal detailing the savings and benefit that our 
service provides to the health board. 
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GeNerated fuNds iNcOme

i17. store collections
A 2% annual increase has been budgeted based on the starting figure of 2012 
income. A good relationship has been built up over the years with various super-
market stores and it is envisaged the addition of several new collections will help a 
modest growth in income, despite any economic downturn.

i18. street collections
the Hospice has seen a substantial decrease over the years due to general donor 
fatigue. It is hoped to sustain 2012 levels into the future with a small number of col-
lections based in Cardigan and Carmarthen, mainly for PR purposes.

i19. coastal path walk
this is an established annual fundraising event run by the hospice, staged on the 
Pembrokeshire coastal footpath, with approximately 100 participants each year.  
A 3% annual increase is budgeted from 2012 onwards.

i20. London 10k run
this is an established national annual fundraising event attracting 25,000 runners, 
with approximately 30 participants running for the hospice. A 3% annual increase 
is budgeted from 2012 onwards

i21. Local and other fundraising events
the Hospice anticipates substantial income growth in this area. In 2013, two new 
sponsored events have been introduced; a skydive in september and a walrus dip 
in December. 

the fundraising team have also been encouraging individuals and groups to devel-
op their own events, with support from the hospice. A 25% per annum increase has 
been budgeted from 2012 onwards as a conservative figure.

i22. easyfundraising.org
A 5% annual increase has been budgeted. Income is raised through donors signing 
up to use easyfundraising on their online purchases. Online retailers then make a 
donation to their chosen charity. Potential is good to develop this as a fundraising 
source, especially with the growth of online retailing.

i23. Online shop
this was launched on the skanda Vale website in October 2012. Income is budget-
ed at a modest £500 for 2013 with a 20% annual increase from then on.
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iNvestmeNt iNcOme

i24. investment income
this income is based on interest received from cash held in bank accounts, building 
society accounts or fixed bonds. the figure for 2013 is budgeted on known returns 
in 2013, using current interest rates. 

subsequent years are based on the amount of funds available for investment be-
ing taken from projected cash flow forecasts, with a presumption that minimum 
reserves of approximately £100,000 will be held as instant access funds. As capital 
funds cannot be deposited for long periods, interest rates for 2014 are budgeted at 
0.9% and from 2015 onwards at 0.75% per annum.

OtHer iNcOme

i21. renewable heat incentive (rHi)
Our new biomass heating system will attract income from the government’s RHI 
program. Once the system is commissioned index linked RHI payments are guaran-
teed for a 20 year period. Initial estimates of the heat load provided by our me-
chanical engineer are set out below:

service phase one: 
Heat load: 66170 KWH•	
65,700 KWH are eligible under tier 1 at 8.6p per unit= £5650.02•	
470 KWH are eligible under tier 2 at 2.2p per unit = £10.34•	
total income = £5660.36 per annum•	

service phase two: 
Heat load: 94700 KWH / annum •	
65,700 KWH are eligible under tier 1 at 8.6p per unit= £5650.02•	
29,000 KWH are eligible under tier 2 at 2.2p per unit = £638 •	
total income = £6288.02 per annum•	

HOspice prOjected expeNditure 2013 – 2017

General assumptions:

inflation / unit price increases 
this has been factored into the relevant categories at varying levels based on a 
combination of factors including; judgement, current service experience, national 
trends and future contributory factors.

depreciation and loss on disposal of fixed assets
Figures for depreciation and loss on disposal of fixed assets have not been fac-
tored in as these have no direct impact on cash flow forecasts.
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expenditure on charitable activities:

e1 wages – clinical staff: clinical lead
We intend to employ a full time clinical lead, to begin work in July 2014. the clini-
cal lead will be a Clinical Nurse specialist (CNs) in palliative care, with suitable 
management experience in setting up and running an inpatient palliative team. We 
have budgeted a salary based on the NHs Agenda for Change pay band 7, mid 
band, pay point 5. the monthly cost is budgeted at £2,991.

service phase one: 1st september 2015 to 31st august 2016
From the opening of the new respite service, we have budgeted one registered 
nurse on duty, 24 hours a day, with enough time for a shift change factored into 
costs. In the first year of operation there will be a five day planned respite session 
per month, and two day care sessions per week. Wherever possible the day care 
sessions would correspond to one of the respite days.

We have budgeted for the clinical lead to work during the two day care sessions 
per week, with the remainder of hours spent on service development. During the 
five day respite session the clinical lead would staff four day shifts, with a part time 
CNs (grade 6, pay point 1) also staffing four day shifts. the remainder of day shifts, 
and all night shifts, will be staffed by bank or part time nurses (band 5, pay point 1). 
An allowance of 25% has been budgeted for night shift, however be do not expect 
to offer additional pay for weekend work.
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staffing model: 
Five consecutive days per month for respite based on NHs ‘agenda for change’ 
pay scales 2013/2014:

scale annual pay  
52 weeks

weekly pay 
37.5 hrs

Hourly pay

Clinical lead Mid band 7 35536 683.38 18.22

CNs Pt 1 band 6 25783 495.83 13.22

Bank Pt 1 band 5 21388 411.31 10.97

shift 1 7.45 – 15.45 8 hrs

shift 2 13.30 – 21.30 8 hrs

shift 3 21.00 – 7.30 11 hrs

total hours per day 27 hrs

Per 5 days 135 hrs

Hrs Rate / hr total / session

Clinical lead 4x8hrs  
(32) on shift

32.00 18.22 583.15

CNs 4x8hrs (32) on 
shift

32.00 13.22 423.11

Bank / band 5 71.00 10.97 778.74

Allow 5x11 hrs  
night suppl @ 25%

55.00 2.74 150.81

Per monthly respite session 1352.66 Per monthly 
respite session

Include clinical lead  
full time

Annual pay 35536 Annual pay

Monthly fixed pay costs 2961.33

total per month 4313.99

Oncosts @ 21% 905.94

total per month  
inc oncosts

5219.93
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service phase two: 1st of september 2016 onwards
We have budgeted for the full time clinical lead, a full time clinical nurse specialist 
(who will act as deputy) and three full time nurses. Any other cover will be pro-
vided by bank staff.

staffing model:
24 / 7 based on NHs ‘agenda for change’ pay scales 2013/2014

scale annual pay 52 
wks

weekly pay 
37.5 hrs

Hourly pay

Clinical lead Mid band 7 35536 683.38 18.22

CNs Pt 1 band 6 25783 495.83 13.22

Bank Pt 1 band 5 21388 411.31 10.97

shift 1 7.45 – 15.45 8hrs

shift 2 13.30 – 21.30 8 hrs

shift 3 21.00 – 7.30 11 hrs

Per day 27.00

Per week 189.00

37.50 18.22 683.38

37.50 13.22 495.83

114.00 10.97 1250.38

Allow 77 hours per week   
(7* 11 hr shift)

77 2.74 211.14

Night shift suppl +25% 2640.72

Per annum 52 weeks 137317.69

Per month 11443.14

Oncosts @21% 28836.72

Cost per month 2403.06

total salary per month  
including on costs

13846.20
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annual wage increases
A 1% wage increase per year has been factored into the budgeted costs based on 
the above starting pay scales 2013/2014.

e2 Oncosts
Oncosts of 21%, on top of wages, have been budgeted for National Insurance and 
paid holiday etc.

e3 pensions
As new employers starting our first period of PAYE income payable in between 1st 
April 2014 and 31st March 2015 (our relevant model), the staging date for employers 
pension contributions will be 1st August 2017. the minimum employer contribution, 
at this point 1% of gross wages has been budgeted, rising to 2% from 1st October 
2017 in accordance with legislation.

e4 catering
this covers only the cost of purchasing food and ingredients. £4000 has been bud-
geted for 2013, based on current figures. the monthly estimate continues until the 
end of April 2014 when the service closes. A nominal amount of £100 per month 
has been budgeted for volunteer staff working on the project from offices in the 
hospice during construction. From the start of service phase one, catering is calcu-
lated in the following way:

staff catering – £3 per staff member, per day. •	
Patient catering day care – £3 per patient per day (assuming six patients, •	
two days per week)

Patient catering inpatient care: £5 per patient per day (assuming full occu-•	
pancy of six patients per day)

service phase one, patients catering:

patient 
numbers

day care 
days per 
month

respite 
days per 
month

cost per day total cost 
per month 

Day patients 6 8 N/A 3 144

Respite patients 6 N/A 5 5 150

total 294
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service phase one, staff catering:

staff 
equivalent

days cost per day total cost  
per month

staff day care only 5 6 3 90

staff respite only 6 3 3 54

staff day and respite only 9 2 3 54

total 198

total monthly cost of catering during service phase one is £492

service phase two, patient catering:

patient 
numbers

day care 
days per 
month

in care days 
per month

cost per day total cost 
per month 

In care patients 6 N/A 31 5 930

Day patients 6 8 N/A 3 144

total 1074

service phase two, staff catering:

staff  
equivalent

days cost per day total cost  
per month

staff in care only 6 23 3 414

staff in care and day care 9 8 3 216

total 630

total monthly cost of catering during service phase two is £1704

It is important to note that the majority of food and ingredients will come from 
skanda Vale monastery, at no cost. Our charity operates a large food aid program 
and has substantial ongoing resources of both fresh and dried food available to 
support the hospice. the monastery and hospice will also develop vegetable and 
herb gardens, providing fresh produce to the kitchen.
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e5 Housekeeping and provisions
For items such as disposable gloves and wipes etc we have assumed £100 per 
month during service phase one, rising to £400 per month during service phase 
two. For household and cleaning supplies we have assumed £100 per month, rising 
to £200 per month during service phase two.

e6 volunteer expenses
these expenses cover staff training, volunteer uniforms, mileage expenses and pro-
vision for child care. Catering for volunteer staff is budgeted under E4. 

volunteer numbers

service phase one: five volunteer staff per day on respite days (five days per •	
month) in addition to the core staff (provided by skanda Vale and the paid 
nursing staff). 

On day care days outside the respite session, we anticipate having ten volun-•	
teer staff, in addition to core team. 

service phase two: five volunteer staff per day, in addition to the core team.•	
On day care days we anticipate having ten day care staff in addition to the •	
core team.

mileage
We will encourage volunteers to use public transport. the hospice is situated on 
the main road between Carmarthen to Cardigan and benefits from a regular bus 
service. In addition, a rural Bwcabus service is available which offers flexible bus 
services. All volunteers over 60 years old, and those with certain disabilities, will 
benefit from free public transport

Public transport fares will be reimbursed at cost. We have budgeted for £3.50 
return as an average fare. Carmarthenshire County Council offer substantial reduc-
tions on 12 journey tickets per calendar month.

We have budgeted for 50% of volunteers to use public transport, and that half of 
them would be eligible for free public transport. the table below sets out our reim-
bursement costs for volunteers travelling by public transport:
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volunteer costs using pubLic transport respite day care in care 

Volunteers per day 2.5 5 2.5

Days per month 5 8 31

Volunteer days per month 13 40 78

Public transport reimbursement per volunteer day £4.00 £4.00 £4.00

Reimbursement per month £44.00 £140.00 £271.00

50% reduction for volunteers eligible for free travel £22.00 £70.00 £136.00

total reimbursement per month £22.00 £70.00 £136.00

service phase one, costs per month £92.00

service phase two, costs per month £206

using own vehicles
50% of our volunteers will not use public transport, so we will promote and man-
age a car sharing scheme. We have budgeted a 20% reduction in mileage costs to 
allow for this. We predict an average daily mileage allowance, per volunteer, of 35 
miles round trip and will reimburse volunteers at a rate of £0.45 per mile. this will 
cover volunteers coming from Carmarthen and Cardigan – our two nearest towns. 
the table below sets out reimbursement costs for those volunteers arriving with 
their own vehicle:

volunteer costs using OwN transport respite day care in care 

Volunteers per day 2.5 5 2.5

Days per month 5 8 31

Volunteer days per month 13 40 78

Average number of miles per volunteer session 35 35 35

Mileage allowance per mile 45p 45p 45p

Mileage allowance per month £197 £630 £1221

20% reduction for car sharing £39 £126 £244

total mileage allowance per month £158 £504 £977

service phase one, costs per month £662

service phase two, costs per month £1481
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monthly travel costs can be summarised as:

total costs per month – service phase one: £754•	
total costs per month – service phase two: £1687•	

volunteer training and uniform costs
£167 per month has been budgeted for 2013, based on current levels of expendi-
ture. this increases during the phases of development as set out below:

total costs per month – pre construction phase: £167•	
total costs per month – construction phase: £208•	
total costs per month – service phase one: £250•	
total costs per month – service phase two: £325•	

volunteer child care costs
In order to help enable people with young children to volunteer, we have budgeted 
£5 per hour towards the costs of registered child minders. We have allowed for 24 
volunteering hours per month in service phase one, increasing to 48 volunteering 
hours per month in service phase two. Costs are summarised as follows:

total costs per month – service phase one: £120•	
total costs per month – service phase two: £240•	

reimbursement of other volunteer costs such as phone and postage
Most volunteering will be based at the hospice, so these costs would be covered 
under the relevant expenditure category. If volunteers work from home, then all 
reasonable costs involved in their work will be reimbursed. Costs are summarised 
as follows:

total costs per month – pre construction phase: £167•	
total costs per month – construction phase: £208•	
total costs per month – service phase one: £1124•	
total costs per month – service phase two: £2252•	

e7 service promotion
£1500 per year has been budgeted for printing costs of bilingual brochures and 
information. Costs are fairly low because we have a resident graphic design and 
coding team at skanda Vale, producing all our promotional materials in house.

e8 insurance
Our insurance covers: comprehensive buildings, public and employer’s liability, 
treatment extension, trustees indemnity insurance and complementary therapy. 
the figure budgeted for 2013 is based on current premiums for the existing service. 
this will increase in 2014 to reflect insurance of building works in progress. the fig-
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ure in 2015 reflects an estimate of future insurance premiums based on increased 
buildings cover and level and type of service. An annual 3.5% increase is then fac-
tored in from 2016 onwards. 

It is worth noting that the charity has an excellent claims history – as such our pre-
miums are proportionally low. Working with our insurers, we will continue to make 
every effort to identify and minimise risk and exposure, as the service develops.

e9 utilities
this classification covers expenditure on telephone, heating oil, gas, electricity, 
water and refuse collection for both the hospice and the hospice lodge accommo-
dation. the hospice lodge is currently heated by a biomass boiler and has a private 
water supply. the figure budgeted for 2013 is based on a 10% increase on 2012 
actual figures, apart from a 5% increase in telephone costs.

telephone and broadband connections
A 5% annual increase has been budgeted based on current figures. Even if use in-
creases, generally contract costs are becoming more competitive.

Heating and hot water
It is intended to heat and supply hot water to the new premises using a biomass 
boiler. the wood chip fuel will be provided at no cost from skanda Vale’s own 
woodland. (see ‘heating’ in options appraisal). From the start of the construction 
phase, neither gas nor heating oil will be used for heating. gas may be used as a 
backup in case the biomass boiler fails. 

cooking
It is intended to continue to use gas as the main fuel for cooking. During service 
phase one, an average of £50 per month has been budgeted for gas. this increases 
to £100 per month during service phase two. this cost includes an allowance for 
the standing charge on an LPg bulk tank.

water
Water consumption would fall substantially during construction. An allowance 
based on current figures has been budgeted accordingly at 15 cubic metres per 
month. During service phase one, water consumption is estimated at an average of 
50 cubic metres per month, doubling to 100 cubic metres per month during ser-
vice phase two (6 patients and 10 staff per day @ 200 litres per person per day) 
An overall budgeted cost of water and sewage of £3.30 per cubic metre has been 
budgeted (current price is £2.99 per cubic metre). this allowance includes on site 
laundry.

electricity
Electricity for the hospice lodge is budgeted at a 5% per annum increase, mak-
ing an allowance for savings on proposed energy saving measures, combined with 
10% annual contract price increases. We have budgeted for electricity unit costs 
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to be subject to 10% per annum increases. During construction a drop of 25% in 
consumption has been budgeted for. service phase one will see consumption rise 
to 150% of current levels and 200% during service phase two. the majority of this 
increase is for electricity needed to run our laundry. 

refuse
Costs have been budgeted on current figures, allowing for a 10% annual increase.

clinical waste
An estimate has been calculated for a clinical waste contract. the monthly costs 
would quadruple moving from service phase one to service phase two.

year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

telephone 2609 2740 2877 3021 3172

Oil 726 0 0 0 0

gas 4340 2170 200 800 1200

Water 1309 952 1056 2640 3960

L/ elec 1715 1800 1890 1985 2084

s/elec 3491 3186 4032 7322 10222

trade refuse 154 169 186 205 225

Clinical waste 0 0 100 600 1200

tOtAL 14344 11017 10341 16572 22063

e10 stationary, postage and office
An average of costs over the last seven years has been taken as a starting point for 
2013. A 5% annual increase has then been applied.

e11 vehicle and travel costs
this represents the costs of running the hospice fleet of four vehicles and covers: 
Insurance, MOt, tax, repairs and fuel. these vehicles are used for the core team to 
travel from the monastery to the hospice, fundraising events and other hospice 
business. We have budgeted on 5% annual increase from 2012 figures.

two of our four hospice vehicles benefit from free biodiesel – this is set to continue. 
When our vehicles need replacing, we will replace petrol with diesel, thus increas-
ing the economy of our fleet.

e12 bank charges and card fees
We have budgeted for a 5% annual increase based on current figures.
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e13 vale hospice lodge maintenance and repair.
the skanda Vale sisterhood are the core volunteer staff of the hospice – they live 
together at the vale hospice lodge. Hospice funds were used to refurbish and ex-
tend the lodge in 2011, and are used for ongoing maintenance. For 2013, we have 
budgeted £1,200 (in line with current known costs) with a 5% annual increase from 
then on.

e14 vale hospice lodge council tax
the cost in 2013 is based on current figures. A 3.5% annual increase has been ap-
plied from then onwards.

e15 saron maintenance and repair
this classification accounts for the costs of maintaining the main hospice building 
and site in saron. It includes all the necessary servicing and maintenance contracts 
summarised below:

Lift maintenance contract
this currently costs £132 per annum. the new lift will be large enough for a stretch-
er trolley, or 13 person equivalent. A current new maintenance contract price for a 
13 person lift (Cardiff Lifts) is £300 including VAt. We have budgeted for a cost in-
crease to £330 including VAt from service phase 1 with a 5% annual increase from 
then onwards.

Gas boiler servicing
We have allowed £180 per annum for servicing and a landlord certificate. the boil-
ers will be retained as a back up heat source. 5% annual increase has been bud-
geted from 2013 onwards.

biomass boiler service
this will be the primary heating source and will be installed in early 2015 and com-
missioned just prior to service phase one. First year maintenance will be covered 
under the initial contract. From service phase two onwards, £1000 per year is bud-
geted for a comprehensive maintenance contract.

alarm systems – fire, nurse call, door access, cctv, emergency lighting
Maintenance of these cost £838 in 2013. New systems covering approximately 
twice the current floor space will be installed as part of the development. It is an-
ticipated that the first year maintenance costs will be included in the initial con-
tract, so £1700 has been budgeted during service phase two, with a 5% per annum 
increase from then on.

fire extinguisher servicing
this cost £171 in 2013. A 5% increase has been budgeted for 2014 with 150% in-
crease due to increased units for service phase one. A 5% annual increase has been 
applied from then on.
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commercial gas installation – kitchen
this currently costs £210 per annum to certify. the kitchens will close for 2014. A 
150% increase has been budgeted for service phase one, with the addition of a gas 
interlock in kitchen and additional appliances to certify. A 5% annual increase has 
then been applied.

portable electrical appliance testing
this cost £188 in 2013. A 5% increase has been budgeted for 2014. A 150% increase 
has been budgeted for service phase one, with additional units to test. A 5% an-
nual increase has then been applied.

portable hoists and bath
Current costs are £200 per annum for servicing. the items will not be used during 
construction. An additional portable hoist will be added and budgeted for service 
phase one. A 5% annual increase has then been applied.

track hoists
A total of seven track hoists will be installed in the new premises, one in each 
bedroom and ensuite bathroom, and one in the assisted bathroom. Annual main-
tenance is based on a quotation from swift tech for a five year service contract on 
all seven hoists and includes bi-annual LOLER servicing. Cost per annum currently 
is £420. We have budgeted for this to increase to £460 per year, to allow for price 
increases, starting from service phase one.

piped oxygen
We intend to install piped oxygen in all six bedrooms, but the system will not be 
commissioned until service phase two begins. Costs are based on current quota-
tions from BOC and Medical Piped gases Ltd, with consumption of oxygen based 
on eleven size J cylinders per month, for six inpatients. An uplift of 15% on current 
prices has been factored in to allow for price increases between now and 2016. 
Baseline costs before uplift are:

servicing, licence and testing:
PPM Permit: £1200 per annum•	
Quarterly planned maintenance: £1800 per annum including QC pharmacist •	
testing

cylinder rental:
Assuming a two by three manifold (6 J size bottles) and a two by one emer-•	
gency manifold (2J bottles) and three spare bottles (11 in total) monthly 
rental charge of £6.30 per bottle inc VAt

consumption:
Assume all eleven cylinders refilled per month £13.65 each includes refill, en-•	
vironmental charge and VAt
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building maintenance
£2000 has been budgeted for 2013. We expect no maintenance costs during the 
construction phase, then £2200 during phase one. A 5% annual increase has then 
been applied. the table below summarises our maintenance costs:

maintenance 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Lifts 132 0 330 347 364

gas boilers 189 198 208 219 230

Biomass 0 0 0 1000 1000

Alarms 838 0 0 1700 1785

Fire extinguishers 171 180 270 284 298

Kitchen gas 210 0 315 331 347

Pat testing 188 197 296 311 326

Bath & portable hoists 200 0 300 315 331

track hoists 0 0 460 460 460

Oxygen total costs 0 0 0 4460 7288

Building maintenance 2000 0 2200 2310 2426

totals 3928 575 4379 11735 14854
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e16 professional, consultancy and statutory fees 

this classification primarily covers the relevant capital costs of the development.
some of the professional fees are based on a percentage of the finished build cost.
the capital build cost for the project (excluding furniture and equipment) prior to 
including inflation and contingencies is £1,331,200 excluding VAt.

the professional fees we have allocated to the capital cost of the project are set 
out in the table below and exclude VAt: 

professional fees £

Architect – 8% of build cost + £1,000 travel 
less feasibility study (3,850)

103646

Quantity surveyor – 2.05% of build cost 27290

Mechanical and electrical design & consultancy – 
4.55% of M&E works (£367,912)

16740

structural engineer (lump sum) 3940

CDM (lump sum) 2995

Planning (already paid) 1640

Building regulations (estimate) 2356

Ecologist 1700

tree survey (already paid) 400

Asbestos survey (already paid) 800

total 161507

Following the inclusion of 2.5% for inflation and 10% for contingencies and adding 
non-recoverable VAt, the total amount of professional fees allocated to the capital 
cost of the building works in the project plan is: £217,672.
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In addition to these fees we have budgeted for the following estimated expendi-
ture on professional fees in our plan excluding VAt:

professional fees £

Legal Fees (required for lottery funding) incl. cert 
of title/ register charge & legal opinion

2000

VAt consultancy 2310

Accountancy & Payroll 600

Human Resources & Employment consultancy 1500

Landscape design fees 5980

Contingent professional fees for service phase 1 
and 2

2500

total 14890

GeNerated fuNds cOsts

e17 fundraising expenditure
this classification includes all costs associated with fundraising activities such as: 
printing flyers, volunteer refreshments, costs for store and street collections, regis-
tration fees for fundraising events such as the London 10k Run, Fundraising stan-
dards Board Membership fees and costs of fundraising merchandise. £7000 has 
been budgeted for 2013, with a 10% annual increase from then on.

e18 justGiving 
this classification covers the charges payable to Justgiving – a company provid-
ing online donation services. Costs are based on 2012 levels, with a 10% annual 
increase as use of this service develops. We find Justgiving is a very effective way 
of collecting event sponsorship. they offer full reporting and collect gift Aid on 
eligible donations. their fees are about 7% of donation value.

e19 Online shop paypal charges
these are PayPal online bank charges for processing donations made via our online 
shop. We have budgeted for an annual increase of 20% based on actual 2012 fig-
ures. this is in line with our budgeted income increase from the online shop of 20% 
per annum.
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HOspice GOverNaNce cOsts 

e20 Hospice administrative software
We have budgeted £1800 for 2013, based on up to date figures. this includes both 
purchase of new software and annual user licence and support costs. We antici-
pate costs to be very similar in 2014, increasing to £3,000 during service phase 
one. We have budgeted for a 5% annual increase from then onwards.

e21 professional fees for audit
We have based costs on 2013 figures, allowing a 3.5% year on year increase. 

fiNaNciaL aNd OtHer resOurces

Most small to medium charities operating in a fixed location rely on fundraising 
income and donations from the geographical area in which they are based. In a 
rural community, with a relatively low population spread over a wide area, this puts 
considerable restraints on their ability to raise funds. Organisations find themselves 
competing with each other for the limited resources that are available.

skanda Vale Hospice can deliver successful program outcomes because we have 
a unique and substantial resource base at skanda Vale monastery. Every year the 
monastery attracts substantial numbers of pilgrims from all over Wales, the uK and 
further afield – and our visitor numbers are growing each year. since the hospice 
project began in 1987, over 70% of our income has come via resources associated 
with the monastery.

donated income
Near the main reception of the monastery there is a small café, gift emporium and 
hospice information display, where pilgrims can find out about the project. the gift 
emporium is stocked with beautiful and unusual articles, including ornate brass 
lamps used in worship, incense, religious ornaments and saris – most of these items 
have been donated by pilgrims and are surplus to the needs of skanda Vale com-
munity. there’s also a good range of CD’s (recorded at skanda Vale), prayer books, 
temple pictures and spiritual teachings of the founder of the community. 

Our café serves tea, coffee, samosas, sweets, snacks and ice cream. All items in the 
café and gift emporium are offered on a donation basis to pilgrims. We have a lot 
of customers so income is currently well over £50,000 per year. All donations go 
to the hospice restricted fund. 

We are currently expanding and developing the gift emporium and café facilities so 
we can hold more stock and serve people more efficiently. Any development costs 
associated with this (though minimal) will be met by general unrestricted charity 
funds, because these facilities provide a useful service to our pilgrims. the hos-
pice fund receives over £15,000 in standing order donations each year, and we get 
many one-off cash and card donations. 
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the vast majority of our pilgrims live outside Hywel Dda, so they don’t currently 
benefit from access to our day care centre. they see the hospice as a continuation 
of the work and ethos of the monastery, and so they support it wholeheartedly, 
without ever expecting to benefit from it.

fundraising income
skanda Vale community members are the backbone of hospice fundraising. store 
and street collections are organised and carried out by the community, with help 
from local volunteers. Our main annual fundraising events; the London 10K run, 
the Pembrokeshire coastal path walk, the swansea skydive and tenby Boxing Day 
swim are organised primarily by the skanda Vale hospice team. Pilgrims are the 
main participants and sponsors of these events.

marketing
the community has an in-house print and web design team, plus music recording 
facilities. We only pay for web hosting, printing and making CD’s – all production 
and design work is offered by volunteers, free of charge.

the monastery website has detailed information about the hospice, with links to 
fundraising events and an online hospice shop selling CDs and books. It attracts 
between 500 and 700 visitors a day during the busy summer months. Our hospice 
website has less traffic, so we plan to redesign and relaunch it in both Welsh and 
English in July 2014. We have recently joined Facebook and twitter to keep our 
supporters updated at no cost – this is proving very popular.

i.t support
skanda Vale receives substantial I.t resource donations, which are available for all 
the hospice work. We also are very fortunate to have free I.t consultancy services, 
backup and repairs for all our infrastructure.

volunteers
Volunteers are the most valuable resource available for the project. All the core 
(full time) hospice staff are members of skanda Vale monastic community – people 
who have dedicated their lives to selfless service. they bring with them a depth of 
spiritual experience and compassionate understanding that is extremely relevant in 
palliative care.

skanda Vale is a vibrant community that is constantly exciting and drawing new 
people, young and old, into inspired selfless service. We believe there is an amaz-
ing potential to develop the hospice as a model of love in action.
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catering
traditionally, pilgrims bring food to our temples as offerings to the Divine. Our 
surplus of donated food enables us to run a food aid program, supplying over 60 
tonnes of food a year to partner charities for re-distribution to those in need. the 
hospice will receive most of its catering ingredients from the monastery food 
stores. skanda Vale also has a vegetable garden that will provide fresh organic  
produce for the hospice.

fuel
the charity is committed to developing sustainable fuel supplies for both skanda 
Vale and the hospice. We will heat the new hospice using a biomass boiler, fuelled 
by wood chips from skanda Vale’s own 80 acre forest. Any minimal costs involved 
in processing, storing and transporting the woodchips will be met by skanda Vale. 

the monastery receives thousands of litres of donated vegetable oil each year. We 
run a small scale biodiesel production where surplus oil is converted to fuel for our 
hospice vehicles. Our biodiesel costs approximately 18 pence per litre to make – 
this cost is born by the monastery.

accommodation and hospice support fund
the charity have allocated £50,000 in a designated fund to support the devel-
opment of the hospice. We own a property on the boundaries of the monastery 
called the Craig Fryn annex with full planning consent for accommodation. the 
property will be developed to provide self catering accommodation for a number 
of clinical hospice volunteers. 

We hope to attract volunteers from all over the uK and abroad to volunteer for 
set periods; a week, a month or a year at a time. this will help us develop a bank 
of clinical volunteers to supplement our core clinical team – thus reducing salary 
costs and enhancing the financial sustainability of the project. We have not fac-
tored this future development into the budgeted financial forecast, but believe 
it could have a major impact by attracting clinical volunteers and keeping salary 
costs low.

fiNaNciaL mONitOriNG

Our project plan will form the basis for monitoring the projects finances. swami 
suryananda is the charity’s director of finance – he will be responsible for control-
ling the budget, and reporting progress to the board of trustees.

All building works will be agreed under statutory JCt (Joint Contracts tribunal) 
contracts. Bowen & Partners, the quantity surveyors for the project, will visit the 
site on a monthly basis to assess the building works and draw up monthly valua-
tions. A meeting will then be held with swami suryananda, swami Premanataraj, 
and the project manager (Acanthus Holden Architects) to discuss progress and 
agree on the valuation prior to payment being made to the main contractor. 
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5% of the value of each invoice will be retained by the hospice until practical com-
pletion. At this stage, 2.5% of the total invoice values will be released to the con-
tractor. the final 2.5% will be retained for a further 12 months until final completion.

swami suryananda will work closely with swami Premanataraj to check the de-
tailed budgeted profit, loss and cashflow forecasts against actual income and ex-
penditure to ensure the project is proceeding within budget. there will be a struc-
tured monthly review of this.
Closing monthly forecast bank balances will be checked against actual online bal-
ances to track progress, adherence to budget, and level of reserves. Finances are 
accounted for and monitored using sage 50 accounts and sage Forecasting soft-
ware as well as online banking. swami suryananda will feedback to the trustees on 
a quarterly basis, with a financial review of the progress of the project. 

swami suryananda will be the nominated representative of the charity who will au-
thorise any amendment of the build cost to the project manager (Acanthus Holden 
Architects). Full approval of the trustees will be required for any major change to 
be authorised.

An annual evaluation report will be submitted to the BIg Lottery Fund – up to date 
financial information will form part of this report. the charity will prepare routine 
annual reports for all their accounts. these will be independently audited before 
being submitted to the Charity Commission.
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maNaGiNG Our vOLuNteers & paid staff

why we use volunteers
skanda Vale is a multi-cultural community of 28 people, from all ages and back-
grounds, who have dedicated their lives, without salary, to serving the public at our 
temples and hospice. We work seven days a week, 52 weeks of the year without a 
holiday. We are sustained solely through anonymous voluntary donations, given by 
pilgrims who are inspired by our work, and want to contribute and be a part of it.

It is an established fact that demands on hospice services will increase dramatically 
in the immediate future – yet there will be no guarantee of any more public fund-
ing to meet this need. It is an exciting and challenging time for hospices. the most 
successful organisations will be those that manage to establish cost-saving and 
inspiring volunteering opportunities. A recent study by Help the Hospices Com-
mission came to the robust conclusion that volunteers will play a pivotal role in the 
future of hospice care: 

Volunteers are extending the hospice ethos to larger numbers of people living 
with life shortening illness and the volunteer is already at the frontline of en-
abling hospices to meet the challenges of an aging population.29

skanda Vale has a large team of volunteers, some of who have been working at the 
hospice for ten years or more. they are highly committed individuals with compre-
hensive training and experience. the core care team includes the following staff:

swami premanataraj – hospice manager and senior carer
Current accredited training includes – manual handling, infection control, •	
emergency first aid, administration of medication, health and safety and safe-
guarding of vulnerable adults.

In-house training – oral hygiene and induction training.•	
National – masters in civil and structural engineering, diploma level five lead-•	
ership for health and social care.

Experience – hospice manager and senior carer for seven years.•	
sister carol – senior carer, chef and complementary therapist

Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults, level two food safety in catering.

In-house training– oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – NVQ level three in care, anatomy, physiology and massage, holistic •	
aromatherapy and on-site massage.

Other – introduction to polarity, alexandra technique and aromatherapy, basic •	
aromatherapy, holistic aromatherapy, part one and two NFsH healing course, 
part one of palliative care for the dying, exploring massage and reflexology 
with cancer and a chemotherapy study day.
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Experience – full-time hospice carer for 10 years, massage therapist for 20 •	
years.

sister ally – carer
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – BA theology and religion.•	
Experience – full-time hospice carer for two years, sitter with Age Concern •	
two years.

sister Luciana – senior carer and housekeeper
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – diploma level three in health and social care.•	
Experience – full-time hospice carer for three years.•	

sister saskia – senior carer and chef
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults, level two food safety in catering.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – diploma level three health and social care, diploma integrated fam-•	
ily therapy, doctorate clinical psychology. 

Experience – full-time hospice carer for three and a half years, clinical psy-•	
chologist for 20 years.

aquila muir - senior carer, fundraising and volunteer coordinator, care coordinator
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – BsC (Hons) psychology, diploma level three health and social care.•	
Experience – part-time volunteer sitter at the North London Hospice for one •	
year, full-time hospice carer for four years.

swami ambananda – senior carer
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults.
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In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – BA (Hons) European politics and philosophy, diploma level three •	
health and social care.

Experience – hospice carer for two years, five years bank auxiliary nurse,  •	
five years in social services

brother andrew davies – senior carer
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, administration of medication, health and safety, safeguarding of vul-
nerable adults.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – BsC (Hons) biology.•	
Experience – full-time hospice carer for two years.•	

jan williams – complementary therapist
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, health and safety.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – NHs directory of reflexologists, counselling skills, NVQ level two in •	
care, practitioner in aromatherapy.

Other – exploring massage & reflexology with cancer.•	
Experience – complementary therapist for 12 years, carer 10 years, theatre •	
nurse 20 years.

Glyn williams - complementary therapist
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, health and safety.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – diploma level three reflexology•	
Other – exploring reflexology with cancer•	
Experience – complementary therapist for three years•	

diane Hough – sitter
Current accredited training – manual handling, infection control, emergency •	
first aid, health and safety.

In-house training – oral hygiene, induction training.•	
National – NVQ level two in care.•	
Other – sitting service training with Beacon of Hope.•	
Experience – respite carer for seven years, hospice sitter and carer for  •	
10 years.
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richard fairall – chef
Current accredited training – infection control,  •	
level two food safety in catering.

National – BsC (Hons) chemistry•	
Experience – hospice chef for two years•	

positions within the hospice covered by those living at skanda vale include:

Finance•	
Fundraising•	
Administration•	

We are supported by a group of qualified volunteers from the local community 
who are committed and loyal to the hospice. the positions within the hospice cov-
ered by those living in the local community are:

gardening •	
Maintenance•	
sitting with patients •	
Complementary therapy•	

After researching the staffing requirements for respite and end of life care, we have 
drafted a staff rota. this has given us an insight into what positions are needed and 
how many people are required to fill these posts. We have a list of roles that volun-
teers could fulfil within the organisation. Volunteering opportunities within respite 
and end of life care include:

Clinical staff•	
Laundry•	
Cleaning•	
sitting with patients•	
Health care work•	
Reception•	
Fundraising•	

recruitmeNt:

respite unit
We will begin recruitment for the post of Clinical Lead who will be a clinical nurse 
specialist in palliative care, on the 1st March 2014 (see draft job description in re-
cruitment appendix). the additional clinical staff required for service phase one 
will be drawn from a bank of paid and voluntary clinical staff, developed by the 
Clinical Lead prior to service starting. the recruitment process for the team lead 
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Clinical Nurse specialist will be handled in an innovative manner to effectively 
gather the input of a large number of busy decision makers:

We will create a video introducing the monastery and hospice to prospective •	
candidates.

We will then conduct structured video interviews of pre-screened prospec- •	
tive candidates.

the hospice management team will use these videos to narrow down the list •	
of potential candidates. the videos will be shown to our voluntary clinical 
advisers for their input.

this process will help us to create a short list and organise final interviews•	
recruitment process
We expect our local volunteers, who live within easy travelling distance of the hos-
pice, to typically offer one shift a week. We expect skanda Vale pilgrims, who typi-
cally live outside Hywel Dda, to prefer to volunteer for at least one week per year. 

We will continue to promote the personal and social benefits of volunteering 
through the skanda Vale network. Our consultation process has identified 21 peo-
ple who want to join the hospice volunteer program. these include highly skilled 
and qualified clinical professionals and people with experience of caring for dying 
relatives.

to recruit local volunteers we will develop closer links with organisations that pro-
mote volunteer opportunities, including CAVs (Carmarthenshire Association of 
Voluntary services) and CAVO (Ceredigion Association of Voluntary Organisations). 
We will approach these organisations with details on the vacancies we have on of-
fer, which will in turn be matched against potential people. the services offered by 
CAVs and CAVO include:

Volunteer recruitment•	
Publicity and promotion•	
up to date information•	
Networking facility•	
Literature on good practice•	
Assistance with volunteer policies•	

During service phase one, we will offer the hospice as a community hub, so that 
local groups can use our facilities for workshops, meetings and activities free of 
charge – we will provide the venue and refreshments. We hope this will attract 
more local volunteers. Other staffing for the respite unit will be partially covered 
by the existing skanda Vale team and those already working at the day centre. the 
following positions will need to be filled by 31st August 2015 (several draft job de-
scriptions are attached in the recruitment appendix):
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staffing is based on one respite session of five consecutive days per month 

Bank nurses•	
Health care assistants – 1 sV volunteers needed – to join 8 existing.•	
sitters – 1 needed – to join 1 existing•	
Reception – 3 needed – to join 1 existing•	
Art therapist – 1 needed•	
Laundry – 3 needed •	
Cleaner – 3 needed •	
gardeners – 1 needed – to join 2 existing•	
Kitchen – 4 needed (from skanda Vale)•	
Complimentary therapists – 2 existing•	
Maintenance – 1 existing•	

respite unit staffing hours per week

1 Clinical lead (32 hrs covering 4 shifts over 5 days)•	
Bank nurses (covering 11 shifts over 5 days)•	
9 Health care workers (full time 37.5 hrs)•	
2 sitters (7 hrs per day centre day, assuming each volunteer will do 2 shifts •	
per week)

4 Receptionists (skanda Vale cover the 7 hr day shift, volunteers cover 3 hr •	
evening shift. Assuming 2 volunteers will do 2 shifts per week and 1 volunteer 
will do 1 shift)

3 Laundry (4 hour shift, assuming 2 volunteers will do 2 shifts per week and 1 •	
volunteer will do 1 shift)

3 Cleaners (2 hour shift, assuming 2 volunteers will do 2 shifts per week and 1 •	
volunteer will do 1 shift)

1 Art therapist (3 hrs per week)•	
3 gardeners (4 hr shift assuming each volunteer will do 1 shift per week) •	
4 Kitchen (7 hr shift covered by skanda Vale) •	
3 Complementary therapists (7 hrs per shift, assuming each volunteer will do •	
2 shifts per week)

2 Maintenance (4 hr shift once per week)•	
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end of life unit – recruitment summary
Recruitment for the end of life unit will begin on the 1st May 2016. the posts are:

Deputy team leader clinical nurse specialist – 1 staff•	
Registered general nurses – 3 staff•	

Recruitment for volunteer staff will begin in July 2016. the posts are:

Health care workers – 4 volunteers (9 already in place from respite)•	
sitters – 2 additional volunteers (2 already in place from respite)•	
Receptionists – 4 additional volunteers (4 already in place from respite)•	
Laundry – 2 additional volunteers (3 already in place from respite)•	
Cleaners – 2 additional volunteers (3 already in place from respite)•	

All office staff, kitchen staff, gardeners and maintenance staff are covered by our 
existing core team. End of life staffing hours per week:

1 Clinical lead (full time 37.5 hrs)•	
1 Deputy clinical lead (full time 37.5 hrs)•	
3 Registered nurses (full time 37.5 hrs)•	
13 Health care workers (full time 37.5 hrs)•	
4 sitters (7 hrs per day centre day, assuming each volunteer will do 2 shifts •	
per week)

8 Receptionists (skanda Vale cover 7 hr day shift and 3 hr evening shift. As-•	
suming each volunteer will do 1 shift per week, 2 additional days will be cov-
ered by 4 volunteers)

3 Laundry (4 hr shift assuming each volunteer will do 2 shifts per week)•	
3 Cleaners (2 hr shift assuming each volunteer will do 2 shifts per week)•	
1 Art therapist (3hrs per week)•	
3 gardeners (4 hr shift assuming each volunteer will do 1 shift per week)•	
4 Kitchen (7 hr shift covered by skanda Vale)•	
3 Complementary therapists (7 hrs per shift, assuming each volunteer will do •	
2 shifts per week)

2 Maintenance (4 hr shift once per week)•	
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iNductiON, supervisiON aNd suppOrt

induction
New hospice recruits will be offered appropriate training to enable them to de-
velop their capabilities and personal competence, appropriate to their role. this 
is normally arranged for several people together. staff will receive basic induction 
training, in addition to work specific modules. the Hospice Manager will decide 
which additional modules are necessary, based on the type of role being filled. Ex-
amples of induction sessions include:

Introduction to medicines policy•	
Introduction to patient’s file handling•	
Basic moving and handling•	
security of the buildings and possessions•	

Records of paid and volunteer staff induction sessions are secured in their person-
nel files, kept with the Hospice manager. these files can be accessed at any time. 
More detailed in-house training will take place after a new member of staff has 
passed the induction process.

supervision
We will take a proactive approach to review staff member’s work programmes, in 
order to monitor progress and to review the direction of their work. this will help 
us to enhance their professional development. It is also a platform for staff and 
management to air their grievances in a structured and supportive environment.

Full time members of staff will meet formally with their supervisor three times a 
month, whilst part time staff will meet twice a month. Each meeting will last ap-
proximately 30 minutes. the meetings will be an opportunity to identify training 
needs and notes of the meeting are made by the supervisor and copied to the 
member of staff, creating a record of professional development to be referred to 
throughout the person’s hospice career.

the management will keep written records on the content and outcome of •	
each meeting within each relevant personnel file. 

All staff have an annual appraisal of their overall performance. Identification •	
of training and development needs will once again be covered.

there are general bi-weekly hospice team meetings held with the manager •	
and all other team members. these present an opportunity to discuss per-
sonal development and any issues arising.

reporting structure
Each member of staff will report to their assigned supervisor or mentor, who will 
in turn report to the manager in charge (if required). Our management reporting 
structure is as follows:
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senior care staff will report to the clinical nurse lead or the hospice manager.•	
Day care staff will report to the day duty officer. this includes care staff, •	
therapists, and sitters. 

Respite and end of life unit staff will report to the nurse in charge – either the •	
team lead or the deputy.

Housekeepers and gardeners will report to the manager in charge. •	
Administrators and receptionists will report to the office manager.•	
Kitchen staff will report to the head chef.•	
the hospice manager and the clinical team lead will report to the board of •	
trustees.

Induction training will be given to all volunteers (see volunteer policy). As a multi-
faith religious organisation, inclusivity is in our DNA. We plan to nurture a culture of 
unity between paid and unpaid staff. In a recent report on hospice volunteering by 
Help the Hospices commission, it was revealed that:

Some clinical professionals have felt threatened by the volunteer contribution 
and some volunteers have felt marginalised from the multi-disciplinary team 
management of those at the end of their lives.30 

Keeping this at the forefront of our volunteer strategy, we will expect our clinical 
team leader and nurses to help build and coordinate our bank of volunteers. this 
will help to develop mutual respect and cooperation between paid and unpaid 
staff. Our volunteering policy will:

Create clearly defined roles.•	
Build good working relationships that involve volunteers in meetings, deci-•	
sion making processes, and patient-facing roles.

Offer support through supervision and mentoring.•	
Provide comprehensive training packages relevant to the role .•	
Provide continuous personal development.•	

Our existing volunteering scheme at skanda Vale encourages people from a wide 
range of cultures and ages to work together harmoniously – we expect this ethos 
to spill over into the hospice. We have more than forty years of experience of 
inspiring people through volunteering. Our experience leads us to believe that a 
workforce comprised of people who are motivated to serve selflessly, without pay, 
are more motivated (and more inspiring to beneficiaries) than a workforce made 
up entirely of paid staff.
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cONtiNGeNcy pLaNNiNG

We have examined various scenarios to consider our options in case things do not 
go according to plan.

substantial delay in receiving planning consent
Because of circumstances outside of our control, the BIg Lottery Fund have 
agreed to let us submit our grant application by the 17th August 2013 and send the 
planning approval at a later date, no later than the 3rd september 2013. If there is a 
delay and we are unable to get approval by this date, we will resubmit an outline 
proposal to the BIg Lottery Fund. this will result in at least one months delay and 
there is a risk that it may not be accepted. If successful, we will then submit our full 
application immediately afterwards.

we fail to get planning approval
We will need to discuss the reasons with the LPA and our design team, address the 
issues and resubmit the planning application. We will need to resubmit an outline 
proposal to the BIg Lottery Fund and hope to be invited to submit a full applica-
tion. In this scenario we will have to wait until planning is received from LPA and 
then submit our full application to BIg. this will delay us by at least 4 months.

we fail to win biG Lottery funding
We will examine the reasons why the bid failed and consider alternative funding 
options. the reason we applied to the BIg Lottery Fund was that we felt we had 
an excellent project that would meet the People and Places outcomes. We hope 
to access the entire shortfall of £500,000 from one funder so we can develop the 
project swiftly. 

We have proven the urgent need for our services. there is now a great momentum 
and change happening in our regional palliative network. We need to have the ser-
vice up and running as soon as possible, in order to capitalise on the current prior-
ity given by policy makers to development of palliative services in our region.

We hoped that the Welsh Assembly government would renew the Community Fa-
cilities and Activities Program (CFAP) but unfortunately this is still in consultation. 
We have examined alternative funding options and have identified a number of 
grant making trusts that we may be able to approach for alternative funding. these 
include:

the Wolfson Foundation•	
the Henry smith Charity•	
garfield Weston Foundation•	
Bernard sunley Foundation•	

Examining the criteria and previous grant awards made by each trust, it becomes 
clear that even if successful applications were made to all four, we would be highly 
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unlikely to receive more than £250,000 in funding. the process would take at least 
eight months. We would then examine two options:

cutting our scheme down: We could do this by not including the biomass boiler, 
the family accommodation, tracking hoists and the garden platform lift. By exclud-
ing the biomass boiler we would have to factor an increase of annual expenditure 
for LPg heating, in the region of £15,000 per annum. 

this reduced scheme would save approximately £170,000 of the total cost. •	
VAt on most of these elements is already factored at either zero-rated or •	
reduced rated. 

We would try to secure the remainder of the funding either through smaller grant 
making trusts, or a delay in the project start date. this would not be a good option 
as we believe these elements form an integral part of our project and would impact 
on our ability to meet our outcomes.

delaying the project start date: We could delay by approximately three years, to 
enable surplus of income over expenditure, to meet the shortfall. this option would 
result in us losing the momentum behind the project. A delay this long would have 
a negative effect on our fundraising initiatives and dampen the enthusiasm of vol-
unteers, staff and donors.

there is an extraordinary synchronicity in the way in which our project that started 
in 1988 has ‘come of age’, when radical positive changes in palliative care are hap-
pening both regionally and nationally. the project will benefit greatly from being 
launched at a time of such enthusiasm, when so many innovative ideas are being 
shared and implemented. the time is now. 

We have clearly demonstrated the urgent and growing need for these services, and 
that this need has been identified as a priority by policy makers. to delay the proj-
ect would result in hundreds of people being denied access to the services they 
need at what is undeniably the most momentous and challenging period of their 
lives.

tender prices are received at a higher price than anticipated
We would examine the tenders to attempt to negotiate a reduction. We would 
re-tender the scheme – if prices were too high again then we would consider the 
impact on our budget and cashflow forecasts and reexamine our options.

delay in practical completion
If the delay was due to the main contractor then we would anticipate the penalty 
clause in the JCt contract. this should be sufficient to ensure speedy progress to 
completion.
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problems or delays in registering with Health inspectorate wales
We will maintain a constructive dialogue with HIW. We would make it a priority of 
the clinical lead to ensure progress is being made and any potential difficulties can 
be ironed out within our project timescale.

problems recruiting suitable volunteers
We will begin this process early, allocating sufficient time and resources, realising 
the importance that volunteers play in our project. In the worst case scenario we 
could either delay the start of service phase one, or bring in additional community 
members from skanda Vale to cover the shortfall, whilst recruitment is intensified. 
service phase one has been structured to provide a soft start to the project, giving 
us space and time to react to changes and difficulties.

failure to meet project outcomes
One potential problem could be lack of referrals. We believe we have identified 
the need for the service, and through developing strong links with regional service 
providers and health professionals we will reach potential beneficiaries. If we find 
referral numbers are low, we will make a concerted effort to promote the service 
and use consultation methods to identify the obstacles.

monitoring of cashflow and budget reveals a drop in reserves and a shortfall in 
income
throughout service phase one there is flexibility for income drops, with minimum 
reserves forecast at £97,000. the average monthly surplus during this phase is 
budgeted at approximately £7,500. If monitoring reveals that reserves have fallen 
unacceptably low, or there is a shortfall in income, or rise in expenditure then we 
can delay the implementation of service phase two until the financial situation has 
stabilised.

monitoring of budget in service phase two
If reserves drop unacceptably low in service phase two we could consider reducing 
the number of patients using the in-patient service, which would slightly reduce 
costs. If the financial situation became critical, then we could revert back to phase 
one service level – however we would need to re-examine our employment con-
tracts and any service level contract. It is for this reason that we would resist enter-
ing into a service level agreement that is not financially sustainable from our side.
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risK aNaLysis – case studies

During the planning of the project we have examined three charitable organisa-
tions providing palliative care services in the region.

1. beacON Of HOpe

the charity was established in 2000 to offer comfort and practical support for peo-
ple affected by life threatening illnesses in Ceredigion. they established an office in 
Aberystwyth and opened a further base in Cardigan in 2004, providing a nurse at 
home and volunteer sitter service, growing quickly to meet the need. By 2012 they 
employed 17 full and part time staff.

We developed a close working partnership with Beacon of Hope, referring and 
signposting patients to each other’s services. In December 2012, we contacted the 
nurse manager Liz Pugh, who had recently won a palliative care award from Care 
Forum Wales, to discuss in detail our service development. 

We were shocked to discover that the staff had just been informed that the charity 
was going into voluntary liquidation. Care services to existing patients would cease 
and all staff would lose their jobs. Liz informed us that this was completely out of 
the blue and although staff knew there was a funding shortfall, they had no idea 
that the charity would face closure.

We examined the charity’s published accounts and annual report, to understand 
what had happened.

annual report and accounts – 31st march 2011 (last published accounts)

the annual report revealed no information at all about the charity’s activities, pub-
lic benefit, risk analysis, or comment on the actual financial position of the charity. 
the annual accounts also revealed a lack of detail regarding the charity’s income 
and expenditure – however the following information was clear:

By 2010 the charity was in financial difficulty, incurring a deficit of nearly •	
£12,900 – bringing their short term creditors to £101,800.

In 2011, the charity incurred a further deficit of £5,400 – bringing short term •	
creditors to £99,600.

their creditors were HMRC, bank loans and overdrafts.•	
annual operating costs

the charity had annual costs approaching £400,000 per annum. •	
Over 75% of costs were on wages.•	
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income

the charity relied heavily on grant income and service level agreements with •	
the health board – representing approximately 55% of income.

the charity had very little income from fundraising activity – approximately •	
4% of income.

Voluntary donated income was approximately 31%.•	
Income from trading was approximately 10%.•	

analysis
It seems that there was no real prospect of being able to pay creditors with their 
income base. their reliance on health board and assembly government funding 
meant that they were committed to providing a level of service which, in reality, 
they could not afford to meet.

With wage costs amounting to 75% of overall expenditure, there seemed little 
scope to reduce costs and continue to provide the level of service they were con-
tracted to provide by the health board.

voluntary liquidation
the charity went into voluntary liquidation 17th December 2012. Examination of the 
summary of liabilities shows that the charity was saddled with over £206,000 of 
debt.

Key findings
From speaking to key staff it appears that the trustees of the charity had not com-
municated the true extent of the financial difficulties of the charity. there seems 
to be a general lack of accountability in the way the trustees reported the charity’s 
activities. It appears that the trustees had not addressed the issue of growing debt 
in the charity and had not made realistic efforts to increase and diversify income 
streams, whilst reducing operations and costs to minimise exposure and risk.

the charity relied too heavily on a narrow band of income streams, that were most-
ly outside their control. they entered into service level agreements with the health 
board, committing themselves to costs, without realistically being able to fund 
their commitment to provide these services.

It seems that trustees were hoping for a bailout from the health board to fund their 
nursing costs. this was unrealistic, considering the financial pressure already on 
the health board.

Lessons to be learnt
Our trustees are clear that provision of service has to be based on a sound sustain-
able financial plan. We will regularly monitor our cash flow and respond in a timely 
manner to address recognised shortfalls. It is clear that we must develop diverse 
income streams to prevent over-reliance on one area of funding.
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We believe that service level agreements should not be entered into if the charity 
is not reasonably certain of being able to meet the funding commitment. Charities 
must resist the temptation to enter into an agreement just to attract funding, with-
out being realistic about their ability to sustain that level of service.

Our trustees must be fully accountable and operate the charity on the basis of 
full transparency. strategic planning and service development needs to be based 
on open communication and dialogue between trustees and those delivering the 
service. 

2: sHaLOm HOuse

the charity was established in 2005 to provide respite and palliative care for the 
people of Pembrokeshire. the service is based in st. Davids – it is a small five bed 
hospice, currently offering day care, respite and end of life care.

the charity opened their doors in November 2007; initially they offered day care 
one day per week, increasing over time to three days per week. From February 
2011 they began offering inpatient services for planned respite for up to five days 
per week. From autumn 2012 they offered 24 / 7 care.

We had detailed discussions and meetings with Dr. Rob Jones, medical director 
and nursing manager Helen Price about the development of our project, our pro-
posed service model, governance and funding. We were very inspired by what 
they had achieved and we have based our inpatient project on a similar ‘phased-in’ 
basis. Recently shalom House have faced significant challenges, which we have 
examined in order to evaluate the potential impact on our plans.

the service was led by Dr. Jones, medical director, who worked part time for the 
Hospice – his salary was paid for by the health board. since increasing their ser-
vice to 24 / 7, the hospice began employing two clinical nurse specialists, an oc-
cupational therapist, nursing and care assistants, and other ancillary staff. shalom 
House promote volunteering – however from speaking to staff, it is clear that these 
roles are limited and do not contribute to the core staffing. 

Recently the trustees made the decision to terminate their agreement with the 
health board for the funding of the medical director, and change to a nurse led 
service model. It was important for us to understand why this decision had been 
made. From discussions with Dr. Rob Jones and the chairman of the trustees Mr. 
Bryan Rees, it became apparent that there was a lack of communication between 
the trustees and hospice team. 

Mr. Rees indicated that the trustees felt it in the best interests of the charity to 
move to a nurse led model and that negotiations were taking place with the health 
board to cover medical cover. It was not clear however from our discussions, the 
rationale behind terminating a service level agreement which had provided the 
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charity with a senior employee, and medical cover.

Discussions with both the medical director and Mr. Rees then turned towards 
finances. shalom House has developed a reserve of nearly £500,000 from progres-
sive annual surplus whilst the level of service provision has been developed. We 
examined summary financial information on the Charity Commission website and 
saw the level of annual surplus diminish from £92,000 in 2008 to £21,000 in 2011. 
the accounts for June 2012 recorded a deficit of £1,700.

Mr. Rees informed us that since expanding their service to 24 / 7, the charity’s an-
nual wage bill was approximately £240,000 per year. Looking at the accounts from 
June 2012, the impact of this, coupled with increased ancillary costs and overheads, 
would push the annual expenditure of the charity well over £300,000. 

Mr. Rees informed us that the charity were fortunate to receive an annual grant 
of £100,000 from the Welsh Assembly government. Examination of the accounts 
shows that their annual income of £222,000 is split as follows:

grant income: 63%•	
Fundraising income: 5%•	
Voluntary donated income: 23%•	
Legacies: 5%•	
Investment income: 3%•	
Deferred income: 1%•	

Mr. Rees said that since expanding their service, the charity were rapidly drawing 
upon their reserves, to fund a continued period of deficit. the trustees were now 
developing a business plan to secure ongoing funding from the local health board. 
shalom House have low patient numbers, so the trustees are finding it difficult to 
justify this request for more funding to the health board.

shalom House is now in the unenviable position of having to increase their annual 
income by 50% in order to fund the current level of service provision. 

analysis and key findings
Examination of the accounts shows that the charity is heavily reliant on grant in-
come, especially income from the Welsh Assembly government. the charity’s work 
is put at risk if this funding is reduced or stopped due to external constraints.

the charity has a relatively small percentage of income from fundraising, hampered 
by the fact that they draw support primarily from the sparsely populated county of 
Pembrokeshire, which is also home to the larger and better established Paul sartori 
Foundation hospice at home service.

Annual costs, especially staffing costs, have increased substantially since •	
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introducing 24/7 care.

there does not appear to have been adequate provision or financial planning •	
to cover the increased level of service development.

the trustees indicated that patient referrals are less than anticipated.•	
there appears to have been a break down of communication between the trust-
ees and the medical director. the trustees decision to change the structure of the 
service was not made in collaborative consultation with the hospice staff. the deci-
sion could have quite an impact on the team who are responsible for service deliv-
ery. this in turn could have a potentially negative impact on patient care. A heavy 
reliance on health board or government funding could compromise some of the 
benefits of being an independent palliative care provider.

Lessons to be learnt
Our trustees agree that any provision of service has to be based on a sound sus-
tainable financial plan. trustees must regularly monitor the cash flow of the charity 
and respond in a timely manner to address recognised shortfalls.

Charities must develop diverse income streams without too much reliance on •	
one area of funding.

there is a substantial risk to a charity’s ability to provide a service if a signifi- •	
cant source of income is reduced or stopped due to external constraints.

Our trustees are clear that before we expand our range of services we must •	
be certain that our incoming resources will be available to cover the addition-
al cost.

An adequate reserves level is vital to give trustees time to respond to unex-•	
pected or challenging circumstances, without compromising levels of service.

We must develop an innovative approach to volunteering in order to ensure •	
cost effective staffing.

We must develop and maintain strong working partnerships with our regional •	
palliative care network, in order to ensure consistently high levels of patient 
referral.
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3: pauL sartOri fOuNdatiON

the foundation was established in 1981, offering specialised and supportive care 
and advice for those affected by life-limiting illnesses in Pembrokeshire. Care is 
provided in the patient’s home. the charity employs the equivalent of 25 full time 
staff. these staff are assisted by a large volunteer network of several hundred 
people, who assist in fundraising, running retail outlets, providing complementary 
therapy and offering bereavement support. Last year Paul sartori:

Had 246 referrals to their home nursing service•	
Had 151 referrals to their standby service •	
Offered bereavement support to approximately 150 people •	
Offered a general support service •	
Provided an equipment loan service•	

We have had detailed meetings with sophie thomas, the matron of the service, to 
help develop our project. From these meetings, and from analysing their reports, it 
is clear that Paul sartori have developed a robust foundation in governance, ac-
countability, risk management and financial stability.

their trustees meet monthly. they are informed of service activities by the matron, 
and of their retail activities by retail development officer. the trustees are assisted 
by a management team and a number of sub-committees, dealing with clinical 
governance, finance, fundraising, strategy and retail. At least one trustee sits on 
each sub-committee. the organisation has identified these key areas of focus: 

updating their memorandum and articles of association, in line with current •	
legislation

strategic planning•	
Income generation development•	
Encouraging and supporting local fundraising groups•	
Promoting and marketing the charity through local community groups•	

Examining their financial history from the Charity Commission website, Paul sartori 
Foundation have been successful in achieving a reasonable surplus in four out of 
five years, between 2008 and 2012.
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income
the charity appears to achieve fairly balanced income streams, however fundrais-
ing income is very low:

grant funding and service level agreements: 24%•	
Income from retail shops: 37%•	
Fundraising, lottery and sponsorship income: 3%•	
Legacies: 9%•	
Donations: 27% •	

costs
When examining their costs, it is interesting to note that their retail costs are sub-
stantial at £135,441 – this represents 41% of retail income. their biggest cost is 
staffing at £627,000 (excluding retail) – representing 76% of their overall costs.

reserves
the charity has a policy of holding a minimum of 6 months and a maximum of 12 
months reserves, based on their previous 12 months expenditure.

analysis and key findings
Although the foundation operates on a larger scale than we would initially intend, 
there are various key findings that can be taken from their success:

they have a robust organisational and governance framework in place that in-•	
cludes: Monthly trustees meetings, regular communication between trustees 
and operational staff, and support of subcommittees.

the charity’s report and accounts are thorough, detailed and transparent.•	
the charity has developed a strong independent income source and is not •	
heavily reliant on government or health board funding. 

Retail income could be hit by proposed changes to charitable rate relief on •	
shops. 

Other fundraising income is very low as a percentage of overall income.•	
Although the charity use many volunteers in supportive roles, they appear to •	
have a heavy reliance on paid staff in core roles, resulting in substantial fixed 
annual costs for service delivery.
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Lessons to be learnt
Robust governance and operational framework, sound planning and financial con-
trol are central to a charity’s success.

Regular feedback, communication and involvement of the senior operational •	
staff and trustees is crucial.

Maintaining a reasonable level of reserves is crucial to ensure continuity of •	
service in times of fluctuating income, or major events that could impact the 
ability of the charity to fulfil its objectives.

Development of a successful and diverse fundraising strategy as a large per-•	
centage of income would give stability to the charity in times of economic 
uncertainty.

Developing an innovative use of volunteers in key and core roles of the char-•	
ity would cut costs and create a feeling of ownership of the charity for the 
local community.
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streNGtHs, weaKNesses, OppOrtuNities aNd tHreats

strengths

We have a strong base upon which to achieve the project outcomes.•	
We are an established hospice with excellent reputation for quality of care.•	
Our team has a wealth of experience in managing charitable projects, re-•	
sources and finances.

We have a proven record in managing a large, diverse, volunteer based or-•	
ganisation.

We have two highly experienced palliative care consultants from our local •	
health board, volunteering as clinical advisors to the project.

We have established a partnership working group with Hywel Dda health •	
board, including senior trust and clinical representatives, specifically for the 
development of the new inpatient service.

Our hospice is ideally located at the centre of a widely dispersed rural com-•	
munity, with good public transport links.

there is a vast and well established proven need for our proposed service.•	
the hospice building is owned outright – we have no debts or mortgage.•	
We already have 75% of the required funding in place.•	
the project has won widespread support from our local health board. there is •	
great momentum and anticipation for the project to begin.

We have developed strong working partnerships with a wide network of re-•	
gional service providers that will help to contribute to the ongoing develop-
ment and success of the project.

Our core staff are highly committed, qualified and experienced full time vol-•	
unteers. Our wage costs are minimal, making the project far more financially 
sustainable than most other equivalent sized services.

the fuel for heating the hospice, and biodiesel for running our vehicles will be •	
supplied free of charge by the monastery. A substantial part of the catering 
supplies will also be supplied free of charge.

We have a vast, proven and dependable independent income base drawn •	
from a wide geographical area; namely the 90,000 monastery pilgrims from 
all over Wales, the uK and beyond.

weaknesses

We do not currently have enough voluntary clinical staff to run the respite •	
and end of life services. this could impact on our running costs.

A large proportion of our income is dependent on fundraising and donations •	
from the pilgrims of skanda Vale. We need to diversify our income base to 
spread our risk.

Our location in rural community may present access difficulties for patients.•	
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Our financial reserves will be quite low during the development. there is a •	
potential risk to our cashflow.

the expansion of our service into inpatient care presents a big and untested •	
challenge for the charity.

We are dependent on receiving BIg Lottery Funding to develop the service.•	
Opportunities

the project offers potential to develop a wider support base from our local •	
community, creating meaningful and / or challenging volunteer opportunities 
for people.

We plan to develop new accommodation facilities, suitable for long term vol-•	
untary clinical staff, at the monastery. We believe this will help us to address 
our shortage of voluntary staff. the charity own a three bedroom property, 
suitable for this purpose. Light renovation work will begin next year, funded 
from the unrestricted skanda Vale fund.

We are planning to offer a free transport service to improve our accessibility •	
to people. the details of this new service are in the process of being con-
firmed.

We are in the process of redeveloping and extending our café, gift emporium •	
and hospice information areas at skanda Vale. this will help us to maximise 
support and raise awareness with our core community.

We will continue to develop strong links and share resources with other ser-•	
vice providers to help realise our project outcomes.

We will train more of our monastic community members to be primary carers •	
to help meet the shortfall in full time volunteers.

threats

the economic downturn may effect our fundraising and donations (although •	
our income has actually increased each year since the recession began in 
2008)

We may encounter difficulty recruiting and retaining new volunteer staff.•	
We may find difficulty accessing grant and health board funding due to •	
shortage of NHs resources.
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risk impact mitigate

Organisational risk

trustee body 
lacks skills and 
confidence.

too many big decisions in the hands •	
of a few individuals.

trustees given training to boost •	
confidence to take ownership and 
initiative over project / tasks.

Ineffective 
organisational 
structure. 

Non monastic trustees live far from •	
centre of operations.

unclear roles and duties for trustees.•	

unclear reporting structure within •	
organisation

Ongoing updates between meetings.•	

sharing of responsibility, ownership •	
of area, mutual support.

Formalise reporting structure.•	

Loss of key 
staff.

Operational impact on project.•	 Comprehensive, accessible and se-•	
cure filing system with full backup.

Key roles and responsibilities under-•	
studied.

Overload staff trustees unable to fulfill responsibili-•	
ties effectively.

sharing responsibilities and annual •	
review of trustee roles. 

Quarterly risk review.•	

Reporting to 
trustees -  
accuracy, 
timeliness and 
relevance. 

Lack of time to review informa-•	
tion and formulate an appropriate 
response.

timely and accurate project report-•	
ing.

Regular contact between trustees •	
and senior staff, to spread workload 
if necessary.

Operational risk

Contract risk. Inability to meet our key project •	
milestones if builders over-run.

Potential impact of builders damag-•	
ing building during construction.

Onerous terms and conditions.•	

Inability to meet our contractual •	
obligations.

Building contract.•	

Architects review contract, support-•	
ed with our input. 

Penalty clauses for builders missing •	
timescales.

Ensure we have adequate building •	
insurance during build.

Employment contracts reviewed by •	
an HR consultancy. 

Adequate employers liability insur-•	
ance cover.

service contract. Reviewed by a •	
solicitor, seek advice from CAVs or 
WCVA.

Create cost / project appraisal pro-•	
cedures.

service  
provision 
– beneficiaries 
satisfaction.

Negligence claims.•	

Reputation risks.•	

Beneficiary complaints.•	

Agreed quality control procedures.•	

Internal monitoring, evaluation and •	
audit of service.

Complaints procedures.•	
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risk impact mitigate

Legal struc-
ture of the 
charity.

Potential liability of trustees.•	 Examine alternative legal structure of •	
organisation

Consider setting up a charitable •	
company or charitable incorporated 
organisation to run the hospice, 
leaving the assets protected in the 
charitable trust. 

the risk is minimal because of con-•	
trols and procedures in place.

Project or  
service devel-
opment.

Funding and financial viability.•	

Project viability.•	

staffing viability.•	

Compatibility with priorities.•	

Clear prioritizing of projects within •	
organisation.

Ensure realistic allocation of both •	
financial and human resources.

Ensure communication filters •	
throughout the organization, ensur-
ing rapid response to developing 
pressures.

Promoting awareness that the suc-•	
cess of hospice relies on the success 
of skanda Vale.

Competition 
from similar 
organisations.

Drop in fundraising income.•	

Envy of success.•	

territorial approach of similar organi-•	
sation.

Possessive attitude over patients.•	

Monitoring and assess fundrais-•	
ing performance, regularly review 
strategy.

Collaborative working with other or-•	
ganizations and pooling of resources.

Develop strong partnership working •	
and support the strength of each 
partner in order to maximize re-
sources.

Building  
security.

Loss or damage of equipment •	
(medical or It).

theft.•	

Loss of patient files, breach of confi-•	
dentiality.

Install door access control and •	 CCtV.

Facility management procedures for •	
day and night times.

Create asset register for insurance •	
(especially It).

Review insurance cover.•	

Provide lockable filing and archiving •	
cupboards.

Have safe custody arrangements for •	
title documents and land registry, 
keep copies of documents at skanda 
Vale.
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issue risk mitigate

Employment 
issues.

Employment disputes.•	

team spirit (paid / volunteer staff).•	

Organisation is an inexperienced •	
employer.

Personal development of staff,  •	
adequacy of staff training.

Equal opportunities issues.•	

Health and safety issues.•	

Overstepping of competencies.•	

too many different job roles leads to •	
overload of staff, and a drop in qual-
ity of care provided.

Abuse of vulnerable service benefi-•	
ciaries.

Probationary periods for key staff to •	
ensure competency and compatibil-
ity with ethos of the organisation.

grievance procedure.•	

Implement recruitment process.•	

seek help / support for employ-•	
ments contracts, legal advice.

Regular staff team meetings, ap-•	
praisal and supervision procedure.

Implement personal job training and •	
development.

Define clearly structured job descrip-•	
tions (responsibilities, competen-
cies).

DBs•	  checks and POVA training.

Volunteers. Inexperienced volunteer staff, emo-•	
tional crisis.

Lack of competency / support.•	

Inadequate training (can put service •	
users at risk with legal impact).

Irregular attendance, unreliable.•	

Equal opportunities issues.•	

Define clearly structured job roles for •	
all volunteer tasks.

Provide adequate training according •	
to designated job role.

supervision procedure.•	

Appraisal procedure incl. Review of •	
designated role.

Induction training, induction time by •	
senior staff (shadowing).

Recruitment procedure with refer-•	
ences demand.

Volunteering agreement as a form of •	
contract / commitment.

Whistle blowing procedure imple-•	
mented.

DBs•	  checks.

Organize staff and volunteer social •	
events.

Volunteer ‘care’ needs to be part of •	
our service otherwise we will not 
fulfill our objectives. 

Appoint a volunteer manager as •	
single task to a core team member.
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issue risk mitigate

High turnover 
of staff.

Especially volunteer staff.•	

High time investment for volunteer •	
induction needed.

Loss of expertise.•	

Disruption of ‘family’ feel, small team •	
working together very closely.

try to attract more people from local •	
communities.

give training opportunities to volun-•	
teers so that they can have the same 
role and expertise as paid staff.

Include volunteers in staff meetings •	
etc according to their job role.

Promote equality between paid staff •	
and volunteer staff.

Conduct exit interviews to find out •	
why volunteers are leaving.

Direct / ad-
vanced care 
planning.

Medical malpractice (leads very •	
easy to serious illness, injury or even 
death in palliative care).

Deficient care planning and related •	
documents.

Inappropriate level of care.•	

Miscommunication within staff team •	
and with other care providers.

Missing the goal of patient centered •	
approach.

Dissatisfied beneficiaries, unfulfilled •	
wishes.

Vulnerability of service users.•	

Review medical policies and proce-•	
dures with medical governance team.

Review insurance cover.•	

staff training in advanced care plan-•	
ning.

staff mentoring and supervision.•	

Evaluation and monitoring of service •	
beneficiaries feedback.

Regular training on protection of •	
vulnerable adults.

Controlled 
drugs abuse

Dismissal of staff.•	

Legal action.•	

Loss of reputation.•	

Medicines policies reviewed and au-•	
dited by clinical governance team.

staff training, monitoring and review.•	

Disciplinary procedures.•	

Access of 
service

Rural location might dissuade people •	
from accessing the hospice service.

Not reaching the forecasted number •	
of referrals and beneficiaries.

Development of free transport ser-•	
vice planned.

Health, safety 
and environ-
ment

Loss of •	 HIW registration, legal ability 
to operate the service.

staff injury.•	

Liability claims.•	

Injury to beneficiaries and the public.•	

Illness, infections (can lead to prema-•	
ture death in palliative care, service 
users with compromised immune 
systems, cancer treatments)

Comply with law and regulations.•	

staff and volunteer training in respect •	
to health and safety policies and 
procedures, care and food hygiene 
standards.

Reporting and monitoring procedures •	
(accidents, defects).

Review infection control procedure, •	
barrier nursing, seek input from clini-
cal governance team.

Review insurance cover.•	
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issue risk mitigate

Disaster  
recovery and 
planning.

Computer system failure, data loss.•	

Destruction of property and records •	
through elemental damage.

Loss of mains supplies.•	

Agree emergency arrangements or •	
alternative patients accommodation.

Document •	 It recovery plan (hard-
ware and software is set up for quick 
recovery).

Review data backup procedures.•	

Review insurance cover.•	

Agree high priority status with emer-•	
gency services.

Agree high priority and support with •	
utility suppliers (Western Power, 
Welsh Water).

Agree facility management procedure •	
and service / maintenance procedures 
for backup utilities.

Information 
technology.

Loss / corruption of data.•	

Breach of data protection law.•	

unavailability of •	 It network.

unable to run service efficiently, inter-•	
nal communication breaks down.

For recovery and backup see chapter •	
disaster recovery.

Document measures to secure and •	
protect data (all ready implemented).

update documentation of •	 It network.

Agree to plan for network redundancy.•	

Keep hard copies of essential records •	
in secure filing system.

financial risk

Budgetary con-
trol and finan-
cial reporting.

Insufficient funding available for level •	
of service commitment made.

Delayed recognition of drop in volun-•	
tary income.

Overrun on building contract costs.•	

Regular evaluation of financial budget •	
forecasts with actual balances.

Budget control monthly with quarterly •	
feedback to trustees.

Clear authorisation procedures for •	
change in contract works.

tight building contracts management •	
with appointed quantity surveyor.

Conservative approach to income •	
forecast and growth for grant / fund 
income.

Reserves policy. Lack of funds or liquidity.•	

Allow reserves for when funding might •	
be withdrawn / not renewed.

Regularly review reserves policy and •	
status.

Review cash flow and liquidity.•	

Cash flow sensi-
tivity.

Impact on operational activities.•	

Lack of liquidity to cover variance in •	
costs.

Ensure adequate cashflow projections.•	

Identify cash flow peaks, especially •	
during construction work, compare 
with forecast of business plan.

Dependency on 
income sources.

Cash flow and budget impact heav-•	
ily dependent on voluntary income 
through skanda Vale temple.

Identify other major dependencies•	

Consider diversification plans•	
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issue risk mitigate

Investment 
policy.

Financial loss through lack of invest-•	
ment advice, lack of diversity.

Cash flow difficulties arising from lack •	
of liquidity.

Review investments policy after re-•	
serves are building up again in 2017.

Ensure investments can be freed ac-•	
cording to forecast during construc-
tion work.

Compliance 
with donor im-
posed restric-
tions.

Funds applied outside restrictions.•	

Repayment of grant.•	

Adhere to strict fund accounting.•	

Agree budget control, monitoring and •	
reporting arrangements.

Report quarterly to trustees.•	

Fraud or error. Financial loss.•	

High percentage of cash income.•	

Reputational risk.•	

Fundraising activities like collections.•	

Review internal financial controls.•	

segregated duties.•	

Whistle blowing procedure.•	

Agree induction of collectors / fund-•	
raising volunteers.

Lack of statis-
tics of service 
activities.

No evidence for future business cases •	
to attract funding and service agree-
ments.

Agree early data collection system for •	
statistics and evidence.

Agree on targeted future service •	
agreements.

environmental or external factors

Public percep-
tion.

Impact on charitable income.•	

Ability to access grant or contract •	
funding.

support from other health care pro-•	
viders.

Communication of charitable activities •	
and financial situation with supporters, 
beneficiaries and funders.

Keep websites updated.•	

Ensure good quality reporting via in •	
house design and communication 
team.

Incorporate codes of good practice •	
and national guidelines in procedural 
system.

Adverse public-
ity

Reputational risk. •	

Misunderstanding of spiritual back-•	
ground of skanda Vale temple.

Loss of beneficiaries and donor confi-•	
dence.

Loss of trust of health care profession-•	
als and providers.

Agree proactive •	 PR strategies, be an 
open house, promote secular basis of 
service adhering to the highest human 
values.

Complaints procedures.•	

Promote membership of essential •	
umbrella bodies (FRsB, CAVs, CAVO, 
Charity Commission, WCVA, Palliative 
Care group etc.)

Play a significant role in the palliative •	
care associations of Hywel Dda.

Relationship 
with funders.

Impact on funding and support avail-•	
able.

Ensure project outcomes are met, •	
monitored, evaluated and reported 
back to funders.
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issue risk mitigate

compliance risk – law and regulations

Breach of  
confidentiality.

Legal action.•	

Loss of reputation and trust.•	

staff and volunteer training.•	

Review compliance with data protec-•	
tion act.

secure •	 It network from hackers / 
snoopers with different levels of data 
access control measures.

Review insurance cover.•	

Procedural 
and systems 
documentation, 
compliance 
with legislations, 
regulations and 
standards

Loss of registration, legal ability to •	
operate the service.

Financial impact (liability settlements).•	

Review and amend if necessary docu-•	
mentation of policies and procedures.

get input from other service providers •	
through partnership working and clini-
cal governance.

Adherence to internal audit.•	
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 how we plan to monitor the project

HOw we pLaN tO mONitOr tHe service

project plan evaluation 
Monitoring and evaluating the service development of skanda Vale Hospice is 
essential because it enables us to measure our success in meeting our project 
outcomes as outlined in our project plan. the project development team will be 
responsible for reviewing the project plan and referencing it to the actual devel-
opment of the service. the results of this review will then feedback into quarterly 
reports to the board of trustees and annual review to the BIg Lottery Fund. these 
are our project plan milestones, which will subjected to evaluation:

pre-construction stage

17•	 th August 2013 – submission of BIg Lottery Fund application

30•	 th August 2013 – planning decision

1•	 st December 2014 – apply for building regulations approval

1•	 st March 2014 – BIg Lottery Fund announce their decision

15•	 th March 2014 – begin recruitment process for clinical lead

7•	 th April 2014 – tender issued to prospective building contractors

28•	 th April 2014 – tender report

19•	 th May 2014 – pre-contract meeting. Appointment of main contractor

construction stage

1•	 st July 2014 – start of building works. Appointment of clinical lead

1•	 st June 2015 – promotion of proposed care service in place. Promotion of 
community hub.

30•	 th June 2015 – practical completion of building works

31•	 st July 2015 – furniture and equipment in place

1•	 st August 2015 – key staff and volunteers in place. Induction training

7•	 th August 2015 – registration with Health Inspectorate Wales complete

31•	 st August 2015 – monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
one

service phase one

1•	 st september 2015 – opening of new day care service

11•	 th september 2015 – first community hub event

24•	 th september 2015 – first five day respite session

1•	 st June 2016 – recruitment of additional clinical staff for service phase two

31•	 st August 2016 – Monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
two
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service phase two

1•	 st september 2016 – opening of 24 / 7 respite and end of life service

28•	 th February 2017 – mid term monitoring and evaluation report on project 
outcomes year three

31•	 st August 2017 – monitoring and evaluation report on project outcomes year 
three

Ongoing service evaluation
service evaluation gathers data from a wide range of sources, in a structured way, 
to provide the trustees and management with the information they require to sup-
port sound decision making processes.

Evaluation supports our accountability through observing, collecting and analysing 
our activities to improve future performance. Evaluation is not an academic exer-
cise – it’s about looking at what we do and seeing if we can do it even better. the 
process involves:

the use of an audit tool, based on core standards.•	
the collecting of information from all those who contribute to the hospices •	
effectiveness – the trustees, manager, staff, volunteers, patients and families. 
It may also include other service providers, health professionals and the local 
community.

Information includes quantitive data; such as the number of patients seen •	
over a set period of time, and qualitative data; such as that provided by pa-
tients during their stay and through bilingual feedback questionnaires. 

the monitoring and evaluation cycle (below) is an annual process which feeds into 
reports given to trustees. this report summarises our success as the hospice in 
realising our project outcomes. the report also includes details about the finances 
available to fund the next stage of service development, which then feeds back 
into the project plan.
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Evaluation will be undertaken in a systematic way so that adequate time can be 
dedicated to each particular aspect of the project. this prevents the need to re-
view all aspects together. It involves consultation, as shown below and supports 
continuous improvement and quality assurance.

internal audit tool for monitoring and evaluating qualitative data: 

sources of information and evidence

trustees contribute through direct involvement in the work of the hospice, •	
making regular visits to the hospice and quarterly meetings.

the hospice manager contributes through his work at the hospice and regular •	
meetings.

Paid staff and volunteers contribute through their daily contact at the hos-•	
pice, team meetings with management and trustees and through their per-
sonal performance review and development.

Patients and relatives contribute by talking to staff during their visit, through •	
bilingual questionnaires and iwantgreatcare.org reports which are externally 
evaluated and fed back to the service.

Other service providers and health professionals contribute through ex-•	
changing information at partnership working forums such as the Car-
marthenshire palliative care planning and delivery group.

Our local community and the general public contribute through bilingual on-•	
line feedback forums, plus general conversations.

Audit tool

Evaluation

Project plan

Trustees Managers
Paid staff

& volunteers
Patients 

& relatives

Service
providers
& health

professionals

Local 
community

& public

Finance
business

plan
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the internal audit tool
Internal auditing takes place in two ways; firstly, our management and trustees 
will gather and analyse quantitive data about the service. secondly, we will gather 
qualitative information about our service from patients and beneficiaries. this pro-
cess incorporates standards set by the Health Inspectorate Wales for the registra-
tion of a hospice. All necessary information will be presented annually in order to 
evaluate our success in achieving our project outcomes and to inform the develop-
ment of the overall project plan.

internal audit tool for monitoring and evaluating quantitive data:

date aspect evaluation Outcome

the number of staff who 
have joined this year

the number of staff who 
have left this year

the number of new vol-
unteers this year

the number of volunteers 
who have left this year

the number of day care 
patients this year

the number of respite 
patients this year

the number of end of life 
patients this year

Donated income

Fundraising income

grant income

Other income

Charitable expenditure

Fundraising expenditure

support costs
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date aspect evaluation Outcome

sERVICE:
Information
Needs assessment
Capacity to meet needs
trial visits

PLANNINg FOR INDIVIDuAL  
NEEDs & PREFERENCEs:
service user plan
Record keeping

QuALItY OF LIFE:
Autonomy and choice
social contact and opportunities
Community contact
Rights
Confidentiality

QuALItY OF CARE AND tREAtMENt:
Personal care: privacy and dignity
Health care
Meals and meal times
Medication 
safe working practices
Dying and death

stAFFINg:
staffing levels
staff qualifications
Recruitment
staff training
staff supervision
Volunteers

CONDuCt AND MANAgEMENt  
OF tHE sERVICE:
the trustees
the manager
Ethos
Quality assurance
Financial procedures

CONCERNs, COMPLAINts  
AND PROtECtION:
Complaints
Compliments
Protection
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date aspect evaluation Outcome

PHYsICAL ENVIRONMENt:
Premises
toilets and washing facilities
Aids and equipment
Individual accommodation: space re-
quirements
Individual accommodation: furniture 
and fittings
Communal areas
sacred space
gardens
Heating, lighting and water
Infection control

FEEDBACK:
Reports from iwantgreatcare.org
service providers feedback
Community / general public feedback
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 what happens after the grant?

wHat HappeNs after tHe GraNt?

Our project is designed to be fully sustainable and to carry on indefinitely.

We are seeking a grant from the BIg Lottery Fund to meet our shortfall in capital 
costs for building works. the grant will be the catalyst that enables our project to 
start and realise our outcomes.

We are an established organisation with strong, diverse income streams. these will 
be further developed to ensure the future viability and sustainability of our service.
the section on ‘budget assumptions’ sets out the areas with potential to deliver 
increased revenues. 

We hope to attract funding from our local health board (£20,000 per annum in 
2017 and increasing thereafter). We have discussed the general criteria required 
to apply for funding or service level agreements with the health board. In service 
phase one we will start recording details of service use, to build up a business plan 
and a case for funding.

In our budget assumptions we have factored our ongoing expenditure for mainte-
nance and running of our project in great detail. this includes an allowance for the 
insurance, running costs and maintenance of the new building. We anticipate this 
expenditure to continue into the future, with associated inflationary rises in goods 
and services.

the projected income figures for our five year budget to 2017 are deliberately con-
servative. We anticipate the service continuing after 2017 with similar or increased 
levels of funds, from the same income sources. We anticipate a moderate year-on-
year surplus from 2017 onwards, as the reputation and impact of the service in-
creases. We expect this will inspire financial and voluntary support from our com-
munity. We will look at innovative ways to feed our success back into serving the 
community.
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† HOw we caLcuLated tHe Number Of service beNeficiaries:

service phase one:
Inpatient respite service, offering five days a month. Assumptions are based on:

6 beds over 12 months, at 85% occupancy. •	
2 beds booked for patients attending twice a year.•	
2 beds booked by people attending the day centre as well.•	

Day care service, offering three days per week. Assumptions are based on:

6 patients per day.•	
10% of patients will attend twice a week.•	
Average patients stay for 3 months.•	
50% of these patients stay for 6 months.•	

Relatives and carers, we assume each patient will have at least one carer or relative 
that will benefit from our services. 

‡ service phase two 
Inpatient respite service, offering 24 / 7 care. Assumptions are based on:

2 respite beds.•	
52 weeks per year.•	
40% are booked twice a year.•	
50% of respite beds are people normally attending the day centre.•	
85% bed occupancy.•	

Inpatient end of life service, offering 24 / 7 care. Assumptions are based on:

4 end of life beds•	
52 weeks per year•	
Average stay of three weeks•	
85% bed occupancy•	

Day care service

same numbers as service phase one.•	
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Team Lead Clinical Nurse Specialist – Speciality in Palliative 

Care/End of Life 
 

Job Description and Person Specification (draft) 
 
Responsible to:  Manager and Board of Trustees 
 
Base:    Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron 
 
Grade:    Band 7 (mid band subject to experience) 
 
Hours:    Full Time 37.5  
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Job Purpose 
Skanda Vale Hospice is an independent charity; the post holder will be responsible for the 
service development and implementation of the hospice’s new Respite (phase 1) and End of 
Life Unit (phase 2), providing a clear, strategic vision with key involvement towards the 
registration process. The team lead CNS will then contribute to the service delivery of the 
new units by providing leadership, vision, inspiration, and operational management to all 
clinical areas of the hospice including the Day Centre service which reopens with Phase 1. 
The post holder will hold responsibility for developing key relationships with the Health 
Inspectorate Wales, Hywel Dda Health Board and Health Care Professionals 
 
The success of Skanda Vale Hospice depends on many things; central to the organisations 
values is the recognition that it relies on the support of volunteers, including clinical 
specialists. Accordingly the Lead Nurse will nurture and develop these core values by 
implementing and developing a volunteer bank of clinical and medical individuals.  
 
Key Accountabilities: 
 

 Service planning, implementation and development of palliative care provision 
across Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire Phase 1 & 2; 

 Lead role in the registration process with the Health Inspectorate Wales (HIW); 
 Recruitment of nurse specialists and general nursing staff; 
 Development and management of volunteer bank of clinical and medical staff; 
 Provide strong, effective and visible professional leadership to all nurses and care 

staff employed by the hospice, including volunteer staff; 
 Manage care delivery through a strong governance framework in accordance with 

the HIW regulations; 
 Responsible for formulating, implementing, monitoring and evaluating clinical 

standards protocols and policies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Main responsibilities: 
Main duties include but are not limited to: 
 

 To lead the planning, development and implementation of both the Respite Unit 
(Phase 1) and End of Life Unit (Phase 2). 
 

 Provide Advice and support to the trustees on the project design and development. 
 

 Provide effective leadership in ensuring that nursing standards and practices comply 
with Skanda Vale’s policies and procedures.  

 
 Ensuring that team members understand their roles and are working within The 

Hospice’s clinical governance strategy and promote excellence in clinical practice in 
line with Care Quality Commission Standards.  

 
 Foster and promote a team culture of enquiry and learning that enables individuals 

to openly question, reflect and learn from their practice.  
 

 Providing support for management to make sure project budgets and time lines are 
adhered to. 

 
 Investigate all regulations, licences and external relationships and ensure 

compliance. 
 

 Implement best practice procedures and processes. 
 

 Involve patients and their families in monitoring and commenting on the quality of 
service provided on the unit leading to user focused quality improvement initiatives.  

 
 Set staffing levels and support for colleagues. 

 
 Establish paperwork office, records and control systems. 

 
 Assist as appropriate with planning and administration of training events for 

voluntary sector. 
 

 Other duties that may be assigned from time to time. 

 
Communication and Relationship: The post holder will: 
 
 Hold the responsibility for developing key relationships with the Health Inspectorate 

Wales, Hywel Dda Health Board and Health Care Professionals. 
 

 Manage distressing and challenging situations in a sensitive and non-threatening way to 
reduce anxieties and promote effective resolutions. 

 Be exposed to and manage frequent stressful events in the workplace ensuring these are 
handled appropriately by staff and available support networks are used.  



 
 
 Use a range of communication skills to ensure patients receive required treatment and 

interventions to meet their needs.  

 Communicate complex and sensitive information to encourage meaningful engagement 
with patients, their families and carers and act as a positive role model to staff. 

Person Specification 
Qualifications and experience 
Essential 

 5 years minimum of planning and implementing and leading a patient service in a 
team lead role; 

 Registered Nurse; 
 Palliative Care Degree (or equivalent Level 3 Health Degree); 
 Teaching qualification; 
 Communication Skills Training preferably at advanced level; 
 Independent Nurse Prescriber or willingness to undertake within a timescale 

specified by the employer; 
 Proven leadership and teaching skills; 
 To have in depth specialist knowledge and clinical expertise in palliative care, 

underpinned by accessing Degree Courses, study days and conferences; 
 A high standard of spoken and written English with an ability to produce concise and 

persuasive communication; 
 A team player with a confident manner and a professional, flexible, positive and 

studious approach to the work; 
 A current valid driving licence and the use of a vehicle 

Desirable 
 A good standard of written and spoken Welsh with an ability to produce concise and 

persuasive communication. 
 An ability to work with figures and to use spread sheets. 

 

 
We require employees to show a proactive attitude to developing the quality and efficiency 
of their own work and the service we offer the clients. The post holder will need a flexible 
approach to his / her duties, accepting new tasks with enthusiasm. 
 



Skanda Vale Hospice 
 

 

VOLUNTEER ROLE DESCRIPTION 
 
Cleaning Staff 
 
 
Responsible to:  Manager in charge  
 
Base:    Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron 
 
When:    Variable 
 
Duration:   Ongoing 
 
Principal Functions: To ensure the environment for patients, staff and 

visitors is cleaned efficiently and maintained to a very 
high standard. 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Specific tasks:     

 To ensure that all the areas in the main Hospice building are clean, tidy, warm 
and welcoming, including patient areas, bathrooms, toilets, lounges, dining 
room, and reception area; 

 To undertake a daily, weekly, monthly cleaning routine, as instructed by the 
Housekeeping Supervisor, whilst observing infection control regulations; 

 To wash, dry, iron and put away laundry using the hospice facilities; 
 To carry out a stock check on a regular basis, then notify supervisor of 

materials that are running low; 
 To ensure all cleaning materials are stored as directed 

 
Requirements:    

 Ensure that all relevant COSHH and Infection Control regulations are adhered 
to at all times; 

 Maintain personal knowledge by completing in-house training; 
 Always adhere to all company policies and procedures; 
 Carry out instructions given by the supervisor; 
 Notify the Supervisor of faulty or damaged items/areas that need updating or 

repair 
 Must have a good eye for detail; 
 Must be sympathetic to and able to project the philosophy of hospice care; 
 A good sense of humour. 

 
Additional Information:  
Skanda Vale Hospice will carry out a Criminal Records Bureau check before 
commencement of the role.  You will also have to have first-aid and manual handling 
training within the first 6 months of joining the hospice team. 
 
Confidentiality 
Please be aware of the confidential nature of the organisation, including information 
about patients and their carers, friends and relatives, such information must not be 
disclosed to any unauthorised persons. 
  
Health And Safety 
Volunteers helping with building work, garden work or any other manual work have to 
take appropriate steps to ensure their own safety. You must adhere to the hospice 
codes of practice, policies and the relevant safety guidelines. 
 
Suitable clothing will be provided by the organisation. 
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11.30
12.30
13.30
14.30
15.30
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.30
20.30

Non Care Staff Rota

End of Life Unit and Day Centre (Care Staff Rota)

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

2 
xTherapists 
Art 
Therapist 
3 HCA 
from 
Respite 
Unit 
 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

2 
xTherapists 
Art 
Therapist 
3 HCA from 
Respite Unit 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Cleaner 

Gardener 
Laundry 

Reception 
 

Cleaner Cleaner Cleaner Cleaner Cleaner 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Fundraiser 
Admin 
Manager 
Finance 
Reception 
 

Maintenance 
Laundry 

Laundry Laundry Gardneer 
Laundry 

Laundry Gardener 
Laundry 

Reception 
 

Reception 
 

Reception 
 

Reception 
 

Reception 
 

1 x Chef 
Kitchen 
assistant 

2 x Chefs 
Kitchen 
assistant 

1 x Chef 
Kitchen 
assistant 

1 x Chef 
Kitchen 
assistant 

2 x Chefs 
Kitchen 
assistant 

2 Chef 
Kitchen assistant 

2 x Sitters 2 x Sitters 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
Nurse 

Shift 2 
13.30  
21.30  
Nurse 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
Nurse 

Shift 1 
07.45 
15.45  
4 x HCA 

Shift 2 
15.30 
21.15 
4 x HCA 

Shift 3 
21.00  
07.30  
HCA 

Reception 
 

Cleaner 
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14/08/2013 18:26Skanda Vale Hospice Profit And Loss

Year 13
Budget

£

Year 14
Budget

£

Year 15
Budget

£

Year 16
Budget

£

Year 17
Budget

£
Total

£

Income

Voluntary Income
Hospice Unit 55,200 57,960 60,858 63,900 67,095 305,013
Saron Donation Box 2,184 1,092 1,456 5,096 6,552 16,380
Hospice Home Boxes 2,416 2,489 2,564 2,640 2,720 12,829
Hospice Shop Boxes 88 1,000 1,200 1,440 1,728 5,456
Hospice General Donations 12,566 13,823 15,205 16,725 18,398 76,717
Hospice Donations in Memoriam 2,133 1,068 1,068 4,272 6,408 14,949
Hospice Legacies 10,000 10,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 95,000
Hospice Standing Orders 16,743 18,417 20,259 22,285 24,514 102,218
Hospice Online Credit Card Donations 1,800 4,000 4,400 4,840 5,324 20,364
Hospice Online Standing Orders 1,600 3,000 3,300 3,630 3,993 15,523
Hospice Gift Aid & Tax Refunds 14,756 15,898 17,119 19,608 21,598 88,979
GASDS 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 6,250
Donated Volunteer expenses 0 0 450 1,800 2,702 4,952
Sponsor Nurse 0 0 2,000 10,000 18,000 30,000
Revenue Grant Funding 0 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 30,000
Health Board Funding 0 0 0 0 20,000 20,000

Total Voluntary Income 120,736 129,997 156,129 192,486 245,282 844,630

Generated Funds Income
Store Collections 7,374 7,521 7,671 7,825 7,981 38,372
Street Collections 1,587 1,587 1,587 1,587 1,587 7,935
Coastal Path Walk 15,193 15,648 16,118 16,601 17,099 80,659
10k Run London 16,247 16,735 17,237 17,754 18,286 86,259
E-fundraising 227 238 250 263 276 1,254
Local Events 8,308 10,384 12,980 16,226 20,282 68,180
On line shop 500 600 720 864 1,037 3,721

Total Generated Funds Income 49,436 52,713 56,563 61,120 66,548 286,380

Investment Income
Hospice CAF Bank Interst 18,908 7,500 1,875 300 265 28,848

Total Investment Income 18,908 7,500 1,875 300 265 28,848

Other Income
Renewable Heat Incentive for Biomass 0 0 1,887 5,870 6,288 14,045

Total Other Income 0 0 1,887 5,870 6,288 14,045

Total Income 189,080 190,210 216,454 259,776 318,383 1,173,903

Grant Income
Lottery Grant 0 475,000 25,000 0 0 500,000

Total Grant Income 0 475,000 25,000 0 0 500,000

Skanda Vale Hospice
Profit And Loss

Page 1 of 2Sage 50 Forecasting 2007



14/08/2013 18:26Skanda Vale Hospice Profit And Loss

Year 13
Budget

£

Year 14
Budget

£

Year 15
Budget

£

Year 16
Budget

£

Year 17
Budget

£
Total

£

Expenditure
Charitable Activities

Salary costs 0 17,946 41,506 82,236 142,542 284,230
Salary On costs @ 21% 0 3,769 8,716 17,269 29,934 59,688
Pensions 0 0 0 0 1,072 1,072
Hospice  Catering 4,000 2,602 2,768 10,752 20,448 40,570
Hospice Housekeeping & Provisions 1,200 600 800 4,000 7,200 13,800
Hospice Volunteer Expenses 2,004 2,250 6,160 18,000 27,024 55,438
Service Promotion 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 7,500
Hospice Insurance 7,130 10,000 13,000 13,455 13,926 57,511
Hospice Utilities 14,344 11,017 10,341 16,572 22,063 74,337
Hospice stationary, postage and office 1,031 1,083 1,137 1,194 1,253 5,698
Hospice Vehicle and Travel Costs 9,100 9,555 10,033 10,535 11,062 50,285
Hospice Bank Charges & card fees 442 464 487 512 537 2,442
Lodge Maintenance & Repair 1,200 1,260 1,323 1,389 1,459 6,631
Lodge Council Tax 737 763 789 817 846 3,952
Saron Maintenance & Repair 3,928 575 4,379 11,735 14,854 35,471

Hospice Professional, Consultancy and Statutory Fees 62,925 106,784 54,605 1,500 1,500 227,314
Total Charitable Activities 109,541 170,168 157,544 191,466 297,220 925,939

Cost of Fund Generation
Hospice Fundraising Expenditure 7,000 7,700 8,470 9,317 10,249 42,736
Just Giving Charges 2,157 2,373 2,610 2,871 3,158 13,169
On line shop paypal charges 17 20 24 29 35 125

Total Cost of Fund Generation 9,174 10,093 11,104 12,217 13,442 56,030
Total Expenditure 118,715 180,261 168,648 203,683 310,662 981,969
Gross Profit 70,365 484,949 72,806 56,093 7,721 691,934

Governance Costs

Governance Costs
Hospice Admin Software 1,800 1,800 3,000 3,150 3,308 13,058

Hospice Professional Fees for Audit 1,118 1,157 1,197 1,239 1,283 5,994
Total Governance Costs 2,918 2,957 4,197 4,389 4,591 19,052

Total Governance Costs 2,918 2,957 4,197 4,389 4,591 19,052

Operating Profit 67,447 481,992 68,609 51,704 3,130 672,882

Net Profit 67,447 481,992 68,609 51,704 3,130 672,882

Profit After Tax 67,447 481,992 68,609 51,704 3,130 672,882
Retained Earnings 67,447 481,992 68,609 51,704 3,130 672,882

Cumulative Retained Earnings 67,447 549,439 618,048 669,752 672,882 672,882

Skanda Vale Hospice
Profit And Loss

Page 2 of 2Sage 50 Forecasting 2007



SKANDA VALE HOSPICE TABLE 1 

 Actual Data from 2006-2012 (blue)

INCOME 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Income £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Hospice voluntary income  

I1 Hospice Unit Box 54229 44550 46281 56748 45936 51124 52571 55200 57960 60858 63900 67095
I2 Saron Box 1193 1438 1762 1456 490 2749 1985 2184 1092 1456 5096 6552
I3 Home Boxes 3396 2349 2704 1599 2287 1729 2346 2416 2489 2564 2640 2720
I4 Shop Boxes 34 34 149 317 476 40 80 88 1000 1200 1440 1728
I5 Donations 27680 8737 22568 7528 4124 4618 12704 12566 13823 15205 16725 18398
I6 Donations in Memoriam 10210 1066 639 125 1937 345 609 2133 1068 1068 4272 6408
I7 Legacies 0 0 0 87110 4000 115780 500 10000 10000 20000 25000 30000
I8 Standing Orders 20993 21122 20941 17927 18224 17949 15221 16743 18417 20259 22285 24514
I9 Online web donations 1182 882 1675 58 1567 370 11733 1800 4000 4400 4840 5324
I10 Online standing orders 1484 2199 2211 1948 1868 1850 1689 1600 3000 3300 3630 3993
I11 Tax refunds- (Gift Aid) 17421 12681 15014 16715 11743 10934 13749 14756 15898 17119 19608 21598
I12 Gift Aid Small Donation Scheme 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250
I13 Donated Volunteer Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 1800 2702
I14 Sponsor a nurse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2000 10000 18000
I15 Grants for revenue costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5000 10000 15000
I16 Grants from Health Board 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20000

Total 137822 95058 113944 191531 92652 207488 113187 120736 129996 156128 192487 245282

Hospice generated funds income  
I17 Store Collections 11358 11566 6179 9773 3818 7521 7229 7374 7521 7671 7825 7981
I18 Street Collections 10107 8750 6777 3345 0 2409 1556 1587 1587 1587 1587 1587
I19 Coastal Path Walk 12381 16784 12532 18623 9314 8922 14750 15193 15648 16118 16601 17099
I20 10k run London 2800 6737 16018 8577 4324 10724 15774 16247 16735 17237 17754 18286
I21 Local & other FR Events 14421 50 12546 7469 250 232 6646 8308 10384 12980 16226 20282
I22 E Fundraising 0 0 0 0 0 23 216 227 238 250 263 276
I23 Online Shop 0 0 0 0 0 0 259 500 600 720 864 1037

Total 51067 43887 54052 47787 17706 29831 46430 49435 52713 56563 61119 66549

Hospice investment income  (On cash held in Bank/ Building Society Accounts)

I24 Bank interest on cash held as investment 22493 37006 47193 17399 10262 14171 15432 18908 7500 1875 300 265
Total 22493 37006 47193 17399 10262 14171 15432 18908 7500 1875 300 265

Other  Income 
I25 Renewable Heat Incentive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1887 5870 6288

total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1887 5870 6288

BIG LOTTERY GRANT 475000 25000

Total income 211382 175951 215189 256717 120620 251490 175049 189079 665209 241453 259776 318383



SKANDA VALE HOSPICE TABLE 1 

 Actual Data from 2006-2012 (blue)

EXPENDITURE 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Hospice expenditure on Charitable Activities  

E1 Wages / Clinical staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17946 41506 82236 142542
E2 On Costs @ 21% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3769 8716 17269 29934
E3 Pensions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1072
E4 Catering 1391 1183 1327 3473 4372 4308 3636 4000 2602 2768 10752 20448
E5 Housekeeping and Provisions 527 1146 550 678 1141 1147 2432 1200 600 800 4000 7200
E6 Volunteer Expenses 460 356 169 55 1205 2968 1757 2004 2250 6160 18000 27024
E7 Service Promotion 238 0 1954 0 0 0 0 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500
E8 Insurance- Buildings and liabilities 5559 5894 6627 6534 6283 6424 6889 7130 10000 13000 13455 13926
E9 Utilities 8737 9627 8622 12549 9761 13545 13225 14344 11017 10341 16572 22063
E10 Stationery, Postage and office 1977 1024 941 1099 661 827 689 1031 1083 1137 1194 1253
E11 Vehicle & Travel Costs 6965 5877 6008 5635 7859 8597 8667 9100 9555 10033 10535 11062
E12 Bank Charges & card fees 138 228 260 424 323 481 421 442 464 487 512 537
E13 VHL Maintenance and repair 82 236 138 282 1465 1 178 1200 1260 1323 1389 1459
E14 VHL Council Tax 572 598 624 646 668 692 712 737 763 789 817 846
E15 Saron Maintenance and repair 1863 2145 2761 4451 4232 2013 3807 3928 575 4379 11735 14854
E16 Professional Fees 0 0 1074 5175 8937 3550 13040 62925 106784 54605 1500 1500

Total 28509 28314 31055 41001 46907 44553 55453 109541 170167 157545 191465 297219

Hospice generated funds costs  
E17 Fundraising Expenditure 7763 3253 9512 5946 6124 5631 6418 7000 7700 8470 9317 10249
E18 Just Giving Charges 0 0   1072 739 592 1961 2157 2373 2610 2871 3158
E19 Online shop Pay Pal Charges 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 17 20 24 29 35

Total 7763 3253 9512 7018 6863 6223 8393 9174 10093 11104 12217 13442

Hospice Governance costs 
E20 Hospice Admin Software 0 0 0 1375 567 535 689 1800 1800 3000 3150 3308
E21 Professional fees (audit) 679 1043 925 916 1018 1085 1080 1118 1157 1197 1239 1283

Total 679 1043 925 2291 1585 1620 1769 2918 2957 4197 4389 4590

Total Exp excl Depr & loss on disp FA 36951 32610 41492 50310 55355 52396 65615 121633 183217 172847 208072 315251

Surplus 174431 143341 173697 206407 65265 199094 109434 67446 481992 68607 51705 3132



14/08/2013 20:47Skanda Vale Hospice Cash Flow

Jan 13
Budget

£

Feb 13
Budget

£

Mar 13
Budget

£

Apr 13
Budget

£

May 13
Budget

£

Jun 13
Budget

£

Jul 13
Budget

£

Aug 13
Budget

£

Sep 13
Budget

£

Oct 13
Budget

£

Nov 13
Budget

£

Dec 13
Budget

£

Year 13
Budget

£

Receipts
Income 8,906 8,911 8,907 12,750 15,282 17,990 20,550 26,956 27,991 17,993 12,898 9,946 189,080

Total Receipts 8,906 8,911 8,907 12,750 15,282 17,990 20,550 26,956 27,991 17,993 12,898 9,946 189,080

Payments
Expenditure 4,890 4,897 11,988 4,894 5,375 13,639 6,031 20,545 11,651 18,253 9,737 9,733 121,633
Hospice Assets Under Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Furniture & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Payments 4,890 4,897 11,988 4,894 5,375 13,639 6,031 20,545 11,651 18,253 9,737 9,733 121,633

Net Cash Flow 4,016 4,014 (3,081) 7,856 9,907 4,351 14,519 6,411 16,340 (260) 3,161 213 67,447
Opening Bank Balance 1,198,739 1,202,755 1,206,769 1,203,688 1,211,544 1,221,451 1,225,802 1,240,321 1,246,732 1,263,072 1,262,812 1,265,973 1,198,739
Closing Bank Balance 1,202,755 1,206,769 1,203,688 1,211,544 1,221,451 1,225,802 1,240,321 1,246,732 1,263,072 1,262,812 1,265,973 1,266,186 1,266,186
Total Overdraft Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jan 14
Budget

£

Feb 14
Budget

£

Mar 14
Budget

£

Apr 14
Budget

£

May 14
Budget

£

Jun 14
Budget

£

Jul 14
Budget

£

Aug 14
Budget

£

Sep 14
Budget

£

Oct 14
Budget

£

Nov 14
Budget

£

Dec 14
Budget

£

Year 14
Budget

£
Receipts

Income 8,885 8,888 8,886 12,921 15,530 18,314 20,590 158,693 159,991 149,276 93,470 9,766 665,210
Total Receipts 8,885 8,888 8,886 12,921 15,530 18,314 20,590 158,693 159,991 149,276 93,470 9,766 665,210
Payments

Expenditure 9,549 12,966 42,317 9,549 9,547 9,547 12,878 13,948 18,804 15,421 14,346 14,346 183,218
Hospice Assets Under Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 131,361 131,362 131,362 131,362 131,362 656,809
Furniture & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Payments 9,549 12,966 42,317 9,549 9,547 9,547 12,878 145,309 150,166 146,783 145,708 145,708 840,027
Net Cash Flow (664) (4,078) (33,431) 3,372 5,983 8,767 7,712 13,384 9,825 2,493 (52,238) (135,942) (174,817)
Opening Bank Balance 1,266,186 1,265,522 1,261,444 1,228,013 1,231,385 1,237,368 1,246,135 1,253,847 1,267,231 1,277,056 1,279,549 1,227,311 1,266,186
Closing Bank Balance 1,265,522 1,261,444 1,228,013 1,231,385 1,237,368 1,246,135 1,253,847 1,267,231 1,277,056 1,279,549 1,227,311 1,091,369 1,091,369
Total Overdraft Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skanda Vale Hospice
Cash Flow
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14/08/2013 20:47Skanda Vale Hospice Cash Flow

Jan 15
Budget

£

Feb 15
Budget

£

Mar 15
Budget

£

Apr 15
Budget

£

May 15
Budget

£

Jun 15
Budget

£

Jul 15
Budget

£

Aug 15
Budget

£

Sep 15
Budget

£

Oct 15
Budget

£

Nov 15
Budget

£

Dec 15
Budget

£

Year 15
Budget

£

Receipts
Income 10,229 10,227 10,231 14,467 17,146 20,028 47,852 29,902 32,392 20,891 15,374 12,715 241,454

Total Receipts 10,229 10,227 10,231 14,467 17,146 20,028 47,852 29,902 32,392 20,891 15,374 12,715 241,454

Payments
Expenditure 15,099 15,094 16,174 15,133 16,212 15,128 21,932 10,292 11,945 11,942 11,948 11,946 172,845
Hospice Assets Under Construction 131,362 131,362 131,361 131,361 131,361 131,361 131,361 37,526 0 0 0 0 957,055
Furniture & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84,874 0 0 0 0 84,874

Total Payments 146,461 146,456 147,535 146,494 147,573 146,489 153,293 132,692 11,945 11,942 11,948 11,946 1,214,774

Net Cash Flow (136,232) (136,229) (137,304) (132,027) (130,427) (126,461) (105,441) (102,790) 20,447 8,949 3,426 769 (973,320)
Opening Bank Balance 1,091,369 955,137 818,908 681,604 549,577 419,150 292,689 187,248 84,458 104,905 113,854 117,280 1,091,369
Closing Bank Balance 955,137 818,908 681,604 549,577 419,150 292,689 187,248 84,458 104,905 113,854 117,280 118,049 118,049
Total Overdraft Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jan 16
Budget

£

Feb 16
Budget

£

Mar 16
Budget

£

Apr 16
Budget

£

May 16
Budget

£

Jun 16
Budget

£

Jul 16
Budget

£

Aug 16
Budget

£

Sep 16
Budget

£

Oct 16
Budget

£

Nov 16
Budget

£

Dec 16
Budget

£

Year 16
Budget

£
Receipts

Income 13,532 13,537 13,534 17,983 20,753 23,705 26,673 34,090 36,763 24,359 18,632 16,215 259,776
Total Receipts 13,532 13,537 13,534 17,983 20,753 23,705 26,673 34,090 36,763 24,359 18,632 16,215 259,776
Payments

Expenditure 14,779 13,283 13,280 13,336 13,331 13,333 13,337 13,333 25,015 25,016 25,015 25,014 208,072
Hospice Assets Under Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 37,526 0 0 0 0 0 37,526
Furniture & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Payments 14,779 13,283 13,280 13,336 13,331 13,333 50,863 13,333 25,015 25,016 25,015 25,014 245,598
Net Cash Flow (1,247) 254 254 4,647 7,422 10,372 (24,190) 20,757 11,748 (657) (6,383) (8,799) 14,178
Opening Bank Balance 118,049 116,802 117,056 117,310 121,957 129,379 139,751 115,561 136,318 148,066 147,409 141,026 118,049
Closing Bank Balance 116,802 117,056 117,310 121,957 129,379 139,751 115,561 136,318 148,066 147,409 141,026 132,227 132,227
Total Overdraft Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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14/08/2013 20:47Skanda Vale Hospice Cash Flow

Jan 17
Budget

£

Feb 17
Budget

£

Mar 17
Budget

£

Apr 17
Budget

£

May 17
Budget

£

Jun 17
Budget

£

Jul 17
Budget

£

Aug 17
Budget

£

Sep 17
Budget

£

Oct 17
Budget

£

Nov 17
Budget

£

Dec 17
Budget

£

Year 17
Budget

£

Receipts
Income 18,232 18,227 18,232 22,904 25,750 28,799 31,913 39,693 42,231 28,800 22,835 20,767 318,383

Total Receipts 18,232 18,227 18,232 22,904 25,750 28,799 31,913 39,693 42,231 28,800 22,835 20,767 318,383

Payments
Expenditure 27,450 25,949 25,948 26,095 26,092 26,089 26,214 26,213 26,208 26,333 26,330 26,332 315,253
Hospice Assets Under Construction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Furniture & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Payments 27,450 25,949 25,948 26,095 26,092 26,089 26,214 26,213 26,208 26,333 26,330 26,332 315,253

Net Cash Flow (9,218) (7,722) (7,716) (3,191) (342) 2,710 5,699 13,480 16,023 2,467 (3,495) (5,565) 3,130
Opening Bank Balance 132,227 123,009 115,287 107,571 104,380 104,038 106,748 112,447 125,927 141,950 144,417 140,922 132,227
Closing Bank Balance 123,009 115,287 107,571 104,380 104,038 106,748 112,447 125,927 141,950 144,417 140,922 135,357 135,357
Total Overdraft Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skanda Vale Hospice
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letters 
of support

ORgANIsAtIONs  
CARERs, PAtIENts  
AND VOLuNtEERs



Swami Govinda, the Secretary of the Board of Trustees, shares his experience of 
providing palliative and end of life care at Skanda Vale Hospice.

I first met Guru when I was 20; at 25 I became a monk within the small monastic order he 
had established. Guru transformed my life, harnessing my creative and enthusiastic energy, 
giving reason and fulfilment to my life, which for me, was nowhere to be found in the world. 
He was foremost my teacher who I trusted implicitly, but also had the love of a father, mother 
and more; he was a great, great friend. I was privileged to work and share time closely 
alongside him as a monk for 13 years.

In 2006 Guru developed pleurisy on his right lung, despite many visits to the hospital, both 
short and long he never really recovered, in fact symptoms appeared to grow and no doctor or 
consultant seemed to be able to find the root of the problem. For months we desperately tried 
to arrange MRI scans, appointments with different consultants, a weekend of tests, all of 
which for one reason or another never materialised and we were all left in the dark. 

By now not only was Guru deteriorating physically but his behaviour was also changing. 
Always in my mind was the stubborn belief that he would recover, that he would again 
become the person he once was both in body and mind then one day I very clearly realised 
this was not going to be the case. However upsetting this realisation, it was also accompanied 
by relief that we could end to our futile search for a cure, giving us the time and time and 
space we needed to focus on Guru’s care. 

Care began at home, in his rather cramped but beautiful room. He felt insecure through the 
nights, feeling that he might stumble on his way to the loo or to get a drink, so I began my 
first night shifts sleeping on a mattress on the floor and would hand over to another brother in 
the morning. Nights were varied sometimes very quiet, others extremely challenging. Guru 
had deteriorated physically and was on oxygen for some of the time, but what was really 
tough was his behaviour and having to witness a person you love so deeply change into 
someone you hardly recognise. 

I do not know how a couple or small family deal with such a traumatic situation, we were a 
team of brothers who cared for Guru and had a whole monastic Community to support us. 
Over the next months it became more and more difficult. We were looking for an opportunity 
to take him to the hospice, for this was the only place we could care for him properly as he 
progressively weakened, but that had to come from him. Then one day we went for a drive, 
stopped at the hospice and Guru decided to stay.

Everything changed, Guru was less agitated, we had all the facilities we needed for caring, it 
was easier for doctors to make a visit and there was a whole range of spaces, a dining room, 
conservatory and garden which we could easily access and spend time within as opposed to 
spending all day in a rather dark and restricted room. I would do alternate nights have a sleep 
in the morning if it had been busy and then help through the day and hand over to another 
brother in the evening. My care became more focused away from home, and infinitely less 
pressurised. For those 24 hours I could totally surrender myself to the care of Guru. He 
deteriorated quite quickly over the next few months and we were soon doing everything for 
him. 



As Guru weakened the nights were generally quieter, on waking I would offer him coffee, 
almost always replying, “I would love a cup of coffee”, this was fortisip with extra espresso 
added, and if in the course of the next hour you could help him to drink it, that was a great 
start to the day. Getting Guru to drink or eat anything in the last couple of months was very 
difficult, his diet was reduced to fortisip and mangoes, (fortunately they were in season), 
occasionally some soup; but we had infinite time. 

These heightened days would pass from meal to meal, a bed bath in the morning, listening to 
music, a trip to the conservatory or the garden, hours and hours of quietly being alongside 
each other in unspoken communion. What a beautiful thing to be able to do for him, how 
perfect that he was the first to receive in patient care when it was he who started fundraising 
for the hospice over 20 years ago. I remember thinking time and time again this is my first 
patient, how stunning to be able to do this for many, many people in the future, to be there for 
there every need, to be really with them in those last months and weeks. 

Guru was bed bound for his last month, his pain was extreme and we were constantly 
managing it. Physically he suffered just about everything he possibly could, but he also 
suffered mentally, emotionally and spiritually. He was often not conscious for over 48 hours 
at a time, barely breathing. In the last days we could hardly get him to drink anything. When 
he died it was as if the lightest of bubbles had just burst, there was no sadness, it felt as if his 
love was now everywhere, a joy that this great man had fulfilled everything that he had set 
out to do. I was so grateful to be part of his life and to have been able to care for him, 
Beautiful. 



HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON S W l A  OAA 

Brother Michael 
Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron 
Llandysul 
Sir Gaerfyrddin 
SA44 5DY 

Our ref: CE9760RL 14 May 2013 

Annwyl Brother Michael 
----- -- ... - --- - - -- --.- - - + - -_ /_LA_~ 

Extension work to Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron, Llandysul 

On behalf of my colleague Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM and myself, I would like to thank you for inviting us 
to discuss your exciting plans to expand your facilities and the palliative care services you provide at 
Saron. 

We share your excitement about your new in-patient care unit. I t  would offer facilities that are not 
available in our constituency. The development of the in-patient unit would be a natural progression to 
the day care centre which you opened in 2004, and the home care palliative services you provided 
before that. 

Provisions of such in-patient services are scarce in Carmarthenshire. The nearest services are located in 
Llanelli. The new 6 bed in-patient at Saron is much needed and we have no hesitation in supporting the 
planning application. 

Yn gywir, 

Jonathan Edwards AS/MP 
Dwyrain Caerfyrddin a Dinefwr / Carmarthen East & Dinefwr 

El Swyddfa'r Etholaeth 
37, Stryd Y Gwynt 
Rhydaman 
Sir Gaerfyrddm 
SA18 3DN 

Jonathan Edwards AS / MP 
Llais Sir Gar yn San Steffan / Camarthenshire's Voice in Westminster 

Fl Constituency Office 
37, Wind Street 

Ammanford 
Carmarthenshire 

SA18 3DN 
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Bwrdd lechyd 
Hywel Dda 
Health Board 

Gofynnwch amlPlease Gudrun Jones Art Therapist Ysbyty Cyffredinol Bronglais 

ask for: Heol Caradog, Aberystwyth, 
-- 

Ceredigion. SY23 I E R  
231 31 ----RhiflT6n: 019/0 6 

Ffacs/Facsimile: 01970635487 
Bronglais District General 
Hospital 
Caradog Road, Aberystwyth, 
Ceredigion, SY23 IER 
Tel: 01970 

Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron, Llandysul SA44 5DY 

Dear Brother Jacob, 

I would like to support your work to establish a Hospice at Skanda Vale. As you know I 
have had professional contact with Skanda Vale for many years, whether that be to 
discuss case referrals or in professional forums and meetings about End of life care at 
Hywel Dda. My role in the palliative care team at Bronglais is as a Psychological and Art 

- - 
Psychotherapist. 

Whenever I have referred any of my patients to the team at Skanda Vale for psycho-social 
and complementary therapy treatments. I have always felt it to be professional and caring. 
I have also visited on a number of occasions and found people welcoming and 
professional. I have no hesitation in suggesting patients and their families contact Skanda 
Vale for the individualised care and the haven they offer. 

We do not have access to suitable respite or Hospice Care in Ceredigion and Skanda Vale 
would be our nearest facility. It is so important that families have a choice at this point in 
their lives, not everyone wants to or can die at home, or in Hospital. In the future there will 
be an increasing need for this facility in our community, with an ever increasing elderly 
population. I frequently come across those who have retired to this area, become ill, and 
then become increasingly isolated because they are living far away from their children. 

I look forward to hearing the outcome of the applications and wish you-all the best of lock 
in this venture. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gudrun Jon s, 
Art Psychotherapist, Palliative care team, Bronglais hospital 

Pencadlys Bwrdd lechyd Hywel Dda Hywel Dda Health Board Headquarters Cadeirydd I Chairman 
Llys Myrddin, L6n Winch, Hwlffordd, Merlins Court, Winch Lane, Haverfordwest, Mr Chris Martin 

Sir Benfro, SA61 1SB Pembrokeshire, SAG1 ISB 
Rhif Ff6n: (01437) 771220 Tel Nr: (01437) 771220 Prif Weithredwr /Chief Executive 
Rhif Ffacs: (01437) 771222 Fax Nr: (01437) 771222 Mr Trevor Purt 

Bwrdd lechyd Hywel Dda yw enw gweithredol Bwrdd lechyd Lleol Hywel Dda 
Hywel Dda Health Board is the operational name of Hywel Dda Local Health Board 
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Awelfryn 

Lla ngynog 

Carmarthen 

SA33 SDG 

17/5/2013 

Skand Vale Hospice 
Saron, 
Llandysul 
SA44 SDY 

Dear Brother Jacob 

II_____L--- ---- 
- - -- - 4 a ~ k ~ g ~ n ~ g C o m u n i ~ C b ; u n c i T t n a r ~ v e T s ~ q u i e t  rural area where there are an 

ever increasing number of us who have seen the best days of our lives and worry about how we will 
be looked after towards the end. 

There are few of us who have certainty as to how to cope in the last days of our lives especially 

those who have already lost their partner and hospital seems the likely end result. 

Some of us have also been carers within our own families and understand how difficult is the task of 

looking after someone in their last days without proper training and support. 

At our last meeting Jan Williams told us of the good work done by your hospice and of your proposal 

for the development of a dedicated facility to look after people in the last days of their life. 

Jan's report, which came up in "any other business", was well accepted and is on the agenda for our 

next meeting when we can make a resolution to write on behalf of the whole Council. 

In the mean time some of us agreed to write on our own behalf to express our support now. 

I have viewed your web page and your proposals and it looks to me to be a well thought out and 

sustainable scheme for development. 

I did not know of your existence until Jan spoke at our meeting and therefore cannot speak from 

personal knowledge of your organisation but what you propose should be a great asset to the 

community at large and I wholeheartedly offer my support. 

Please feel free to use this letter in your efforts to get planning permission and to attract grant 

aiding. 

Yours faithfully 

Hamish Laughland 1 
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CYGNOR CYMUNED LLANGYNOG 

LLANGYNOG COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

CLERC/CLERK: Karen Guy, Moelfre Uchaf, Llangynog, Carmarthen SA33 585 F F ~ N ~ E L :  01267 211801 

The Manager, 
Skanda Vale Hospice, 
Saron, 
Llandysul 
Carmarthenshire 
SA44 5DY 

Llangynog Community Council has been very interested to learn of the plans you have to extend your 

accommodation to include a facility to provide end-of-life and respite care at Skanda Vale Hospice. From the 

scheme outline contained on your web-site, this appears to be a high quality proposal to help people at a 

very difficult time. 

The Community Council was of the opinion that these facilities will be of great benefit to Carmarthenshire 

residents and their families. Llangynog Community Council would like to add its support to your planning 

application, and wishes you every success in your development. 

Yours sincerely 

Karen Guy 
Clerk to Llangynog Community Council 
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Sir Gar 
e Cymru 

Yr enw newydd ar gykr 
The new name for 

AGE Gar w 
Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron 
Llandysul 
Carmarthenshire SA44 5DY 

22 May 201 3 

To whom it may concern 

Letter of Support 

Age Cymru Sir Gar would like to support the application for planning for a 6- 
I__ - -  - - - p W W w i b r e  f a d 9  kuwthCa- --.---- 

Age Cymru Sir Ggr as the largest older person's charity in Carmarthenshire 
fully support services that provide choice for the older person. 

The planning application drawings show an attractive but practical looking 
building that does not look out of place in its surroundings. 

The rurality of the location is important in that it gives those living in rural 
communities an opportunity to support their loved ones in suitable 
surroundings. It also relieves the pressure on those coming to their end of 
their lives, and their families to travel long distances on rural roads to access 
hospital services. These journeys alone can add to the worries and 
difficulties faced by those needing palliative care. 

Yours sincerely 

Ann Dymock 
Chief Officer 

Age Cymru Sir GBr fflt 01554 784080 
8 Stryd MurrayIMurray Street e info@agecymrusirgar.org.uk 
Llanelli SAl5 1DZ www.agecymru.org.u Wsirgar 

ARlENNlR CAN Y LOTERI 
LOTTERY FUNDED 

Mae Age Cymru Sir GBr yn elusen gofrestredig rhif I Age Cymru Sir GBr is a registered chority number 1106321. Cwmni cyfyngedig trwy warant wedi ei gofrestru yn Lloegr oc yng Nghymru rhif I 
Company limited by guorantee and registered in England ond Woles number 5207722. Cyfeiriod ein swyddfo gofrestredig 1 Registered office address 8 Stryd MurraylMurray Street, Llanelli, SA15 1DZ 
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Reg. Charity No. 1 129395 
Helyg-y-Nant, Pentrecwrt, Llandysul, SA44 5DG 

philbwales 123@btintemet.com 
www.westwalesprostatecancer.org.uk 

Patron. Rhodri Glyn Thomas A.M. 

21 May 2013 

To whom it may concern. 

Dear Sir 

Planning Application for six bed in-care unit, Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron. 

I write on behalf of The West Wales Prostate Cancer Support Group in support of 
the above application. 

We are a patient-led organisation and registered charity supporting men and their 
families as they go through the process of investigation, diagnosis and treatment 
for prostate cancer. We also educate and raise awareness of this disease and 
campaign for improved services for prostate cancer patients. 

We value the work currently undertaken by Brother Jacob and his colleagues at 
Skanda Vale Hospice on behalf of members of the community with life-limiting 
illness and are excited by their plans to extend their work to patients requiring 
residential care. Hospice facilities in rural West Wales are rare and our aging 
population dictates a growing need for community based facilities. Skanda Vale 
offers a peaceful rural hospice servicing a rural population. 

I have visited the hospice on a number of occasions and have been able 
recommend the service it already offers to our own members. I have been happy to 
introduce one of our members with advanced prostate cancer to Skanda Vale 
Hospice and offered him transport as he was unable to drive. I know he benefitted 
from these visits which enriched the fmal weeks of his life m d  enabled his wife to 
have some time for herself. I am pleased to note that the proposed extension will 
provide accommodation for carers. 

The current facilities at Saron are extremely well planned and much care and 
expertise has gone into their provision. I believe their new planned, patient- 
centred provision has very carefully considered. 

Brother Jacob and his colleagues at Skanda Vale are not paid professionals but 
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extraordinary people who have dedicated their lives in the service of others and 
this is obvious to all who use the current facilities. I'm sure maintaining this ethos 
will be a major consideration when they seek to employ health professionals to 
work alongside them. I wish them every success with the development of their 
work and wholeheartedly support this application. 

Sincerely 

Phil Burr (Chair) 
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Dr  harm; 
MB, BS M S  Dip Palliative Care 

I have been closely associated with Skand Vale for the last forty years. I had my hospital 
training at West Wales General Hospital, Carmarthen 1973 to 1978 and I am a regular visitor 
to Carmarthen. 

The Hospice at Skand Vale has been supported by me as a professional and through 
donation in the past. 

I am a General Practitioner based a t  Liverpool with special interest in Palliative Care. I was 
associated with Marie Curie Hospice a t  Liverpool in the day care and in patient management 
in the past. 

I completed my training and Diploma in Palliative Care from Keel University in 1996 and 
since then I have been supporting the practice of Palliative care in Liverpool. 
I was a member on behalf of Liverpool Local Medical Committee that developed the 
'Liverpool Care PathwayJ and my research paper 'Ethnic Minority and Palliative Care in UKJ 
was accepted by the Dean of General Practice as working guide line for the Liverpool 
Palliative Care Service. 

I have visited the Skand Vale Hospice on many occasions and I have found the service 
provided by the hospice for the patients are holistic in nature and the care is tailored for 
each individual need. 

The need to expand the service has been felt for a long time, the feedback from patients 
and from their family has been supported by the local General Practitioners. 

The respite and end of life service is essential for the rural population it serves, the care 
near home is not only best but is a must for this community. 
The journey of the end of life has to be peaceful, the family should be part of this journey 
and a Hospice near home will serve this for terminal patients. . 

Palliative care is a multidisciplinary care; it needs physical, emotional and spiritual support 
with a holistic approach. I have found Skand Vale Hospice providing the care with the same 
principle. 

I fully support this proposal, I have seen the plan proposed on the drawings and I have no 
doubt that this development will fulfil a very precious need for the population of this rural 
community. 

3Parkwood Road 
Liverpool L25 4RJ 
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Liverpool L25 4RJ 
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Miss Nicky Gllbert 
Gwargraig Cottage, 
Gwyddgrug, 
Pencader, 
Carms 
SA39 9AX 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to support the development of Skanda Vale Hospice in Saron. 

I have lived in Carmarthenshire for over 22 years and been involved with the work of the Skanda Vale 
Hospice team for many of those; participating both in fundraising activities and the provision of direct 
care. So I have seen firsthand the immense value of such a service and the relief that the right care 
and dedication provides families at what is a deeply challenging and painful time. 

My job (running The Family Adviser Service for Mencap Cymru in Carmarthenshire) also gives me a 
strong insight into the pressures faced by carers. I see very frequently the impact that the role exerts. 
Social isolation, exhaustion, strain on mental and physical health, poverty and inability to cope are 
very common and significantly exacerbated for rural populations. I speak regularly with carers who 
are at breaking point. 

The availability of respite care is a high priority for most of them, and where appropriate, hospice 
respite would provide a significant and meaningful lifeline to carers. I know the high price exerted by 
the lack of such support from my own family circumstances, and the colossal strain that caring for a 
loved one over a sustained period can bring. That pressure impacts on every aspect of life and 
though most people want the opportunity to play an active role in looking after their loved ones, quality 
care is rarely possible without significant support. 

The values of the Skanda Vale Hospice Team and their commitment to service make them well 
placed to deliver such highly sensitive work. They are motivated to offer their very best, and while 
they don't impose their spiritual standpoint upon service users, it certainly shapes their attitude of love 
and concern for those needing support. The current day service is a place of warmth and joy where 
every aspect of care is tailored to the patients who come through the doors. A testimony of the high 
regard in which the team is held is that many family members participate in fundraising activities to 
support their work long after the death of their loved one. 

We cannot undervalue the importance of good end of life care. When it is got right, it offers a 
supportive breathing space for families to come to terms with a dramatic change rather than being run 
into the ground with exhaustion. It is also a very specialised field, and the proposed development will 
offer residents of the region something unique. With strain on hospitals increasing, strategic planning 
needs to look at more dedicated end of life care if we are to meet the needs of our population with 
dignity and sensitivity. Rural communities are disadvantaged in terms of choice and access to 
services. But the proposed development is in a strategically strong location to serve the 3 Counties. 

I have been approached by a number of colleagues over the years (aware of my link with the hospice) 
to see whether the right provision existed yet to meet the more intensive needs of terminally ill 
members of their families or community. Anecdotal though this evidence may be it would certainly 
suggest a demonstrable need for this service. 
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Ms Kiera Jones 
73 Heol y Pentre 

Pont Henri 
Llanelli, Carms 

SA15 SPY 

07855356009 
kieraljonese hotmail.com 

1 4 ~ ~  May 2013 

I would like to express my support for the proposed in-care unit at Skanda Vale Hospice in 
Saron, to enable 24-hour care and support to people who have a terminal illness, and their 
families. I have studied the building plans with great interest as well as discussing the plans, 
aim and philosophy behind it, with Brother Jakob the hospice manager. I am very impressed 
by the huge amount of work that has gone into it even before the building work has begun, 
and the sensitive and aesthetically appealing design that has been created. 

I am a palliative care nurse and am currently working as a Senior Registered Nurse with 
Marie Curie Cancer Care, with patients and families in the community. Over 50% of people 
currently die in hospital, often in far from ideal circumstances. The majority of people wish 
to die at home or in a hospice, given the choice. The physical and emotional demands of 
looking after someone who is terminally ill are intense and sometimes too much for their 

-- family and friends to cop-e with alone, without significant support. Through organisations 
within the community, support may be given at home, but this is not always sufficient to 
meet the needs of the individual and their loved ones, and often time away from the home 
is essential in providing a period of true rest and respite for the carers. Skanda Vale Hospice 
is aiming to provide this much-needed respite and support within the new in-care unit, for 
everyone who might wish to access it, without charge. The community of Skanda Vale has 
provided an excellent standard of care and support for the past twenty years within the day 
unit; the insare unit will allow them to provide this much needed 24-hour respite, and also 
an end-of-life service for those who wish to die in a homely hospice environment, and for 
those who need that additional support from qualified staff at the end of life. 
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Since there is a distinct lack of hospice care available, especially in West and Mid Wales, this 
unit will be going a long way to filling the huge gap that currently exists in the palliative care 

that is being provided by the NHS and voluntary and independent sectors. I am passionate 
about end of life care, and in particular about enabling patient choice as far as possible, 

promoting independence and autonomy and providing truly holistic support and care to 

patients and their loved ones. I know that Skanda Vale Hospice will be providing this 
excellent standard in palliative care and am only too happy to support them wholeheartedly 
in this venture. 

Should you wish to ask me any additional questions in relation to this letter of support, 
please feel free to get in touch with me. 

Yours faithfully, 

Kiera Jones 

Palliative Care Nurse 
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U For better mental health 

46 f homas Street 
Uanefli 

Carmarthenshire 
SAX5 3JA 

Tel: 01554 752751 
Registerad Charity No. 518300 

Thursday 3oth May 2013 

To whom it may concern, 

We are writing in support of Skanda Vale Hospices' planning application to convert and extend their 

existing facility. 

- - 
We believe that ~kanda Vale Hospice offer a unique service where the need; of people as individuals 

can be meet in a non- institutional, supportive and caring environment. 

Skanda Vale hospice have recognised that the needs of the community will expand in the future; the 

plans they are proposing recognise this need and will offer patients and their carers the high level 

holistic approach that they deserve. 

Kind Regards 

Jennifer Caton. 

Acting Manager. 
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paulsartori 

Brother Jacob 
Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron 
Llandysul 
SA445DY 

2znd May 201 3 

Dear Brother Jakob, P 
_ _ -  -- - --- - L .._ -u __I^_- --_-_--- --I_IC - -  -- --' 

Thank you for taking the time to update me on your plans. 

I am very happy to write in support of your application for planning permission. I write 
both as a health professional and a resident of North Pembrokeshire. 

My experience of Skanda Vale has included visits, attending Hywel Dda Palliative 
Care meetings together, providing joint staff training and early discussions about 
your plans. The impression I have formed is of an organisation with high standards 
and a professional and practical approach to achieving them. 
In our early discussions about your aspiration to open an inpatient unit, it was clear 
that you are very committed to responding to established needs and to meeting all 
relevant regulatory requirements. 

The drawings of the proposed buildings suggest that it will provide a peaceful and 
pleasant environment for patients. I am sure you will have evidence to show there is 
a need for more in patient provision in the area, but I would like to add some general 
points. 

As a Hospice at Home service, we are committed to keeping people at home and 
making sure family members have the support to enable this. However, there is 
undoubtedly also a need for family members to be able to have a complete break 

- ._I__ -- --from tim fbtim I d~not%nowthiource 8 kis-Statlist%,-but itICGdeQasserteT~n 
end-of-life care circles that 30% of family carers for people at the end of life have a 
life-limiting condition themselves and our experience confirms this. 

In addition to respite need, I suspect there will always be some people who cannot 
be cared for at home for a variety of reasons. For example, even with all services 
working together, it can be very difficult to support someone at home right to the end 
if they do not have a resident family carer. This group is predicted to increase in the 
coming years. 

L Supported by 
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In-patient provision is currently limited in West Wales. Beds on hospital sites are 
specialist palliative care beds with specific referral criteria, rather than practical 
options for preferred place of care. We are fortunate to have Shalom House in St 
Davids in Pembrokeshire, but obviously that is at the very Western extremity of the 
county so distance limits it as a feasible option for residents of North Pembrokeshire, 
Carmarthenshire and Ceredigion. 

Yours sincerely, 

hh i 
- -.---- _ ___ _ - _ - __II_._C__-- - - 1 _ - - -  

______l l l  _ _------ 
Sophie Thomas 
MatronlClinical Services Manager 
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Sharon Topazio 

Regional Cancer Support Manger 

6 Nott Square 

Carmarthen 

SA31 1PG 

Tel: 01267 223302 

2om May 2013 

Dear Sirs 

Re: Plannina Apdication for six bed in-care unit 

I would like to express my support for the above proposal as I think that it is very important 
that there are more services for respite and end of life services for individuals that need it - 
especially in the rural areas of Carmarthenshire. 

Tenovus is a cancer charity that supports anyone affected by cancer and has worked closely 
with the Skanda Vale Hospice over the last couple of years to ensure that people in need of 
cancer support services have a good choice of services when they need it most. 

I wish Brother Jacob and his team every success with this fantastic expansion application. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me further if you require any further information. 

Kind regards 

Sharon Topazio 

Tenovus Regional Cancer Support Manager 

Email: Sharon.Topazio@tenovus.org.u k 
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13 St Peters Street 
Carmarthen 
Carmarthenshire 
SA31 1 LN 

Phone 01 267 229064 
3rd July 201 3 

Dear Brother Jacob, 

I want to convey sincere thanks to everyone at Scanda Vale Hospice for all the 
care that you gave to Stan Stent when he was terminally ill with throat cancer. I know how 
much your support helped Stan. 

It is a difficult journey from diagonis of a terminal condition into the unknown. Undoubtedly 
the support that Stan recieved from Scanda Vale helped him cope with hid deteriorating 
condition. Origanally he was able to enjoy the lovely food prepared for the paitents, but as 
eating became more difficult every effort was made to provide him with something that he 
could enjoy. Later, when Stan was living on liquid feets through a peg tube in the stomach, 
a quiet place was always provided for him to deal with his feed and medication. 

Not only was he well cared for, but for me knowing that he was in safe hands I could relax 
from attending to him and tackle some of the tasks at home that fell behind. 

I wish you all success in raising the money required for accomadation for respite care. 
If that had been available while I was caring for Stan it would have been possible for me to 

- - have the occasional much needed break to visit my sisters and family, knowing that he 
would be well c a r d  for. 

- 

Everyone at Scanda Vale helped and encouraged Stan every step of the way on his 
journey. There was much laughter, art and writing therapy, reiki and other treatments that 
benefitted Stan as well as spiritual discussions. He always returned home peaceful and 
relaxed. Long may you continue this good work, and may the respite side of the hospice 
be there to help and support both patient and families dealing with life threatening Illness. 

With Best wishes and grateful thanks 

Naomi Karon Bagel 
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Ffynnonwen 

Felindre 

Llandysul 

CARMS. SA44 SUX 

7& July 2013 

~ e &  Brother Jacob et al at Skanda vale 

I am writing in support of your fbndraising to extend and improve the service you are 
already offering to people with terminal illness at the hospice. As you know I have visited 
the hospice and was extremely impressed with the extraordinary atmosphere of kindness, 
gentleness and tranquillity- I have also had fiends who have been able to use your service 
towards the end of their lives, and whilst under the stress of serious illness, and they were 
more than happy to attend and spend quality time with you all. 

I would be very happy to see your services extended to incorporate residential services. I 
think that this would offer so much more to people living locally than the local authority and 
privately run care homes. Institutions are rarely able to meet the needs of individuals, and I 
believe that the end of life care that Skanda Vale has already provided has promoted dignity 
and self-esteem in its users. 

I really hope that you are able to secure hnding to carry on and fi.uther develop the important 
work you do in and for the community. Can I also take this opportunity to thank-you 
personally for that. I know sometimes your work may seem to go largely unnoticed, but I 
have been very touched by the way you have looked after fiends. 

Best of luck with your applications. 

Kind regards, and let me know how it all works out for you. 

Jane Belli 
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Thursday, 23 May 20 1 3 
Mrs winnie filkins 
Drenewydd 
Llanllwni 
Llanybydder 
Carmarthenshire 
Sa40 9sj 

I am a current patient attending Skanda Vale Hospice. 
I wish to offer my support for the proposed new facilities at Skanda Vale hospice, as a 
cancer patient I attend the hospice for complimentary therapy on a weekly basis and 
as a result the darker days are enlightened by the love and care I receive from the 
Sisters, Brothers and Volunteers. 
I really cannot express enough how the support is helping, if it was not for this 
hospice, I would not only be left feeling alone, but also sad and isolated, which 
anyone who has been or is suffering from cancer will understand. 
Living in a fairly isolated place this hospice placed in the country side so the villagers 
in the surrounding area can get to somewhere for help , understanding and care which 
is so vital. 
If this hospice fails, there would be many- many patients who would be left 
abandoned being unable to travel the many miles to access similar care . 
There are other patients attending, many of whom are suffering much more than I, 
whose pain is eased considerable as a result of the care received there. 
I understand that the new extension will include providing 24 hour care, and it cannot 
be Overemphasized how Vital this would be to the suffering and their Carers alike. 
This enterprise cannot be allowed to fail, and if the same determination is shown by 
the local community and the authoritative bodies involved , as is shown by the 
hospice staff- it will not fail. Anyone looking at the plans can see what a wonderful 
peaceful place this will be, again anyone visiting Skanda Vale Hospice, will feel the 
calmness and warrnth that generates from there. I just cannot express strongly enough 
for you to support this project to go forward, So Please, to all those who will be 
involved in judging this project Think Carefully about the people who Need this 
facility to make the life more brighter. 
THANK YOU 

Winnie filkins 
Patient 
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MRS MICHELLE GARDF4ER 
HILL COTTAGE 

PENDINE 
C-TNENSHIRE 

SA33 4PD 

2 0 ~  May 20 13 

Planning Dept 
Carmarthenshire County Council 
Carmarthen 

I have attended Skam&a.V3le hospiceJor over ayggr-angmade full use of their 
facilities. I have found the special bath and aromatherapy treatments very therapeutic and 
of great benefit. The standard of care I have received has been exceptional, certainly 
adding to the experience. I could not of hoped for better, it makes the 80 mile round t i p  
worth while. 

I understand that the proposal of a residential complex is planned for the hospice. I totally 
support this application, as it would provide 24 hour care for those people whom seek 
respite and end of life service. 

Skanda Vale hospice is a very special place run by very special caring people. Set in a 
tranquil location with beautiful grounds, which is the perfect environment for such a 
place. I believe that a facility like this is much needed within Carmarthenshire. 

If there is any further information I can provide to support their application for planning 
consent, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Michelle Gardner 
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29 Ferry Road 
Kidwelly 
Carmarthenshire 
SA17 5BJ 
23d July 2013 

Brother Jakob 
Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron, Llandysul 
Carmarthenshire 

+ SA44 5DY 

Dear Brother Jakob 

I wish to support your application for funding to improve facilities at 
your hospice so that you may offer respite and end of life care there. 

You looked after my late wife with outstanding care and professionalism, 
without your services my life would have been intolerable for the years 
you cared for her and she loved the time she spent with you. I will 
always be extremely grateful. 

From my own experience, I found it extremely difficult to get quality 
respite care and in fact the unwillingness and even active opposition to it 
from the Hywel Dda Health Board to provide it in the area, which caused 
a great deal of distress. 

I do hope that you are successful in your application for funding; 1 do 
know that it will be very much appreciated by many of your patients and 
is very much needed. 

Yours Faithfully, 

Gerald Griffin 
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, , 
3 1 Fairbanks Walk 

Swynnerton 
Stone 
Staffs 

ST15 OPF 
29" May 20 13 

Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron 
Llandy sul 
Camarthenshire 
SA44 5DY 

Dear Sirs 

SKANDA VALE HOSPICE: PLANNING APPLICATION FOR SIX BED IN- 
CARE UNIT 

I would like to express my full and enthusiastic support for your application to 
extend the care services already provided by your hospice. 

As you know, I am fully apprised of the care you already offer not least because 
my mother Sister Lily, who is a member of your Community, has been 
permanently resident and cared for at the hospice by you for some considerable 
time as she inevitably approaches the close of her life. In my view the quality of 
care that you provide is first rate and absolutely beyond reproach. 

The loving care she receives fkom everybody who looks after her including 
volunteers is exceptional. If I lived nearer to the hospice I would certainly be 
volunteering to help. I have helped in a volunteer capacity in our local hospice 
"The Douglas Macmillan Hospice" in Stoke on Trent and have seen at first hand 
how much the service is appreciated by both patients , their families and the 
local community. 

I have also been privileged to witness, during my visits to the hospice, the day 
care that you currently provide for other people requiring help with various 
difficult circumstances and conditions. Again what you achieve, the 
professionalism of your approach, the loving care given and the benefits enjoyed 
by those for whom you provide care, are exceptional. I feel it is also of 
immense help to the carers within families of patients who need some respite 
fkom the exhaustion of looking after a terminally ill family member. 
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I consider it would be of enormous value to the local community if the provision 
of such care, and particularly respite and end-of-life services, could be extended 
as you propose. 

I have also examined the plans and drawings for the extension to the existing 
premises. I am of course very familiar with the property, and I consider that the 
proposed extension would be in keeping with the building and would enhance 
the attractiveness of the premises and surroundings. 

Yours faithhlly 

Margaret Hall 
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The 12th of August 2013 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

This is my story so far; in the year 2000 I became largely paralysed and had spinal 

surgery in Morriston Hospital, Swansea, to rid me of the tumour which was crushing 

my spinal cord. Later that same year I had a big eleven hour operation in the Royal 

Orthopaedic in Birmingham in order to remove the remaining tumour, to treat the 

spine and install a titanium structure to strengthen the spine. 

By 2004 the cancer had returned and I had a lung operation in the Heartlands in 

Birmingham to remove two tumours. Finally I had a third spinal operation in the 

Heath, Cardiff. After this operation I became paralysed from the chest down. I found 

this experience harrowing and very difficult to come to terms with. It was worse than 

having cancer. 

 

It was after this operation that my father told me that he had found a hospice in 

Saron, Carmarthenshire. At first I resisted his attempts to coerce me into going there. 

Eventually I went and met Brother Jakob, the garrulous and thoroughly likeable 

manager of the hospice who assessed me and deemed me to be suitable material 

for the hospice. 

 

The hospice was and still is a very commodious house which has been substantially 

altered to suit the needs of the hospice. The main room is high, large and airy and 

contains both an area in which patients and staff sits, chat, frolic and drink copious 

draughts of tea, coffee and a dining area where we sit and consume the lovely three 

course meal which is created by the chef.  

 

The staff who are friendly and supportive come from Skanda Vale Monastery but are 

supplemented by carers from the local community. There are complementary 

therapies available including reiki and reflexology. I take the opportunity to have a 

bath in a specially adapted bathroom which I enter using a hoist. I have been going 

to Skanda Vale hospice for years now and I can honestly say that it has benefitted 

me in many ways. Recently I have made a new friend there through doing a creative 

writing course. Now we send each other long letters and swop books which we think 

will be of interest to the other. Over the years I have met some interesting characters 

from all walks of life.  

 

Hopefully the new phase will commence soon and the hospice will be transformed 

into a building ready to fulfil the needs of people in the 21 century. The need for a 

hospice which offers 24 hour palliative care is all too real. There are so few hospices 

in West Wales and so many people end up dying in hospital which is not what the 

patients or their relatives really want. Hospitals have neither the skills nor facilities to 

deal with the terminally ill whereas the staff of a palliative care unit has the specialist 
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knowledge and skills to allow the patients to end their days in the best possible 

conditions. 

 

Many times over the years since I was first taken ill in the year 2000 I have heartily 

wished that there was a 24 hours hospice where I could go for respite care and 

escape from all the financial and health worries that were bedevilling me. Now at last 

it seems that people in the area will have a 24 hour palliative care unit. I for one will 

heave a sigh of relief when the building is finished and hopefully I will be able to have 

respite care. Furthermore I can think of many patients over the years whose lives 

would have been enriched by the presence of a 24 hour palliative care unit. Let us 

hope for all those suffering from cancer that the hospice alterations can go ahead as 

soon as possible. 

 

Ian M. Logan 
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Pencwm, St Harmon, Rhayader 
Powys, LD6 5NG 

19 May 2013 

Skanda Vale Hospice 
Saron, 
Llandysul 
SA44 5DY 

Dear Sirs, 

Letter of support 
Planning Application for six bed in-care unit 

I am writing in support of your planning application for a residential hospice. 

My father, cousin and uncle all died from cancer and I am very well aware of 
the amount of care that is required in the final days of this disease. My cousin 
died in a hospice and received wonderful care and support at that time; he 
was a bachelor without any support at home. 

I have advanced metastatic prostate cancer with a short life expectancy. On 
the horizon, I can see my last days and worry about the extra work that will be 
imposed on my wifelcarer. 

I am not aware of any residential hospice facilities in this sparsely populated 
rural area, and I have been really pleased to hear that Skanda Vale is 
planning to build such a unit which will complement local health care facilities. 

It is a great relief to me to hear that this facility may be available when the 
time comes. It promises to be a loving, caring, homely environment with light 
and airy rooms in a beautiful rural setting. 

Not only would it be a good place for me to end my days, but - more 
importantly - it could also relieve my wife from the huge daily task of caring 
for a terminally ill husband. Even a short break at this facility would help her 
to revive her strength. 

I am writing to support your plans, and to wish you every success in this 
exciting and invaluable project. 

Yours faithfully, 

Alan ~ o v e w  
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M n  Susan Maxwell, 
15  Kings Road, 

Llandybie, 
Amman ford, 

SA18 2TL 

14th May 2013 

Dear Sin, 

Letter of S U R G  - - 

unit at Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron, carmarthenshire 

I attended the Day Care facility at Skanda Vale Hospice with my late 
husband, Barry, in 2008 on a self-referral basis. We made the 
90 minute round trip from our home in Ceredigion each week so 
that Barry could enjoy a bath and have lunch afterwards in warm 
and comfortable surroundings where his every need was catered 
for. As his only Carer, I was able to enjoy the luxury of a few 
houn a way to "recharge my own batteries", knowing that he was 
in a safe and caring environment. 

The companionship and social interaction provided in the beautiful 
and peaceful setting of the Hospice was vitally important to our 
wellbeing as our lives were very stressful at that time. Barry was 
suffering from advanced Congestive Heart Failure which 
necessitated frequent emergency admissions to hospital to try and 
stabilise his condition - unlike Cancer patients there are no 
designated wards for progressive Heart Failure patients and each 
hospital admission had to be made via the emergency services or on 
GP referral to A&E. 

When Barry became unable to cope with the side effects of the 
various prescribed medications his Consultant discharged him from 
outpatient care, stating that there was nothing further to be done. 
We were given no options for assistance other than Social Services 
who could only offer me a Carers Assessment - many Hospices only 
offer facilities for Cancer patients but then I remembered hearing 
about the services offered at Skanda Vale Hospice and duly 
contacted them. 
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Afler an initial meeting to discuss the nature of Barry's illness and 
his individual requirements he was able to attend as oRen as his 
health allowed. Liaison between the Hospice and Barry's GP was 
superb, identifying additional needs such as portable oxygen which 
greatly improved his quality of life. 

Following a lengthy stay in hospital in October 2008, in addition to 
his heart problems Barry was diagnosed with a low grade Non- 
Hodgkins Lymphoma. Early the following year, we moved house 
to be nearer family - - -  which made the journeyto the Hospice even - -  - -  

longer and Barry was only able to attend occasionally as his health 
deteriorated. We were a ware of future plans to provide 
respite/end of life facilities at the Hospice and Barry desperately 
hoped that these would be available to him at some stage - sadly, 
this was not to be and he was admitted to hospital in Carmatthen 
where he spent nearly 8 months before passing away on 28th 
August 201 1. 

My association with the Hospice staff and volunteers has continued - 
they visited Barry whenever possible whilst he was in hospital 
during his last illness and still extend a warm welcome to me on the 
occasions I am able to visit. I am delighted that they are now 
ready to move forward with their long a waited goal of providing 
respite and end of life services - the proposed drawings available at 
this stage take account of the various facilities which will be 
required for patients and their families but remain sympathetic to 
the ethos of the existing building and its environment. 

- - 

There is such a need for this type of facility in Carmarthenshire. 
Patients and their carers are presently obliged to undertake long 
journeys to access similar palliative care services which, sadly, are 
very limited. The provision of this proposed 6 bed in-care unit, 
with the addition of a free transport service, will bring more choice 
to patients as well as increasing the total number of beds available 
across the Hwyel Dda region and I therefore lend my wholehearted 
support to this Planning Application. 

Yours faithfully, n 
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Maes-G wyn, 

Cwm Cou, 

Newcastle Emlyn, 

Ceredigion, 

I-_ I -=z--=-----Z-u~-L--~- - - _ - ---- - .SA389PF - - - . --A ---=_-,--- - - - 
_A_---- _ . - 

lzth May, 2013 

Dear Sirs, 

Reference Plannin~ & Proposed Plans for Skanda Vale Hospice 

I am writing to register my total and complete support to the proposal to extend and expand 
the services provided by Skanda Vale Hospice. 

I was diagnosed with cancer several years ago and fortunately for me my local GP was aware 
of Skanda Vale and the service they provide. I went along with some trepidation at first but 
was soon put completely at ease by the friendly, caring yet extremely professional and 
efficient approach. They were able to provide me with lymphedema therapy which the NHS 
could not and still cannot provide effectively. 

The monks and nuns take time to get to know you as an individual and so are well equipped 
to help not only with any physical needs such as bathing but also are there to listen and share 
a perspective on the emotional stresses such an illness brings. They equally support family 
and fiiends which is so important as the strain for than is very hard and they can be reluctant 
to discuss with their loved one for fear it will add a greater burden for them to carry.. .. Also 
the hospice brings joy and laughter and an opportunity to be 'normal' which is so important. 

I am aware there is very little in terms of hospice services and end of life care in the 
Ceredigion area.. Equally I know the hospice service in other areas provides respite care and 
other palliative care such as settling a patient on a pain management regime etc. These are 
all valuable and much needed services which I know I would prefer to happen in an 
environment such as Skanda Vale rather than a mainstream hospital. 

Finally, if end of life is approaching there is currently littleif-anychoice f a  people where 
this should happened. Forsome it may not be possible or desirable for them to be at home 
and the thought of being alone on a busy hospital ward is unbearable. If they were able to 
provide in-patient rooms I know at Skanda Vale you would not be alone and everything 
possible would be provided to meet your final physical, emotional and spiritual needs. 
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Ffynnonwen 

Felindre 

Llandysul 

Carmarthen. SA44 5UX. 

07/07/2013 

Dear Skanda Vale Hospice, 

I am writing in support of your application for lottery funding. I have been very impressed by what I 

have heard about your services over the years, even from GPs who had referred their patients to 

you. It was one of these GPs, a friend, who first alerted me to your services. 

I would be really happy too to think that the services for local people, which are, frankly, pretty 

dismal, are to be enhanced by yours. Perhaps you could take on something of a training role too, 

when you are in a position. 

I have worked in the locality with elderly people and people with disabilities, and the sort of one- 

size-fits-all care that is available just doesn't begin to address the needs.of individuals. 

I wish you all the very best with your new schemes. 

Paula Lee. 
/ 
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1 Bryn-y-mor 
Tresaith 
Cardigan 
SA43 2JH 

23rd May 2013 

Dear Sir, 

With ref. to the planning application for a new in-care unit at Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron, Llandysul, 

SA44 SOY 

-- I wish-to fully support the above ptanning application by Skanda Vale Hospice and cannot speak 

highly enough of the service and care they provide at present. As a cancer patient myself, I have 
personal experience of how vital their help and support can be at a very traumatic time in one's life. 

The atmosphere at the hospice is happy, warm and welcoming. They provide a stress free 

environment where one can meet and talk to staff and fellow sufferers in a normal home setting at 

a time when hospitals and hospital treatment dominates your life.. 

What they can give in abundance is time. Time to listen to worries that you can't or feel 
unable to discuss with loved ones. Time to just sit and be, without constantly being asked if you're 

'alright', time to just chat about everything and nothing. So few people and places have time these 

days but the hospice is a place where time, or the lack of it is not an issue, such an important factor 

of care when every second can be so precious. 

The new in-care unit would enable them to extend the invaluable service they provide at 

present. The respite care so badly needed in the area will be a life line for many. Accommodation 
enabling relatives to be near loved ones during their final days can only be seen as a positive and 

enriching. We live in such a rural community that travel is a problem for many, Not just in time and 

energy but also in cost, 

They undoubtedly provide a very important and much needed service to the local 
community at present and are prepared-to do so much more. I would also like to point out that I am 

not a religious person myself. Religion was never mentioned during the time they helped me and 
neither was money. All their facilities and care are provided free of any cost. 

I hope you will look favourably at this application. 

Denise M. Price 
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Page 1 of 1 

Diane Hough 

From: "Diane Houghw <diane-hough@sky.com 
To: <br.jakob@slcandavale hospice.org> 
Sent: 17 June 201 3 t 757 
Subject: hospice plans 
To Skanda Vale Hospice, 

Having moved @om the Southampton area in May 2006 to Carmarthen, after a few weeks in the new area, 
needed something to do outside the house. 1 came across folk collecting for Skanda Vale Hospice. They 
gave me some leaflets and after looking through same, decided to contact Br.Jakob, the manager. Over a 
cup of tea the following week, he decided I could start working with the staff a few days later. I have never 
fooked back. 

Working at the Hospice has Men very rewarding, sitting with the patients, doing the ironing, making tea etc., 
as well as having an excellent lunch together, makes it all wonderful. The staff are all lovely and made me 
feel totally at home from day one. 

Reganling the proposed in-care unit, this is needed so much so that we can help patients to the end of their 
lives. The staff have worked tirelessly to p~esent perfect plans to work with and I can only ask that these are 
looked upon favourably. It would be a place of caring in every sense of the word, and the present patiints 
are very keen to see the plans authorised. 

Thanks 

Diane Hough (Mrs) 
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Maesyffynnon 
Lady Road 
Llangoedmor 
Cardigan 
Ceredigion 
SA43 2LU 

Re Skanda Vale Hospice, Saron, Carms 

To whom it may concern, 

I have been associated with the Skanda Vale Hospice in Saron on a voluntary basis for 
several years, mostly helping with occasional light maintenance work. Also, recently, by virtue of 
the hospice's day-care service, it has been possible for a patient and myself to befiiend each other 
and share our interest in writing and literature. The hospice provides an ideal, congenial setting for 
us to meet on a regular basis. This patient, who is not (we hope) at end of life, but who is in 
permanent and severe pain, is a person who would benefit hugely fiom the respite care service 
which the hospice intends to provide. 

I am now retired, but have myself suffered f?om chronic illness for the last ten or so years. In 
2004 I was diagnosed with prostatic cancer, and the hospice team as they then were gave me and 
my partner exceptional moral and practical support. 

From my current observation, the care given to patients seems exemplary in eveqfiuay, and - 

I can vouch that the hospitality extended to us voluntary helpers and visitors leaves us feeling that 
we are given far more than we give. I have always been impressed by the extraordinary dedication 
of the monastic community both to the project as a whole and to each individual patient. For me 
personally it has been both joy and privilege to be involved in the hospice project. 

As a person resident in the locality for the last twenty-five years, it seems to me that there is 
an unanswerable case for the provision of hospice care - both end of life and respite. Surely it is 
unacceptable that many people are dying - sometimes in distressing circumstances - in hospital 
wards, simply for want of somewhere else more appropriate for them to be? Home is of course best 
for many; but the facilities are often inadequate there, and care resources too stretched. This is the 
need which the community at Skanda Vale is determined to address, with both love and 
professionalism. 

Can we in this area afford to miss such an opportunity? 

Yours fithfully, 

Neil Robert Platts 
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Maes y FFynnon 
Lady Road 
Llangoedmor 
Cardigan 
SA43 2LU 

Re Skanda Vale Hospice Proposed In-Care Unit. 

To whom it may concern 

In 1998 I spent three months working as a voluntary assistant carer in the Skanda 
Vale Hospice Home Care Team- a service that was much valued by the local 
community. In recent years I have been helping out in Saron as a voluntary assistant 
carer for an elderly nun, who resides there. 

I know that the care offered by the Skanda Vale team is exceptional, and can see how 
much all the patients benefit. In the past, I have had experience working as a 
volunteer in a Marie Cure Hospice in London, and in my view, the quality of care 
offered by Skanda Vale Hospice is easily comparable. 

Personally, my partner and I already had wondefil support fiom the day care team in 
Saron during my partner's initial episode of cancer in 2004 - and there is always the 
very real possibility that we may need their services again - as could any of us. 

I have been living and working in the locality forthepast ten years now, and it is - 
clear how much a hospice with In-Care provision is needed in the area, due to the lack 
of other suitable facilities. In-Care hospice provision can be such a benefit to both 
patients, families and carers- as I witnessed at Marie Curie. The relief was palpable 
when patients fmally arrived at the hospice having been at home or in hospital - the 
fact that they and their carers were not alone, and, compared with the stress of 
hospital, the atmosphere of acceptance and safety. 

I would have no hesitation in supporting Skanda Vale Hospice application to provide 
respite and end of life care facility at Saron, and only hope that this happens as soon 
as possible. 

Joanna Savory 
Psychotherapist. 
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Skanda Vale Hospice, 
Saron, 
Llandysul 

SA44 5DY 

Penlan Farm, 
Llangynog 
Carmarthen 
SA33 5DE 
16.05.2013 

I am writing in support of the planning application for Skanda Vale Hospice. 
I have been involved as a volunteer complementary therapist / carer for many 
years supporting patients personal hygiene requirements and emotional support 
using therapies. 
As a community counsellor for approx ten years I understand the difficulties 
arising in our area when loved ones are eonfined to hospitals further afield Por 
their final days of life, with no transport facilities readily available. 
Skanda Vale Hospice will offer a desperately needed service that supports 
hospitals in the Hywel Dda Trust by allowing patients who cannot go home to 
spend their final days in a loving, comfortable, supportive surroundings away 
from a clinical field. At present there is only one hospice in Carmarthenshire 
offering over night beds with very stretched, limited resources and bed 
availability. Therefore more beds within the locality will serve patient choice and 
not deprive them or their families of essential fundamental care a t  such a 
stressful time. The services offered will provide clinical, and emotional support 
to both patients and their families in a beautiful, tranquil, rural location. 
Families deserve this support when not able to take their loved ones home for 
whatever reason. This service will be supported by a dedicated management 
team also doctors, nursing staff, and volunteers. 
I am retired from the NHS Trust having worked on both nursing and palliative care 
for over twenty five years. Therefore I have a comprehensive understanding and 
knowledge of patients requirements and the difficulties arising when hospital 
beds need to be freed and families cannot be accommodated overnight. 
I would urge you to view this planning application in a positive light for the future 
benefit of terminally ill patients and their families in the Carmarthenshire, 
Ceredigion, and Pembrokeshire areas. 

Regards 
A r 
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